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1Abstract
Diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) derived parameters like the apparent diffu-
sion coefficient (ADC) are known to correlate inversely to tumour-proliferation
in brain tumours. In high grade gliomas, the heterogeneity makes it difficult to
delineate high and low proliferative areas. Furthermore, this separation is im-
peded by partial volume effects and blurred borders. In addition to that, necro-
sis and cerebrospinal fluid increase the uncertainty of a proper delineation.
A second parameter derived by diffusion weighted imaging is the perfusion
fraction f and can be used to differentiate pancreatic diseases like pancreatic car-
cinoma from healthy tissue and pancreatitis from pancreatic carcinoma, thanks
to the hypoperfused nature of pancreatic carcinoma versus pancreatitis and
healthy pancreatic tissue, respectively.
In this thesis, we present algorithms and approaches for these two cases to
objectively determine the derived parameters. In the glioma case, an approach
is presented to automatically delineate the mentioned heterogeneous regions
and to probabilistically quantify the tissue inhomogeneity. Two methods were
tested to achieve this aim. Firstly, a Gaussian mixture model, solely consisting
of Gaussians and a partial volume aware technique using an additional class.
Next, an Expectation Maximization algorithm has been applied onto these two
models to separate these regions.
In the pancreatic case, we used linear rigid image registration, to spatially align
the so called b value stack, representing the diffusion raw data, and tried to
improve the reproducibility of the derived parameters and the plausibility of
the anatomical structure.
The results of the first study indicate that the Gaussian model excels the par-
tial volume model in terms of reproducibility by using a systematic initializa-
tion routine automatically drawn onto the low and high-proliferative areas.
In the second study, we could show that linear image registration significantly
improves the plausibility of the spatially alignment of the b value stack and
furthermore the reproducibility of the IVIM derived parameters such as f.
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In conclusion, we can say that the first study yields an automatic, rapid, re-
producible and objective determination of regions of signal inhomogeneity in
high grade gliomas by an automatic initialization whereas the second study re-
sults in a reduction of residual motion and artifacts ending up in a degradation
of the standard deviation of the perfusion fraction f to better delineate between
the pancreatic entities. This leads to a development of a pancreatic screening
tool which could be eventually expanded onto the usage of other organs.
1 Abstract IV
1 Subtle is the Lord, but malicious He is not.
Albert Einstein
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2Introduction
Diffusion weighted imaging is a method of micro-anatomical imaging and has
been vastly used in the brain and in the abdomen to yield surrogate parameters
to monitor treatment response (Chenevert et al., 2000, Grünberg et al., 2011,
Higano et al., 2006, Moffat et al., 2004, Riches et al., 2007). The exact, objective
and reproducible derivation of these diffusion based parameters can be seen as
a major goal of this thesis. As a matter of principle, the restriction, pertaining
to the used technique, lays solely on incoherent motion, regarding the used
intra voxel incoherent motion technique (IVIM), introduced by (Le Bihan et al.,
1988, 2008). Where the microcirculation of blood, represented by the perfusion
or parameter f, the combined diffusion and perfusion, represented by the so
called ADC (Apparent diffusion coefficient or the averaged diffusion within a
voxel) (Mori, 2007, Mori and Barker, 1999, Tofts, 2003) and the pure diffusion
fraction D are being distinguished.
In the process, two major studies can be derived to obtain reproducible pa-
rameters. Firstly, a reproducible and objective determination of the ADC, reflect-
ing the proliferation rate in heterogeneous high grade gliomas and secondly, the
determination of reproducible parameters within pancreatic tumours and most
importantly the perfusion fraction f, due to the hypoperfused nature of pan-
creatic tumours compared to healthy pancreatic tissue and pancreatic tumours
compared to pancreatitis, respectively (Grünberg et al., 2011).
2.1 Aim and purpose
The aim and purpose of this study is firstly, to delineate objective reproducible
parameters within heterogeneous high grade gliomas and secondly, to retrieve
reproducible parameters in pancreatic diseases, such as pancreatic tumours and
pancreatitis, respectively.
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2.1.1 The reproducible determination of high- and low-proliferative areas in
glioblastomas
For resections and biopsies and also chemoradiotherapy (Stadnik et al., 2001)
concerning heterogeneous high grade gliomas, the objective and reproducible
determination of the proliferation is a mandatory issue. This can be obtained by
derivation of the inversely correlated ADC, regarding tissue cellularity (Simon
et al., 2009). This delineation is impeded by partial volume effects, signal in-
homogeneities and gliding borders due to the heterogeneity within high grade
gliomas and between high grade gliomas and healthy tissue. This can be seen
as a research niche and a challenging task (Moffat et al., 2004). Moreover, this
delineation is especially useful, if oedema and necrotic areas are present within
the heterogeneous tumour.
2.1.2 The IVIM model and reproducible derived parameters
The second study, pertaining to the IVIM model, aims at the determination of
reproducible parameters considering the alignment of the single acquisitions
,called the b value stack, in different breathhold phases (Graf et al., 2010). This
is being done to reduce residual motion by artifacts and to significantly im-
prove the reproducibility of the derived parameters such as f. Furthermore,
from a clinical point of view, the differentiation between pancreatic tumour ver-
sus healthy tissue on the one hand and pancreatitis versus pancreatic tumour
on the other hand, plays, in terms of derived parameters by the IVIM model, an
important role to ascertain an objective delineation.
2.2 Motivation
In his talk, Jones (2010a) emphasizes the importance of correct data by the state-
ment ’Always look at your raw data’. He fills in on the background about the
accuracy and objectivity of parameters derived by diffusion weighted imaging.
The comparison between derived values plays an important role to strenghten
the expressiveness of the quantitatively derived values.
Several issues concerning the objectivity and user independence are being
described, such as ’distortion in spatially aligment of the images’, and artifacts,
such as eddy currents. The dependence on the measurement protocol, such as
the b value, if different acquisitions have to be compared, and moreover, sys-
tematic errors such as the signal to noise ratio.
He particularly draws his attention onto the ROI placement and its inherent
dependency on the user, especially regarding large N and talks about a ’poor re-
producibility’ and the problems in isolating particular structures. However, he
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also postulates advantages of manual ROI placements, such as the easy imple-
mentation and the transparency in explaining the work which has been done.
Drawbacks are that the physician has to know where to look and has to use
anatomical knowledge to draw the ROI, efficiently. This ROI drawing is tedious
and can be errorprone, dependant on the to be designated structure. Further-
more, hard to delineate partial volume has to be excluded.
Similarly, the ROI issues are emphasized by Fallini (2010) and the tasks re-
liability and repeatability are being depicted which end up into a ’Development
and validation of standardized systems for glioma recognition that will allow
objective tumor identification and quantitative measurements’ (Fallini, 2010).
He postulates that this is especially important in the context of follow-up re-
garding therapy planning.
All these data issues lead to a strong motivation to develop methods, algo-
rithms and applications for the robust and objective delineation of structures in diffu-
sion weighted MR images, which is the title of this doctoral thesis.
2.3 Delineation to other works or scope of the thesis
The section delineates this work to other works in this field and defines the
scope of the thesis of the two studies, separated in the glioma study (Sec-
tion 2.3.1) and the pancreas study (Section 2.3.2).
2.3.1 The reproducible determination of high- and low-proliferative areas in
glioblastomas
It should be clearly stated that we do not focus on the accuracy of the segmenta-
tion of the different areas of proliferation within the heterogeneous high grade
gliomas due to a lack of a proper histopathological comparison or ground truth
of the underlaying proliferation within the tumour, in the glioma study. Instead,
we try to derive objective and reproducible parameters derived by incoherent
motion, reflecting the proliferation in inverse correlation by the ADC. This is
being done by the application of a statistical soft clustering Expectation Maxi-
mization algorithm (Bishop, 2006, Dempster et al., 1977, Hastie et al., 2009).
The direct comparison can be only done in works where there is an under-
laying ground truth, such as white and grey matter segmentation as depicted in
(Noe and Gee., 2001, van Leemput, 2001, van Leemput et al., 1999) while using
similarity measures.
However, we also add an additional functional imaging technique such as
rCBV (Giesel et al., 2005, Tofts, 2003) and tried to measure the overlap of the two
competing modalities by application of a similarity measure and comparing
two techniques.
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2.3.2 The IVIM model and reproducible derived parameters
In this work, we try to derive reproducible parameters by the IVIM model and
do not focus on an automatic segmentation of the pancreatic lesion. Instead,
we try to improve the manual measurements of the physician by several tech-
niques such as removing impeding ducts and vessels. But most importantly,
we emphasize the delineation of the groups pancreatic tumour, pancreatitis and
healthy pancreatic tissue by the improvement of the spatial alignment of the b
value stack by applying linear image registration.
2.4 Outline
This thesis is outlined as follows. First, in the basic chapter (Section 3), it fills
in on the background of the main fundamental research topics, concerning the
imaging technique from a physical point of view (magnetic resonance imaging), in
basics like image processing, from a computer scientist’s point of view and tumour
types, from a medical point of view.
Second, the chapter material and methods (Section 4) covers the used ex-
perimental procedures to foster the two studies regarding objectivity and re-
producibility concerning pancreatic diseases and brain tumours like gliomas.
This chapter emphasizes the software development and is therefore mentioned
as the first topic. Third, the results (Section 5) obtained by the two studies are
given here and depict qualitatively and quantitatively derived statistical analy-
ses.
Fourth, the discussion, regarding the two studies, is depicted in Section 6 and
fifth, a summary in Section 7 sums up the major goals of this thesis, regarding
the determination of incoherent flow parameters in diffusion weighted imag-
ing, the reproducibility and objectiveness of the parameters and its value for
clinical applications.
3Basics
This basic chapter fills in on the background of the physics in Section 3.1, ex-
plains the computer science related part in Section 3.1 and closes with a chapter
about tumour types (Section 3.3).
3.1 Magnetic resonance imaging
This chapter explains the basics of MR imaging (Section 3.1.1), including a his-
torical timeline. Afterwards, fundamentals of MR imaging are described such
as relaxation (Section 3.1.2), the image acquisition (Section 3.1.3), basically used
sequences (Section 3.1.4), a short overview about the noise occuring in magnetic
resonance imaging (Section 3.1.5) and closes with a succinct overview about the
partial volume effect (Section 3.1.6).
This chapter finally ends with a thorough description about the here used
functional imaging technique diffusion weighted imaging (Section 3.1.7).
3.1.1 Basics of MR imaging
Magnetic resonance imaging is an extraordinary versatile technique, providing
a range of different weighting techniques (Hendee and Morgan, 1984, Mori and
Barker, 1999, Tofts, 2003). In general, 5 weighting techniques can be differenti-
ated which can be flexibly combined to perform multimodal acquisitions to end
up in a multispectral qualitative and quantitative analysis of the subject.
1. The spin density or proton density (Section 3.1.2) (Tofts, 2003).
2. T1 relaxation or longitudinal relaxation (Section 3.1.2) (Tofts, 2003).
3. T2 relaxation or transversal relaxation (Section 3.1.2) (Tofts, 2003).
4. Motion
a) Flow shifts, such as flow motion (MR angiography (Lettau et al., 2011)
such as time of flight imaging TOF (coherent motion), phase contrast or
contrast enhanced angiography)
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b) Incoherent motion, such as diffusion or microperfusion (Le Bihan et al.,
1988, 2008, Mori and Barker, 1999, Tofts, 2003) (Section 3.1.7) (DSCE
(Dynamic susceptibility contrast enhanced), DCE (Dynamic contrast en-
hanced) and derived imaging techniques like functional BOLD MRI (Blood
oxygene level dependency) (Tofts, 2003) or SWI (Susceptibility weighted
imaging) (Haacke et al., 2009).
5. Spectral shifts such as NMR spectroscopy (Tofts, 2003).
History of MR imaging
The magnetic resonance phenomenon has been discovered independently in
1946 by Felix Bloch and Edward Purcell (Hornak, 2011). They have been awarded
by the Nobel prize for this invention in 1952. However, the first publication in
the field of magnetic resonance imaging, depicting the nuclear magnetism on
the magnitude of deflection (Hendee and Morgan, 1984), is Rabi et al. (1939).
The first spin-echo measurements (Hahn, 1950) have been pursued to lay the
principles of diffusion weighted imaging (Section 3.1.7). The first tumour de-
tection in the rat by magnetic resonance imaging, using T1 and T2 relaxation,
respectively, has been elucidated by Damadian (1971). The first real MR images
of a human finger, however, have been produced by Mansfield and Maudsley
(2011).
Spins in MR imaging and analogy of a gyroscope
In Mori and Barker (1999), the NMR phenomenon is explained by the analogy of
a gyroscope (Figure 3.1) and depicts the spin derived from quantum mechanics.
The spin quantum number depicts ’how much spin the protons have’ and only
half-integer spin numbers can be used in magnetic resonance imaging. The most
prominent nucleus is hydrogen and has a spin number of 12 . It behaves like a
small dipolar magnet and can be aligned by an externally applied magnetic
field B0 (Tofts, 2003).
Application of a magnetic field B0
By application of an external magnetic field B0, the protons align either in par-
allel direction (low energy state) of the field or antiparallel (high energy state)
obeying quantum mechanics (Figure 3.2). In the process, the parallel state is
preferred. Moreover, the angular momentum begins to precess according to
the so called ’Lamor frequency’ which is given in Equation 3.1. The gyromag-
netic ratio γ is dependant on the given proton. It can be clearly seen that ω0
is directly dependant on B0 and for hydrogen it is depicted by 42.58 MHz or
2.68 · 108 rad s−1 T−1.
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Fig. 3.1: Position of the gyroscope with projection to the horizontal plane. The phase is described by ω (adapted from
Mori and Barker (1999)).
Fig. 3.2: Affect of the bulk magnetization onto the proton. The proton switches either into the parallel (low energy) or
antiparallel (high energy) state according to quantum mechanics (adapted from Tofts (2003))
ω0 = γ · B0 (3.1)
Application of a perpendicular field B1
Next, a magnetic field perpendicular to B0 is being applied with angular ve-
locity ω = ω0. To switch between the two states, an energy of ∆E has to be
induced, which is given by Equation 3.2, where h¯ depicts Planck’s constant and
ν0 the Lamor frequency.
By a short application of this high frequency pulse (HF field), the magnetiza-
tion is being flipped into the transverse plane. First, starting to precess around
B0 and B1 and then flipping completely to B1. The detectable signal is being
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measurable through the time-dependant effect by Faraday’s law which is even-
tually being transformed to the image (Haacke et al., 1999). Furthermore, impor-
tant to note is that the so called isochromats, consisting of a volume containing
a large number of spins, are now precessing in phase (Tofts, 2003).
∆E = h¯ · ν0 (3.2)
3.1.2 Relaxation
In this chapter, MR specific characteristics like the ’T1 and T2 relaxation’ and the
’Bloch equations’ are being described.
T1 and T2 relaxation
Immediately, after the excitation, the relaxation process begins and the system
is trying to move into the state of equilibrium. Thereby, two different processes
of relaxation are being distinguished (Tofts, 2003).
1. The T1 relaxation, where the energy is being transported back to the lattice
(spin-lattice relaxation). The z component of the signal is being recovered.
2. The T2 relaxation, where the energy is going back into the spin-system (spin-
spin relaxation) and the isochromats lose its phase coherence. This relaxation
process is a lot faster than T1.
The whole relaxation process is depicted by the Bloch equations (Equation 3.3)
(Haacke et al., 1999), where Mx, My, Mz depict the transversal (Mx, My) and
the longitudinal relaxation Mz. M0 describes the equilibrium longitudinal relax-
ation (Tofts, 2003) and w0 determined by the resonance frequency. The original
Bloch equations are thorougly depicted in Bloch (1946).
Visually, the whole relaxation process can be explained by a ’corkscrew’ tra-
jectory (Haacke et al., 1999).
The Bloch equations
∂Mz
∂t =
M0−Mz
T1
∂Mx
∂t = ω0 ·My − MxT2
∂My
∂t = −ω0 ·Mx −
My
T2
 ≡
M˙z = γ(MxBy −MyBx)−
Mz−M0
T1
M˙x = γ(MyBz −MzBy)− MxT2
M˙y = γ(MzBx −MxBz)− MyT2
 (3.3)
The two processes are completely different and depend on molecular struc-
ture and chemical composition. The relationship between T1 and T2 can be de-
picted by Equation 3.4.
T2 ≤ T1 (3.4)
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The longitudinal relaxation
By solving the Bloch equation (Equation 3.3), the longitudinal relaxation is de-
picted as given in Equation 3.5.
Mz(t) = M0(1− e
−t
T1 ) + Mz(0)e
−t
T1 (3.5)
The transversal relaxation
The T2 relaxtion can be described by an exponential decay, obeying Equa-
tion 3.6.
S(t) = S0 · e
−t
T2 (3.6)
3.1.3 Image acquisition
The spin density ρ(z) of a sample, dependant from the measurement of the
signal as a function of time is the object of imaging (Haacke et al., 1999).
By applying linearly varying fields, also called gradients, the signal can be
encoded to be later transformed by an inverse Fourier transformation to the
image (Haacke et al., 1999).
The slice selection and the frequency encoding
The slice encoding is being performed by application of a linearly varying gra-
dient in z direction resulting in a selective excitation of different slices z obeying
Equation 3.7 (Haacke et al., 1999). This is called frequency encoding and is also
applied in x direction, thus resulting in Equation 3.8. Similarly, the phase en-
coding is being performed by usage of Equation 3.9.
ω(z, t) = ω0 +ωG(z, t) (3.7)
ω(x, t) = ω0 +ωG(x, t) (3.8)
ω(y, t) = ω0 +ωG(y, t) (3.9)
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The image reconstruction by the inverse Fourier transform
These three encoding schemes, depicted in Equation 3.7, Equation 3.8 and Equa-
tion 3.9 create the so called k-space. The spin density or the signal intensity ρ(z)
of a slice z can be explained by performing F−1(s(k)), where s(k) depicts the
signal in k-space. This process is thorougly described by Equation 3.10.
ρ(z) =
∫
s(k)e+i2pikzdk (3.10)
3.1.4 Imaging sequences
In this section, common imaging sequences such as the ’Spin echo sequence’
and ’Echo planar imaging’ are being described.
Spin echo sequence
An illustration of a multi echo sequence, derived from the original spin echo
sequence by Hahn (1950), is given in Figure 3.3 and includes the following con-
secutive steps:
1. Generate a maximum signal by application of a 90◦ pulse.
2. The so called FID (Free induction decay) is decaying within the short time
T∗2 after the application of the 90◦ pulse and depends on additional effects
R
′
= 1
T′2
which are being generated by inhomogeneous processes relating to
B0.
3. Application of a 180◦ pulse to rephase the isochromats. The signal now only
depends on irreversible effects denoted as time T2.
4. The maximum signal is being retrieved at time TE, where the complete syn-
chronization occurs (Figure 3.3).
1
T∗2
=
1
T2
+
1
T′2
(3.11)
For filling a k space consisting of NxN lines and columns, we need a rep-
etition of the experiment for 256 times and are waiting for TR. Several tissue
contrasts can be generated by modifying TE the echo time, and TR the repetition
time denoted as follows:
• Short TE and short TR generates a T1 weighted image.
• Long TE and long TR generates a T2 weighted image.
• Short TE and long TR is governed by the spin-density only.
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Fig. 3.3: A spin echo train by Carr and Purcell (1954) (adapted from Tofts (2003))
Echo planar imaging
The echo planar imaging sequence is a fast imaging sequence to reflect pro-
cesses such as diffusion and perfusion effects. It is often used as a so called
gradient sequence where gradients are being applied to generate the echo and
not the used 180◦ pulse and was introduced by Mansfield and Maudsley (2011).
It is able to cover an image within one second and one excitation. This tech-
nique can cover the k space in a ’line-by-line’ way using a ’forward, backward’
technique to end up in a more efficient technique (Haacke et al., 1999).
The contrast is governed by spin-density and T∗2 alone and no T1 dependency
occurs. To also gain T1 weighted contrast, the experiment has to be repeated
with repetition time TR (Haacke et al., 1999).
Typically for the nature of gradient echo sequences is that a gradient is being
applied to generate gradient echos for dephasing and rephasing (GR). The slice
selection gradient GSS is selecting the slice and performs a ’fan-out’ of the spin
phases. The negative application of GSS inverses this dephasing by rephasing
for half of the dephasing time. The phase-encoding gradient GPE changes the
line in k space. It is called a ’blib’ (Haacke et al., 1999).
The complete k space coverage is being illustrated in Figure 3.5. The phase
change is illustrated by the vertical arrows.
3.1.5 Signal to noise ratio and noise distribution
In this chapter the noise distribution in magnetic resonance imaging is being
described in further detail. First, the signal to noise ratio is denoted in ’Signal to
noise ratio’ and second, ’The noise dependence on the SNR’.
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Fig. 3.4: The echo planar sequence (EPI) (Carr and Purcell, 1954), taken from Haacke et al. (1999)
Fig. 3.5: The echo planar sequence (EPI) and the k space coverage (adapted from Haacke et al. (1999))
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Signal to noise ratio
This section is subdivided into a theoretical and practical part to determine the
signal to noise ratio. Firstly, the ’Theoretical determination of signal to noise
ratio’ and secondly, ’Practical aspects of determining the signal to noise ratio’.
Theoretical determination of signal to noise ratio
The systematic errors occuring during MR measurements can be quantitatively
depicted by the SNR which describes the so called Signal to Noise Ratio. Interest-
ingly, Haacke et al. (1999) explains that every factor of an improvement of
√
2
doubles the directional resolution and has therefore a tremendous impact onto
the image quality.
Especially, when dealing with quantitative measurements, and more impor-
tantly, when reproducible measurements are being derived, the improvement
of the SNR plays an important role. For reproducible diffusion based parameter
estimation in particular, the SNR has an important impact on the determination
of these values.
The SNR is depicted by Equation 3.12, where ∆x,∆y,∆z describe the voxel
dimensions, Nacq the number of samples in k space in directions Nx, Ny, Nz and
BW the bandwidth (Haacke et al., 1999). The SNR dependant on k can be de-
termined by considering Equation 3.13, where σm(k) denotes the noise variance
and s(k) the signal.
SNR
voxel
∝
∆x∆y∆z
√
Nacq√
BWread
Nx Ny Nz
(3.12)
SNR(k) =
√
Nacq
s(k)
σm(k)
(3.13)
Practical aspects of determining the signal to noise ratio
According to Haacke et al. (1999), the SNR can be measured by dividing the
retrieved µ of a signal in a region of interest S through a region with zero signal
and complete noise, denoted by σ0.
SNR =
S
σ0
(3.14)
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The noise dependence on the SNR
The noise occuring during image acquisition is dependant on the Signal to Noise
Ratio or SNR. At low SNR, the noise is governed by a Rayleigh distribution
whereas a high SNR turns out to be Gaussian (Tofts, 2003).
These distributions are completely described by a Rice distribution (Goodlett
et al., 2007) (Equation 3.16), where R depicts the noise measurement, A the sig-
nal and σ2 the noise variance. I0 is the modified Bessel function of the first kind.
The noise is depicted by pure Johnson noise in the real and imaginary compo-
nents of the k space (Equation 3.15), explained by X and Y.
R =
√
(A + X)2 +Y2, X, Y ∼ N(0, σ2) (3.15)
f (x|A, σ) = x
σ2
· e− x
2+A2
2σ2 I0
(
xA
σ2
)
(3.16)
3.1.6 The partial volume effect
The partial volume effect is a common issue, occuring during MR imaging and
depicts the facts that voxels in the image can be a mixture of relative fractions
of different tissue classes (Noe and Gee., 2001). Due to the discretization of the
image matrix, these effects occur while trying to reflect fine details within the
anatomical structure.
This has a tremendous effect onto derivation of quantitative parameters
within images and can be minimized by using smaller voxels although the sig-
nal to noise ratio is being corrupted in these cases (Tofts, 2003). Another ap-
proach is given in Noe and Gee. (2001) and assumes a mixed model, consisting
of a mixture of pure tissue. Over this histogram, the probability density can be
marginalized to reduce this occuring partial volume effect.
3.1.7 Diffusion weighted imaging
The section elucidates the topic diffusion weighted imaging. Firstly, the basics
are being described in ’Basics of diffusion weighted imaging’, next, an ’Isotropic
diffusion and scalar interpretation of diffusion’ is given, explains ’Anisotropic
diffusion and tensorial interpretation of diffusion’ and eventually ’Diffusion
weighted imaging and brain tumours’.
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Basics of diffusion weighted imaging
This section fills in on the background of diffusion weighted imaging. It entails
a historical wrap up of the developments in ’Historical development of diffu-
sion weighted imaging and Fick’s law’ and ’The Stejskal-Tanner sequence and
b value’.
Historical development of diffusion weighted imaging and Fick’s law
Diffusion weighted imaging is a method of microanatomical imaging and has
been developed in 1965 by Stejskal and Tanner (Mori, 2007, Stejskal and Tan-
ner, 1965, Tofts, 2003). Although, the first measurements were done by Hahn
in 1950 (Hahn, 1950) and Carr and Purcell (1954) made experiments to elimi-
nate the occuring diffusion by oscillating gradients. It has been introduced into
clinical practice in the 1990th (Mori and Barker, 1999) and reflects the Brownian
molecular motion of water. In Mori (2007), it is also called intra-voxel incoherent
motion (IVIM) and its effect is a phase disruption by water motion onto the MR
signal but measured as a signal loss (Mori, 2007). It has to be differentiated from
bulk motion, such as moving the head in the scanner and flow motion with a di-
rection (Mori, 2007) (coherent motion) which results in a phase-shift. Hence, the
measured diffusion is not the motion in x-direction. Instead, it can be described
as the diffusion along the x-axis (Jones, 2010b). A good illustration is a drop of
ink into water and this self diffusion obeys a Gaussian distribution. This mean
square displacement can be described by Einstein’s equation (Laun et al., 2011,
Mori, 2007) (Equation 3.17) where D0 depicts the free diffusion constant and t
the time. If we extract the root, we can derive σ, yielding the mean diffusion dis-
tance. This Gaussian probability density is depicted as given in Equation 3.18.
A good derivation of this equation is given in Laun et al. (2011).
< x2 >= 2D0 · t (3.17)
The central limit theorem (Elpelt and Hartung, 1992) yields that the proba-
bility density of the mean square displacement or the expectation value < x2 >
obeys a Gaussian distribution.
Fick’s first law (Equation 3.19) was introduced in 1855 and depicts the anal-
ogy between heat conduction and diffusion, where F is the rate of transfer of
the diffusion distance, through the unit area of the section and C depicts the
concentration of the diffusion substance. x can be seen as a coordinate in space.
One dimensional diffusion processes can be determined by Fick’s second law
(Equation 3.20).
Considering all three dimensions, we can use ∇ to describe the diffusion in all
three dimension x, y and z, thus leading to Equation 3.21 (Tofts, 2003).
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Fig. 3.6: The Stejskal Tanner Sequence (Stejskal and Tanner, 1965) (adapted from Tofts (2003))
P(x, t) =
1√
4piD · t · e
−x2
4Dt (3.18)
F = −D∂C
∂x
gt (3.19)
∂C
∂t
= D · ∂
2C
∂x2
(3.20)
∂C
∂t
= D
(
∂2C
∂x2
+
∂2C
∂y2
+
∂2C
∂z2
)
= D · ∇2C (3.21)
The Stejskal-Tanner sequence and b value
The Stejskal-Tanner sequence (Figure 3.6) is decribed in (Stejskal and Tanner,
1965, Tofts, 2003). The crucial point of this sequence is that we have pulsed
gradients in a spin echo sequence in contradiction to the experiments by (Carr
and Purcell, 1954, Hahn, 1950).
The different steps can be explained as follows:
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1. In the first step (0 to t1), there is no gradient application and the signals
are in phase.
2. The second step (t1 to t1 + δ) consists of a gradient application where the
phase of the signals is being dispersed with the gradient application (dura-
tion δ and strength G).
3. The 180 degree pulse inverts the phase.
4. The second gradient application t1 + ∆ to t1 + ∆+ δ is subsequently being
applied in the opposite direction but with the same magnitude.
5. The phase of the static spins, which have changed during time ∆, can be refo-
cused completely but the spins with incoherent motion cannot be refocused
and thus result in a loss of signal.
The b factor or b value can be calculated by Equation 3.22 and can be seen
as motion sensitization of the applied gradient scheme (Le Bihan et al. (2008)).
It consists of γ the gyromagnetic ratio, G the gradient strength or amplitude of
the spin echo (Tofts, 2003), δ the gradient application time or diffusion time and
∆ the interpulse delay (Tofts, 2003).
b = γ2 · G2 · δ2 ·
(
∆− δ
3
)
(3.22)
An exact derivation of the b factor can be found in Mori (2007).
Isotropic diffusion and scalar interpretation of diffusion
The quantification of diffusion in a scalar way and the definition of the signal
loss is denoted by Equation 3.24. It depicts the so called ADC, the apparent
diffusion coefficient, denoted as D.
S
S0
= e−γ
2δ2G2(∆− δ3 )·D ⇔ (3.23)
ln
(
S
S0
)
= −b · D (3.24)
This diffusion coefficient depicts the average diffusion (in the extracellular
and intracellular space (Le Bihan, 2003)) in a voxel and is usually represented as
a so called diffusion map or ADC map. At least two diffusion measurements are
necessary to calculate this ADC which is essentially the slope of Equation 3.24.
However, the calculation of an ADC measurement of one gradient vector and in
one direction is not enough if anisotropic effects have to be considered. Hence,
the trace (Equation 3.25) can be calculated by measuring the mean ADC in all
three gradient vector applications.
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Fig. 3.7: Brain anisotropy of ischaemic stroke (taken from Mori and Barker (1999)). (a) The combined trace image
calculated by Equation 3.25, (b) Single ADC measurement with application of the gradient in x direction, (c) ADC
measurement with application of the gradient in y direction, (d) ADC measurement with application of the gradient in
z direction.
In Figure 3.7, an ischaemic stroke is depicted while considering anisotropic
effects. It can be clearly seen that the application of one gradient is not enough
to detect the ischaemic stroke, visible by the dark patch.
To calculate this map, we need a direction independent measurement with an
application of a b0 weighted gradient. However, an application of an absolute b0
measurement is often practically not feasible. There is always a small amount
of diffusion weighting left. Hence, if anisotropic effects can be neglected like
depicted in Figure 3.7, two arbitrary b weighted images are enough to calculate
the ADC map (Mori (2007)).
< ADC >=
−1
3
·
ln
(
Sx
S0
)
+ ln
(
Sy
S0
)
+ ln
(
Sz
S0
)
b
(3.25)
To improve the signal to noise ratio (SNR), an array of different measure-
ments with different b values can be made and thus the ADC can be calculated
by applying a linear fitting to the signal loss equation (Equation 3.24).
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Anisotropic diffusion and tensorial interpretation of diffusion
Anisotropic diffusion considers the effect of directionality and carries informa-
tion about ordered environment. In the isotropic case, the information of the
diffusion is described by one value, the diffusion constant ADC and is related
to the diameter of a sphere. In the anisotropic case, however, diffusion is ex-
plained as an ellipsoid and can be explained by a so called diffusion tensor.
By this tensor, the underlying anatomical architecture and more specifically the
fiber integrity can be described (Equation 3.26) (Mori, 2007).
The parameters of the resulting ellipsoid can be described by λ1,λ2,λ3, v1, v2, v3
after a procedure called ’diagonalization’ (Mori, 2007). λ1,λ2,λ3 define the
shape of the ellipsoid and v1, v2, v3 the principal orientations. They form an
orthonormal basis of eigenvalues and eigenvectors, thus resulting in Equa-
tion 3.27.
D =
Dxx Dxy DxzDyx Dyy Dyz
Dzx Dzy Dzz
 (3.26)
D′ =
λ1 0 00 λ2 0
0 0 λ3
 ·
v1v2
v3
 (3.27)
The crucial point of these derived parameters by the diffusion tensor is that
they are intrinsic properties of the underlaying anatomical reference which do
not depend on the applied gradient coordinate system (Tofts (2003)). It is a sym-
metric tensor with 6 independent elements, namely Dxx, Dyy, Dzz, Dxy, Dxz, Dyz.
The first three elements depict the ADC values in x, y and z direction, respec-
tively and the last three off diagonal elements contain information about the
rotation of the tensor.
6 weighted plus 1 unweighted measurement (Sx, Sy, Sz, Sx+y, Sx+z, Sy+z) and
S0, respectively, have to be performed to generate this diffusion tensor (Mori,
2007).
γ2 · δ2(∆− δ
3
)
−→
G T ·
Dxx Dxy DxzDyx Dyy Dyz
Dzx Dzy Dzz
 · −→G (3.28)
They can be determined by applying Equation 3.27. E.g., Dxz can be calcu-
lated by applying Equation 3.29.
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Sxz
S0
= e−γ
2δ2(∆− δ3 )(G2xDxx+2·GxGzDxz+G2z ) (3.29)
Furthermore, the element vector of the diffusion tensor
−→
D can be determined
by linear least squares application on the signal vector
−→
S and by using the
gradient application matrix X, thus resulting in Equation 3.30.
−→
D = (XT · X)−1 · XT · 1
b
ln
(−→
S
S0
)
(3.30)
The scalar rotationally invariant properties of the diffusion tensor can be de-
scribed as mean diffusivity (MD) or as the mean ADC (< ADC >) (Tofts, 2003).
< λ >=
λ1 + λ2 + λ3
3
=
Trace
3
(3.31)
< ADC >=
ADCx + ADCy + ADCz
3
(3.32)
Moreover, the FA (Basser and Pierpaoli, 1996, Jones, 2010b) or fractional
anisotropy is proportional to the square root of the variance of the eigenval-
ues divided by the square root of the sum of the squares of the eigenvalues
. Fully isotropic diffusion can be described with a value of 0 whereas com-
pletely anisotropic diffusion will have a value of 1. It quantitatively describes
the amount of < λ > due to anisotropic diffusion (Tofts (2003)).
FA = β ·
√
(λ1− < λ >)2 + (λ2− < λ >)2 + (λ3− < λ >)2)
λ21 + λ
2
2 + λ
2
3
≡ σλ
λrms
(3.33)
whereas β =
√
3
2
(3.34)
(3.35)
Diffusion weighted imaging and brain tumours
This sections fills in on the background of diffusion weighted imaging and brain
tumours. Firstly, the ’Importance of the ADC and application as a surrogate
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marker’, the ’Drawbacks concerning the usage of the ADC and separating dif-
ferent areas in brain tumours’, and closes with ’Using more sophisticated pa-
rameters derived by diffusion tensor imaging’ like the fractional anisotropy
(FA) and finally describes ’Diffusion weighted imaging and pancreatic dis-
eases’.
Importance of the ADC and application as a surrogate marker
In brain tumours, the measured ADC by applying the microanatomical func-
tional imaging technique of diffusion weighted imaging, represents a surro-
gate marker. It has been shown that it increases after successful application of
chemotherapy, radiotherapy or a combination of both and is also important for
resections and biopsies (Stadnik et al., 2001).
The ADC indicates high cellular density and increased proliferation within a
voxel whereas a high ADC is related to low cellular density and low prolifera-
tion (Chenevert et al., 2000, Moffat et al., 2004).
Drawbacks concerning the usage of the ADC and separating different areas in brain
tumours
However, the mean ADC is also increased by water retention, e.g. caused by
oedema or necrosis. In human brain tumours and especially in high grade
gliomas, areas of high and low proliferation, oedema and necrosis are present
within the tumour area and the boundaries between these regions are ill de-
fined. This tissue heterogeneity remains a major challenge for the ADC as mea-
sure of cellular density in gliomas (Moffat et al., 2004). (Brunberg et al., 1995,
Tien et al., 1994) report that a separation between these different heterogeneous
areas is possible considering a separation between cystic, necrotic and solid tis-
sue (Brunberg et al., 1995). In Tien et al. (1994), it is reported that a separation
between progressive and non-progressive tumour could not be found (Simon
et al., 2009).
However, the mean ADC cannot be used to differentiate various types of
tumours considering gliomas, metastatic tumours and meningiomas (Fallini,
2010, Kono et al., 2001).
Using more sophisticated parameters derived by diffusion tensor imaging
Considering the usage of the fractional anisotropy (FA), there is no clear mes-
sage concerning tumour cellularity. However, the tumour cell infiltration of
white matter can be described by a low FA value. Especially for the pyramidal
tract adjacent to brain tumours (Fallini, 2010, Stadlbauer et al., 2007).
Additionally, (Fallini, 2010, Price et al., 2001) describe a better delineation of
the margins around gliomas and also white matter infiltration by the FA.
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Final message
To sum up, it can be said that the ADC can be seen as a probable surrogate
marker for brain tumours. However, the delineation between heterogeneous
areas seems to be challenging due to ill defined regions. The FA can be used
to build hypotheses about the infiltration of white matter. However, it cannot
be used to differentiate regions of low and high cellularity or low and high
proliferation.
Intravoxel incoherent motion model
The intravoxel incoherent motion model (Le Bihan et al., 1988, 2008, Lemke
et al., 2011, Luciani et al., 2008) and Lemke et al. (2010) describes the signal
loss in diffusion weighted imaging more precisely by the IVIM model given in
Equation 3.36 and can be used to separate the diffusion and perfusion compart-
ment, where f depicts the perfusion fraction, D the pure diffusion coefficient
and D∗ the pseudo diffusion constant which is related to the velocity of the
blood and about 10 times greater than D (Le Bihan et al., 1988). These derived
values can be determined by a bi-exponential fitting routine.
S(b)
S(0)
= (1− f ) · e−b·D + f · e−b·(D+D∗) (3.36)
In Figure 3.8, the interpretation of the IVIM model according to Le Bihan
et al. (1988) is depicted. Important to note is that the perfusion fraction f is a
combination of diffusion and perfusion and can be depicted by (a) and f.
Le Bihan et al. (1988) explains that the phase shift occuring by the attenua-
tion, describing the perfusion only (e−b·D∗), depends on the capillary geometry
and the blood velocity −→v . He elucidates the capillary network by a succession
of straight capillary segments and derives two different situations.
1. The blood flow changes its segments several times during spin-echo: The
result is that the perfusion process looks like a random walk but consists
also of the pseudo diffusion constant D∗ depending on the mean length of
the capillaries (
−→
l ) and the velocity of the blood, denoted by −→v .
2. The blood flow does not change its segments during spin-echo, occuring in
situations where
−→
l is longer, −→v is longer or the spin-echo delay is shorter.
According to Le Bihan et al. (1988), e−b·D∗ can be still calculated by interpret-
ing an incoherent motion at voxel level. However, and this is an important
issue, coherent motion can not be measured (a net flow present in the voxel)
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Fig. 3.8: The IVIM interpretation (taken from Le Bihan et al. (1988)): f depicts the incoherent flow and consists of
perfusion and a small fraction of diffusion, whereas 1− f consists of the pure diffusion compartment with intracellular
(b) and extracellular (c) spaces. The exchanges between these compartments are designated by (d)
in any case by applying this model. Direct shift of the phase cannot be mea-
sured, since this technique is restricted onto the signal loss. Other methods,
like phase-imaging or time of flight imaging, can also take these phase shifts
into account (Section 3.1.1).
This model can be only applied if several b values are used to describe the
signal decay more precisely. In the brain, the effect has been reported to be very
low (under 4 % (Lemke et al., 2011)). Thus, studies concerning the IVIM model
are concentrated on much higher perfused organs such as the pancreas (Klauss
et al., 2011, Lemke et al., 2009, Re et al., 2009), the liver (Luciani et al., 2008),
the prostate (Riches et al., 2009) and the kidney (Zhang et al., 2009) where the
perfusion fraction f yields more than 20 % (Lemke et al., 2011).
However, organ motion is present and bulk motion can be eliminated by using
several techniques.
1. Several b0 values can be acquired as blocks with a weighted b value as one
acquisition (Klauss et al., 2011, Lemke et al., 2009).
2. To additional decrease the residual motion, registration can be applied to
further improve the result (Graf et al., 2010).
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At low b values (from 0 to 200 (Le Bihan et al., 1988, 2008, Luciani et al.,
2008)), D∗ is most prominent, since the proton transport by vascular flow is
considerably faster than that of molecular diffusion (Lemke et al., 2010) and can
be seen as a signal drop in the signal decay diagram ln
(
S
S0
)
.
In Lemke et al. (2010), the perfusion fraction f is proven to represent the
vascular compartment in the pancreas. Furthermore, under increasing TE, the
perfusion fraction rises and can be explained by a faster transversal relaxation
of the tissue compartment signal.
Moreover, Lemke et al. (2010) explains that the perfusion fraction f is mainly
influenced by the arterial fraction and can be thus also called ’apparent arte-
rial fraction’. Concerning Lemke et al. (2010), the venous compartment is ar-
gued to have the same decay as D. Otherwise, the signal would decay rather
tri-exponentially than bi-exponentially. Lemke et al. (2010) concludes with the
statement that it could be incorrect to just measure two signals with different
b values. Instead, an array of acquisitions has to be made by application of
the IVIM model to also account for the arterial contribution in the signal decay
caused by diffusion weighted imaging.
Diffusion weighted imaging and pancreatic diseases
This section elucidates the combination of diffusion weighted imaging and pan-
creatic diseases and starts with a ’Historical development of diffusion weighted
imaging in the abdomen’, explains ’Methods derived by diffusion weighted
imaging to delineate pancreatic diseases’, scrutinizes ’The ADC and its value
as a surrogate marker’ and closes with a word on ’The best derived diagnostic
parameters regarding their diagnostic performance’.
Historical development of diffusion weighted imaging in the abdomen
Historically, diffusion weighted imaging has been restricted onto the brain.
One reason is that motion artifacts have to be considered. These effects are
most prominent if long echo times are used (Luciani et al., 2008). However, as
mentioned earlier, these circumstances can be prevented by the application of
breathhold acquisition blocks (Klauss et al., 2011, Lemke et al., 2009) and more
sophisticatedly by the application of medical image registration (Graf et al.,
2010).
Another reason of the application concerned on neurologic diseases is the di-
rectionality in white matter for the application of diffusion tensor imaging. The
first prominent publication to segment white matter tracts while using diffu-
sion tensor imaging is Stieltjes et al. (2001). This is potentially important for risk
structure assessment and white matter infiltration by high grade brain tumours.
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Methods derived by diffusion weighted imaging to delineate pancreatic diseases
In Grünberg et al. (2011), several methods concerning the differentiation be-
tween healthy pancreatic tissue are depicted. First, the application of two b val-
ues, where the ADC in pancreatic carcinoma has been shown to be significantly
lower than in pancreatitis and in healthy pancreatic tissue, respectively (Fattahi
et al., 2009). Second, the application of at least two b values (Lemke et al., 2009)
and third, the usage of multiple b values for the differentiation between pan-
creatic carcinoma and healthy pancreatic tissue, as well as pancreatic carcinoma
and pancreatitis.
Moreover, as a third technique, the derived perfusion fraction f and the pure
diffusion constant D have been used to perform these delineations (Klauss et al.,
2011, Lemke et al., 2009). This is due to a hypoperfused pancreatic carcinoma
compared to pancreatitis and healthy pancreatic tissue (Grünberg et al., 2011).
The ADC and its value as a surrogate marker
Grünberg et al. (2011) elucidates that the ADC in the pancreas is strongly influ-
enced by the increase of collagen fibers, seen from a histopathological point of
view and can be used as a surrogate, regarding (Grünberg et al., 2011, ECR), in
a course of applied chemoradiation.
The best derived diagnostic parameters regarding their diagnostic performance
Pertaining to the diagnostic performance and as a message, it can be said that
the derived perfusion fraction f is the outperforming parameter among the us-
age of all of the here depicted techniques, concerning the differentiation be-
tween pancreatic carcinoma and healthy pancreatic tissue with a diagnostic sen-
sitivity performance of 95.7% and 100% for the specificity and should be used
for its differentiation (Lemke et al., 2009).
The differentation between pancreatitis and pancreatic carcinoma is thor-
oughly discussed in Klauss et al. (2011). In this study, again, the perfusion frac-
tion f turned out to be the superior parameter amongst single b value mea-
surements and the pure diffusion fraction D. The combined sensitivity has been
denoted as 80% and the specificity as 89.9%.
3.2 Image processing
The image processing part is subdivided into a section explaining the arbitrary
nature and the inherent user dependency regarding the drawing of ROIs (Sec-
tion 3.2.1), scrutinizes automatic and semi-automatic segmentation procedures
in this context (Section 3.2.2), explains a quantification while taking statistical
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methods into account (Section 3.2.3), continues with succinct overview about
a validation of these segmentation algorithms (Section 3.2.4) and closes with a
section filling in on the background of medical image registration (Section 3.2.5).
3.2.1 ROI placement in heterogeneous tumours
The issues of objectively segmenting and quantification of heterogeneous tu-
mours like gliomas have been depicted in many articles and seem to be clearly
identified as a research niche which is not well understood so far.
Commonly, DWI data are evaluated using region of interest (ROI) analysis.
Using such analysis, a negative correlation between the ADC and the micro
vessel density, as a marker of tumour proliferation was found in the tumour
bulk (Sadeghi et al., 2004). However, this correlation was only weak in regions
of tissue heterogeneity. This was attributed to the presence of heterogeneity and
partial volume effects within the ROI.
In another study, the minimum ADC in astrocytic tumours (all WHO Grades
I-IV) was found to be in general negatively correlated to the Ki-67 labelling
index (LI), which is an index for cell proliferation (Higano et al., 2006). However,
in the glioblastoma multiforme group (IV), this negative correlation could not
be found. This again can be attributed to a high heterogeneity found in high
grade gliomas. Considering the ROI placement, round- or oval-shaped regions
were placed on the ADC map, excluding necrotic, cystic or haemorrhagic areas
to determine a minimum ADC of the whole tumour. However, since the borders
between solid tumour regions and necrotic and cystic areas are ill defined, the
ROI placement is inherently user-dependant.
In Rana and Wardlaw (2003), the observer variability considering brain tu-
mours is investigated and it is pointed out that it has an important impact on
ADC measurements. Considering Sadeghi et al. (2004), the authors try to cor-
relate ADC and rCBV values with cell and microvessel density in gliomas and
thus try to investigate the usage of the ADC as a biomarker of cellularity in
gliomas. They are pointing out clearly that the heterogeneity has to be recog-
nized if the ADC or perfusion markers like rCBV are correlated to histological
samples in terms of stereotactic biopsies. Notwithstanding, a correlation per-
taining micro vessel density could be found, considering the bulk tumour sam-
ples, only a weak correlation could be identified in the heterogeneous regions.
The authors are depicting this fact as a constitution of necrosis and extracel-
lular matrix. Due to the mentioned manual region of interest placement, there
seems to be a lack of objectively delineating the heterogeneous regions to find
an accurate correlation between micro vessel densities.
In Moffat et al. (2005), the authors try to encompass the clinical response
and therefore incorporate the dynamic behaviour of the ADC due to receive of
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radiation, chemotherapy or a combination of both. They argue about an auto-
matic segmentation of the tumour regions and create clusters in which the ADC
increases significantly (a), where the ADC decreases significantly (b) and for
which the ADC does not change significantly (c).
Doubtlessly, it has to be pointed out that this is a first step towards an objective
tumour response to therapy. However, there seems to be a lack in terms of ob-
jective quantification. Objective ADC values within the tumour cannot be iden-
tified. Moreover, the amount of work in preprocessing the images, especially
in terms of registration appears to be considerably high. Thus, the clusters are
likely to be impeded by registration errors and inaccuracy in the cluster size.
The arising partial volume effects between the different clusters are completely
ignored.
The problems, which rise up here, are that the regions of interest are depen-
dant on the physician due to visual inspection of the ADC map (Fallini, 2010).
An approach of automatic tumour heterogeneity quantification of the different
areas is mandatory which enables the determination of an objective ADC value
of the tumour. This remains a major challenge in quantifying gliomas and tak-
ing the heterogeneity into account.
3.2.2 Automatic and semi-automatic segmentation algorithms
Segmentation is a challenging task that has previously been addressed using
among others by the following methods (Zhang et al., 2005): region growing,
shape-based and more recently introduced statistical segmentation approaches.
The disadvantages of region growing methods are that there is a user inter-
action needed to initialize the algorithm and that a certain threshold needs to
be defined to denote the end of the region growing algorithm. Furthermore, re-
gion growing only works for homogeneous sharply delineated regions. Thus,
such approaches are successfully applied for CT-based lung or trachea segmen-
tation, where mostly homogeneous regions are being segmented (Fabijanska
et al., 2009) but are less suitable for brain tumour clustering.
A prominent example of a shape-based segmentation method is live wire
segmentation (Falcãoa and Jayaram, 2000) and is often used for liver segmen-
tation based on CT images (Bourquain et al., 2002). The segmentation result is
dependant on an initial contour and does not necessarily guarantee to be sat-
isfactory in all cases (Zhang et al., 2005). Thus user-based variance may reduce
the reproducibility. Moreover, the convergence speed has been reported to be
very slow (Zhang et al., 2005). Another limitation, as in region growing, is the
need for relatively sharp borders.
The intensity distribution of the signal in heterogeneous tumour regions can
be described using statistical methods (Hongmin et al., 2007, Kaus et al., 1999,
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Menze et al., 2010, Noe and Gee., 2001, Prastawa et al., 2004, 2003, Riklin-Raviv
et al., 2010, Schlüter et al., 2005, Stieltjes et al., 2006, van Leemput, 2001). Sta-
tistical methods comprise a quantitative outcome which should be predicted
by a set of features. By observing the outcome (training set) and feature mea-
surements for a set of objects, a prediction model can be build to accurately
predict the outcome (Hastie et al., 2009). Statistical approaches are promising in
cases where soft and gliding borders between segments occur. In Prastawa et al.
(2003), this behaviour is described as overlapping intensities and in the case of
glioblastomas as ragged boundaries. An important first requirement for statisti-
cal segmentation approaches is that the distributions of the measurement value
(e.g. the ADC) within the expected different segments (e.g. high vs. low cellu-
larity) can be separated into a superpositions of two Gaussians. If this is given
for each voxel within the tumour, the probability can be calculated that this
voxel belongs to one of the expected clusters (Simon et al., 2009, 2011). Based
on these individual probabilities, using an expectation maximization (EM) ap-
proach (Bishop, 2006, Dempster et al., 1977, Hastie et al., 2009), the assumed
tissue groups can be found. The overall probability of the found cluster, which
can be seen as a quality measurement of the complete approach, is then given by
the so called posterior probability. Furthermore, the given probabilities within
the tumour area can be used to take partial volume effects into account (Noe
and Gee., 2001, Schlüter et al., 2005, Stieltjes et al., 2006).
Clustering as an example for a statistical algorithm
The K-means clustering algorithm
The K-means clustering technique, as the basis of the Expectation Maximization
algorithm is introduced in this section.
It is an unsupervised machine learning algorithm, where the input vectors−→x 1, . . . ,−→x N are given to discover similar groups within the data and to gener-
ate the output vectors (Bishop, 2006). The so called ’distortion measure’ (Equa-
tion 3.37) (Bishop, 2006) is being minimized to achieve new cluster sets and to
perform a hard assignment. Thus, this clustering algorithm belongs to the parti-
tioned clustering procedures where no overlap of the output vectors will occur.
J =
N
∑
n=1
K
∑
k=1
rnk
∥∥−→x n −−→µ k∥∥2 (3.37)
Equation 3.37 describes the squares of the distances of each data point to
the center vector −→µ k (Bishop, 2006), rnk is a binary indicator function, where n
denotes the data point and k the assigned cluster.
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After an arbitrary initialization of the center vectors −→µ k, two basic steps can
be derived which are called ’Expectation’ and ’Maximization’.
Expectation step Minimization with respect to rnk, where rnk = 1 in case of k =
argminj
∣∣−→x n −−→µ j∣∣2 and an assignment to the cluster is being performed
(Quality measurement of approach and new assignment).
Maximization step Use new assignment rnk to estimate the new model param-
eter vector −→µ k.
The derivative of the distortion function and the determination of−→µ k results
in Equation 3.38 (Bishop, 2006).
2 ·
N
∑
n=1
rnk(
−→x n −−→µ k) = 0⇔ −→µ k =
∑
n
rnk · −→x n
∑
n
rnk
(3.38)
Advantages of this algorithm are that a minimum of the distortion function
Equation 3.37 is guaranteed. However, this minimum can be a local minimum
instead of a global one (Bishop, 2006). Furthermore, it can be described as ’intu-
itive’ and creates compact, easy clusters (Hastie et al., 2009).
However, a big disadvantage is the strong dependence on the initialization−→µ k, the number of clusters and the partition property (Bishop, 2006).
The general Expectation Maximization algorithm
An algorithm, also known of the ’soft variant’ of K-means is the probabilistic
clustering algorithm Expectation Maximization with a probabilistic model. Most
prominent is the usage of a Gaussian mixture model p(x)with an n dimensional
multivariate Gaussian (Equation 3.39). These superpositions are linear combi-
nations using the normalized mixture coefficient pi and can approximate any
continuous probability density to arbitrary accuracy (Bishop, 2006).
N (−→x |−→µ ,Σ) = 1
(2 · pi) n2 ·
1
|Σ| 12
e−0.5(
−→x −−→µ )TΣ−1(−→x −−→µ ) (3.39)
p(−→x ) =
K
∑
k=1
pikN (−→x |−→µk ,Σk) (3.40)
The general Expectation Maximization algorithm defines model parameters
θ, which can be determined as latent or hidden variables Z and can denote the
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labelling or the segmentation of the data. In the multivariate Gaussian case,
these model parameters are defined as the parameters of the Gaussian mixture
model (θ = −→µ ,−→Σ ,−→pi ). In the K-means case, the model parameters can be de-
fined as −→µ k.
The quality measurement of the whole approach is given by the probability
function p(Z|X, θ). In the multivariate Gaussian case, this parameter is defined
as the responsibilities or posterior probability γ(zk) ≡ p(zk = 1|−→x ), where zk
denotes these latent variables and is defined as a binary vector. zk denotes to
which class the voxel belongs (Bishop, 2006).
The general EM algorithm is denoted given the following steps (adapted
from Bishop (2006)).
γ(z)k ≡ p(zk = 1|−→x ) = p(zk = 1)p(
−→x |zk = 1)
K
∑
j=1
p(zj = 1)p(
−→x |zj = 1)
= (3.41)
pikN (−→x |−→µ k,−→Σk)
K
∑
j=1
pijN (−→x |−→µ j,−→Σj )
(3.42)
Expectation step Estimate p(Z|X, θold) (Estimate posterior probability and eval-
uate the latent variables given the joint distribution of the parameters θold
and the observations X
Maximization step Optimize the model parameters θnew given by Equation 3.43
and Equation 3.44. In this step, the posterior probability, determined in the
Expectation step, is being used to maximize the Log-likelihood and to esti-
mate the new parameter set θnew.
θnew = argmaxθQ(θ, θold) (3.43)
Q(θ, θold) =∑
Z
p(Z|X, θold)ln(p(X, Z|θ)) (3.44)
The Log-likelihood function is checked for convergence in a last step.
Adding spatial constraints by a Markov Random Field
By adding spatial constraints by means of a Markov Random Field (MRF)
(Bishop, 2006, Li et al., 1995, Perez et al., 1998, van Leemput, 2001, van Leemput
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Fig. 3.9: The independence property (adapted from Bishop (2006))
et al., 1999), the segmentation is based not on the intensity only. Instead, the
context or the spatial clustering of the voxels can be taken into account. In this
way, outliers can be erased and configurations are preferred where neighbours
for the same class occur (van Leemput, 2001). The posterior probability, denoted
by p(Z|X, θold), or the fractions pik in the multidimensional Gaussian case, can
be determined, dependant on the context in which the labels reside.
Independence properties
Markov Random fields are probabilistic undirected graphical models. In Fig-
ure 3.9, a graphical model is showing an independence property denoted by
Equation 3.45. It says that A is conditionally independent of B given C. Hence
C is blocking the path to B (Bishop, 2006).
A ⊥ B|C (3.45)
Factorization properties and joint distribution of graph
The factorization properties can be described as a locality definition or the joint
distribution p(x) as a product over all functions (Bishop, 2006). The illustration
in Figure 3.10, yields that the middle node, which is conditioned on all of the
variables in the graph, is only dependant on a small subset which is called a
’Markov blanket’ (Bishop, 2006).
The factorization properties are derived by this locality assumption. If we
take for instance the two lower nodes in Figure 3.10, there is no direct link
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Fig. 3.10: Illustration of a Markov blanket (adapted from Bishop (2006))
between them. That is why a so called conditional independence assumption
yields such as that they do not belong to the same factor (Equation 3.46).
p(xi, xj|−→x \i,j) = p(xi|−→x \i,j)p(xj|−→x \i,j) (3.46)
The independence assumption leads to the model of maximum cliques. The
joint distribution is written as a product of potential functions over the max-
imum cliques of the graph ψc(xc) (Equation 3.47 and Equation 3.48) (Bishop,
2006).
p(x) =
1
Z∏C
ψC(xc) (3.47)
Z =∑
x
∏
C
ψC(xc) (3.48)
Now, the Hammersley Clifford theorem (Li et al., 1995) states that the Markov
Random Field obeys a Gibbs distribution (van Leemput, 2001). A Gibbs measure
is derived from the Ising model in statistical mechanics as a probability measure
on all sequences of dipol experiments (up and down spins) (Kindermann and
Snell, 2000).
These maximum cliques can be defined by a Boltzmann distribution as an ex-
ponential representation (Bishop, 2006) using Equation 3.49.
ψC(xc) = e−E(xc) (3.49)
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Markov Random Fields and the Expectation Maximization algorithm
By adding contextual contraints to the Expectation Maximization algorithm, an
expansion onto the Potts model using more than 2 classes can be made in the
way such as neighbours for the same class are preferred (van Leemput, 2001).
Recalling the Expectation Maximization algorithm, and the posterior proba-
bility depicted in Equation 3.42, the new posterior probability function can be
described as Equation 3.50 and the energy of the MRF, defined by the Boltz-
mann distribution, as Equation 3.51 (adapted from van Leemput et al. (1999) and
Bishop (2006)).
In the last step, the Markov Random Field is additionally included into the
posterior probability evaluation where θy determines the parameters of the
Gaussian model Equation 3.42 (θ = −→µ k,−→Σ ,pi) and θz denotes the Markov Ran-
dom Field configuration and Ni a three dimensional neighbourhood around
voxel i.
γ(z)k ≡ p(zk = 1|−→x ) =
p(−→x |zk = 1, θoldy )p(zk = 1|PoldNk , θoldz )
K
∑
j=1
p(−→x |zj = 1, θoldy )p(zj = 1|PoldNi , θoldz )
(3.50)
p(zk = 1|PoldNk , θoldz ) =
e−Umr f (zk|P
old
Nk ,θ
old
z )
K
∑
j=1
e−Umr f (zj|P
old
Nk ,θ
old
z )
(3.51)
This is known as the dependant case. The classification now depends on the
surrounding voxels Ni.
3.2.3 Quantification
The likelihoods, derived from a probabilistic approach, can be used to come to
a probabilistic quantification that allows for a reproducible quantification in re-
gions of tissue inhomogeneity (Schlüter et al., 2005, Stieltjes et al., 2006). Impor-
tant to note is that the probabilistic quantification does not necessarily ensure
a better delineation. However, the objectivity of the quantification increases by
applying probabilistic assumptions.
Moments of the probability distribution can be calculated to derive proba-
bilistic reproducible values such as µprob, σprob (
√
µ 2
prob
), the skewness (µ 3
prob
)
and the kurtosis (µ 4
prob
) .
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Usually, the expected value or the first moment of a discrete random variable
X is defined as Equation 3.52 (Elpelt and Hartung, 1992).
E(X) =
∞
∑
i=1
xi · P(X = xi) (3.52)
The second moment of a discrete random variable X or the variance σ2 can
be denoted as Equation 3.53 (Elpelt and Hartung, 1992).
Var(X) =
∞
∑
i=1
[xi − E(X)]2 · P(X = xi) (3.53)
In general, the moments can be derived by Equation 3.54 (Elpelt and Hartung
(1992)).
Moment(X)n =
∞
∑
i=1
[xi − E(X)]n · P(X = xi)⇔ E[(X− E[X])n] (3.54)
The probabilistic quantification, while considering a Gaussian mixture model
(Equation 3.40) with a discrete posterior probability γ(znk) (Equation 3.42) can
be performed by using Equation 3.52 and dividing through the probabilistic
observations inside one cluster Nk, denoted as Nk =
N
∑
n=1
γ(znk) (Bishop, 2006)
resulting in Equation 3.55. The derived standardized moments µ 2
prob
. . . µ 4
prob
can
be determined accordingly as denoted in (Equation 3.56, Equation 3.57, Equa-
tion 3.58) where σ depicts the standard deviation (Bishop, 2006).
µprob =
1
Nk
·
N
∑
n=1
γ(znk) · xn (3.55)
µ 2
prob
=
1
Nk
·
N
∑
n=1
(xn − µprob)2 · γ(znk) (3.56)
µ 3
prob
=
1
Nk
·
N
∑
n=1
(xn − µprob)3 · γ(znk)
σ3prob
(3.57)
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µ 4
prob
=
1
Nk
·
N
∑
n=1
(xn − µprob)4 · γ(znk)
σ4prob
(3.58)
Despite the efforts made so far, there is still a lack of an automatic, rapid,
quantifiable and partial volume aware method which considers the heteroge-
neous nature of brain tumours. In Hongmin et al. (2007), tumour cellularity is
taken into account as a quantification method, but partial volume modelling is
not addressed. (Noe and Gee., 2001, Schlüter et al., 2005, Stieltjes et al., 2006,
van Leemput, 2001) are promising methods to tackle the outlined issues.
3.2.4 Validation of segmentation algorithms
This chapter gives a succinct overview about common methods of the valida-
tion of segmentation algorithms. First, it introduces ’Overlapping coefficients’,
explains ’Receiver operator characteristic curves’ and ends with the variance
analysis based ’intraclass coefficient’.
Overlapping coefficients
In Haenelt (2007), a good introduction into common similarity measures is
given. Four different coefficients shell be explained here to be applied onto dif-
ferent volumes.
1. The simple overlap, determined by the intersection, is explained in Equa-
tion 3.59.
2. The Jaccard or Tanimoto coefficient (Jaccard, 1912) is defined by Equa-
tion 3.60 and penalizes small common entries in contradiction to the Dice
coefficent (Dice, 1945).
3. The Dice coefficient is explained by Equation 3.61 and can be transformed to
the Jaccard index J = D
(2−D) . The opposite transformation is denoted as
2·J
1+J .
4. The overlap coefficient is determined in Equation 3.62 with the property that
if X is a subset of Y or vice-versa, then it will sum to one.
SimpleOverlap(X, Y) = |X ∩Y| (3.59)
JaccardCoe f f icient(X, Y) =
|X ∩Y|
|X ∪Y| (3.60)
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DiceCoe f f icient(X, Y) =
2|X ∩Y|
|X|+ |Y| (3.61)
OverlapCoe f f icient(X, Y) =
X ∩Y
min(|X|, |Y|) (3.62)
2 · J
1+ J
=
2 ·
( |A∪B|
|A∩B|
)
1+
( |A∪B|
|A∩B|
) ⇔ 2|A∩B|
|A∪B| + 1
⇔ 2 · |A ∩ B||A ∪ B|+ |A ∩ B| ≡ (3.63)
D =
2|X ∩Y|
|X|+ |Y| (3.64)
Receiver operating characteristic curves
This chapter introduces the ’Theory of ROC curves’, explains the ’ROC space’
and ends with the quantitative parameter of the ’Area under the curve’.
Theory of ROC curves
Receiver operator characteristic curves or ROC curves can be e.g. used in the
medical field to decide between cancer or non cancer as two hypotheses H0:
target is not present and H1: target is present (Fawcett, 2004, Kerekes, 2008).
Four outcomes can be derived (Figure 3.11).
1. FN: The False Negatives explain a missed detection in the test classification
of a positive in reality (Equation 3.65).
2. TP: The True Positives determine the correct detection of the correctly clas-
sified positives in the test classification of the total positives in reality. This
is also called ’Sensitivity’ (Equation 3.66).
3. FP: The False Positives elucidate the false alarm rate or that the test classifi-
cation detects a positive where there is a negative in reality (Equation 3.67).
4. TN: The True Negatives elaborate a correctly determined negative by the
test of the negatives. This is also called specificity (Equation 3.68).
P(negative detection|positive in reality) (3.65)
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Fig. 3.11: A ROC classification illustration by sets
P(negative detection|positive in reality) (3.66)
P(positive detection|negative in reality) (3.67)
P(negative detection|negative in reality) (3.68)
The ROC space
The ROC space (Fawcett, 2004) is depicted by a two-dimensional graph show-
ing the sensitivity (Equation 3.66 and Equation 3.69) (ordinate) and the false
positive rate (Equation 3.67) (abscissa).
Sensitivity =
Positives correctly classi f ied
Total positives + False negatives
(3.69)
False positiverate =
Negatives incorrectly classi f ied
Total negatives
(3.70)
Speci f icity =
True negatives
False positives + True negatives
(3.71)
Some important points can be denoted as follows (Fawcett, 2004).
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(0, 0) No positive classification can be denoted and no false positive errors.
(1, 1) This is the contradictory case where the result is positive but also with
100 % false positives.
(0, 1) This is a perfect classification with 100 % sensitivity and no false positives.
In general, points compared to the north-west are better and classifiers near
the X axis and left-hand side are called ’conservative’ whereas the classifiers on
the right-hand side can be denoted as ’liberal’ with strong evidence and a high
false alarm rate. A classifier on the middle line can be explained as a random
guessing classifier (Fawcett, 2004).
Additionally, cut off values can be determined for every sensitivity and false
positive pair (Fawcett, 2004).
Area under the curve
The area under the curve of a ROC space considering sensitivity and the false
positives can be calculated to get additional information about the performance
of the classifier. This value is equivalent to the Wilcoxon test of ranks (Elpelt
and Hartung, 1992) and explains that a randomly taken positive detection (e.g.
cancer) will be higher than a randomly chosen negative one (e.g. non cancer)
(Fawcett, 2004).
The intraclass coefficient
The intraclass coefficient can be used to measure the reproducibility of a quan-
tification value during a series of segmented areas j of a patient i. This measure-
ment considers both the intra-subject and the inter-subject variability retrieved
from a variance analysis (Handl, 2002) with model depicted in Equation 3.72.
The random variable −→yij depicts the jth observation or segmented area of a pa-
tient with index i and obeys a multivariate normal distribution with covariance
matrix Σ, expectation value vector θˆ and error vector −→eij .
−→y = X · θˆ +−→e (3.72)
The ICC is determined as denoted in Equation 3.74 (adapted from Tofts
(2003)) where the subjects can be denoted as the patients.
ICC =
variance between subjects
variance between subjects + variance within subjects
(3.73)
≡ variance(θˆ)
variance(θˆ) + variance(−→e ) (3.74)
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3.2.5 Medical image registration
Viola and Wells III (1997) describes the image aligment or the image registration
process by Equation 3.75.
v(T(x)) = F(u(x),−→q ) + η ⇔ v(y) = F(u(T−1(y)),−→q ) + η (3.75)
This equation denotes the transformation T or pose between a model u(x)
and an image v(y). T can be explained as the relation between the coordinate
frame of the model to the coordinate frame of the image. The imaging function
F(u(x),−→q ) elucidates the value of the point v(T(x)) in space. η represents a
random variable to model the noise in the imaging process (Viola and Wells III,
1997) and −→q a vector of the exogenous factors such as the lightning.
In medical imaging, this process is especially important if multimodal image
acquisitions have to be combined to complete the whole picture of a patient’s
diagnosis. Moreover, tumour growth can be investigated, a treatment can be
verified and a comparison with atlases can be made to find deviations (Zitová
and Flusser, 2003).
In Zitová and Flusser (2003), four different methodologies are being de-
scribed.
Different viewpoints Here, a set of acquisitions of different viewpoints are be-
ing combined to get a full view of the scene in 3D.
Different times In Maintz and Viergever (1997), this registration technique is
called serial registration where images of the same scene are acquired at dif-
ferent times and circumstances. In medical imaging, this can be done for
monitoring and followup analysis concering tumour progression.
Different sensors This task covers the combination of multimodal acquisitions
of the same image to perform a sensor fusion of multispectral informa-
tion. This can be performed for different subjects (inter-subject registration)
and for the same subject (intra-subject registration) (Schnabel and Rueckert,
2009).
Scene to model registration In this case, a computer representation of a scene is
being matched with images of a scene.
A complete registration process usually encapsulates the following consecu-
tive steps (Zitová and Flusser, 2003):
• Feature detection: In this step, features of the images are being detected man-
ually or automatically detected denoted as control points.
• Feature matching: In this consecutive step, the detected features are being
aligned.
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Initial
transformation T
Calculate cost function C for
transformation T
Generate new estimate of T
by minimizing C
Is new transformation an
improvement ?
Update
transformation T
Final
transformation T
Fig. 3.12: A registration algorithm (adapted from Schnabel and Rueckert (2009))
• Transform model estimation: The mapping function T (Equation 3.75) is be-
ing calculated to map the model u(x) and an image v(y).
• Image resampling and transformation: The last step covers the appropriate
interpolation technique to the voxel coordinates of the image by a designated
interpolation technique.
A typical image registration algorithm as an optimization process is depicted
in Figure 3.12. A metric is being iteratively minimized to achieve a final transfor-
mation T. This transformation can be either local if the transformation is being
applied to subsections of the image and every subsection has its own transfor-
mation T (Maintz and Viergever, 1997) or global if the transformation is being
applied to the whole image.
Basics of rigid image registration
Rigid image registration incorporates 6 degrees of freedom with the operations
translation (3) and rotation (3). In homogeneous coordinates, the transformation
T can be described as denoted in Equation 3.76. The translations are described
by tx, ty, tz and the rotations by r11, ..., r33 around x, y, z (Schnabel and Rueckert,
2009).
Trigid(x, y, z) =

x
′
y
′
z
′
1
 =

r01 r02 r03 tx
r11 r12 r13 ty
r21 r22 r23 tz
0 0 0 1
 ·

x
y
z
1
 (3.76)
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Monomodal image registration
Monomodal image registration describes the alignment process between im-
ages of the same modality. In Maintz and Viergever (1997), the following modal-
ities are depicted:
1. Auto-radiographic
2. CT or CTA (Computer Tomography Angiography )
3. MR (Magnetic Resonance Imaging)
4. PET (Positron Emission Tomography)
5. Portal (Control images for radiotherapy)
6. SPECT (Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography)
7. US (Ultrasound)
8. Video (Video Images)
9. X-ray or DSA (Digital Subtraction Angiography)
Because of the higher similarity in a mono-modal environment than in a multi-
modal environment, the registration problem is easier to solve (Maintz and
Viergever, 1997) and the functional relationship between the two images con-
sists of either an identity function or a linear dependency. The following metrics
are being used for the mono-modal task (Schnabel and Rueckert, 2009) where
IA depicts image intensity of image a (fixed image) and IB image intensity of
image b (moving image) of point pi (Figure 3.13). C depicts a function of voxel
similarity between these two images.
SSD The sum of squared differences (SSD) can be used if an identity transfor-
mation exists in both images, i.e. f (x) = x and assumes Gaussian noise be-
tween the images.
SSA The sum of absolute differences (SAD) equivalently needs an identity
transformation and is less sensitive to outliers compared to SSD.
NCC The normalized cross correlation (NCC) is related to Pearson’s correla-
tion coefficient (Equation 3.78) and depicted by Equation 3.76 (Elpelt and
Hartung, 1992) and has to obey a linear relationship between the two im-
ages and is especially useful if the acquisition has been achieved with scaled
intensity.
C(IA, IB, T) =
1
N ∑i
(IA(pi)− IB(T(pi)))2 (3.77)
Corr(X, Y) = σxy =
σXY
σX · σY (3.78)
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Fixed image
Moving image
Fig. 3.13: Illustrated fixed and moving image
NCC(IA, IB, T) =
∑ (IA(p)− µA)(IB(T(p))− µB)√
((∑(IA(p)− µA)2)(∑(IB(T(p))− µB)2))
(3.79)
Multimodal image registration
In multimodal image registration, two different modalities are being registered
where the functional dependence between the images is not known. Even in
the monomodal case, it could be beneficial (Graf and Nix, 2009). In the process,
the following common modalities are being considered (Maintz and Viergever,
1997) where TMS describes the Transcranial magnetic stimulation.
1. CT–MR
2. CT–PET
3. CT–SPECT
4. DSA–MR
5. PET–MR
6. PET–US
7. SPECT–MR
8. SPECT–US
9. TMSa–MR
10. US–CT
11. US–MR
12. X-ray–CT
13. X-ray–MR
14. X-ray–portal
15. Video–CT
16. Video–MR
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A commonly used metric considering multi modal registration tasks is nor-
malized mutual information (NMI) (Maes et al., 1997, Viola and Wells III, 1997)
and based on information theory given by Equation 3.80. This is known as Shan-
non entropy (Pluim et al., 2003).
H =∑
i
pilog
1
pi
= −∑
i
pilogpi (3.80)
Now, the mutual information regarding Equation 3.75 can be defined as
Equation 3.82 (Viola and Wells III, 1997). In this case, H(u(x)) and H(v(T(x)))
denote the Shannon entropy of the model u(x) und the image H(v(T(x)), respec-
tively and H(u(x), v(T(x))) the joint entropy.
The normalized information, as an index between 0 and 1 is defined as Equa-
tion 3.83 and illustrated in Figure 3.14 where I(u(x); v(T(x))) depicts the mu-
tual information.
I(u(x), v(T(x))) ≡ H(u(x)) + H(v(T(x)))− H(u(x), v(T(x))) (3.81)
⇔ ∑
u(x),v(T(x))
p(u(x), v(T(x))) · log p(u(x)), v(T(x))
p(u(x))p(v(T(x)))
(3.82)
NMI(u(x), v(T(x))) =
H(u(x)) + H(v(T(x)))
H(u(x)), H(v(T(x)))
(3.83)
3.3 Tumour types
This section is subdivided into a general introduction pertaining to brain tu-
mours (Section 3.3.1) and gives a succinct overview about pancreatic tumours
(Section 3.3.2).
3.3.1 Brain tumours
In Figure 3.15, a 3D model of the brain is given.
General characteristics of brain tumours
In Prastawa et al. (2003), the following general characteristics and assumptions
concerning brain tumours are given. Due to these properties, they are not easy
to be segmented.
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Fig. 3.14: Mutual Information (adapted from Schnabel and Rueckert (2009))
• Vary greatly in size and position.
• Vary greatly in the way they show up in MRI.
• May have overlapping intensities with normal tissue.
• May be space occupying or infiltrating.
• May enhance fully, partially, or not at all, with contrast agent.
• May be enhanced by surrounding oedema.
Gliomas and grading
Half of the common brain tumours are gliomas (Synowitz, 2008). The WHO
classifies these tumours in tumours with and without stable histology and thus
separates the WHO grades at grade II but often transforms to higher grade tu-
mours in the majority (Stieltjes et al., 2006). Moreover, the differentiation be-
tween benign and malignant can be made by the infiltration of the tumour in
healthy tissue and a clear delineation (Synowitz, 2008). Approximately 12 to 15
% belong to the highest malignant group, the glioblastoma multiforme (Syn-
owitz, 2008). There are two ranges where most of the cases of glioblastomas
occur. The first range between 20 and 30 and the second range between the age
of 50 and 60, where the probability of a glioblastoma is considerably higher
(Synowitz, 2008). The complete grading of brain tumours is given in Table 3.1.
The main reason for the development of gliomas are deformed gliacells and
they are classified into microglia, oligodendrocytes and astrocytes (Krebs et al.,
2004). The respective derived gliomas belonging to these abnormal tumour cells
are microglioma, oligodendroglioma and astrocytoma.
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Fig. 3.15: The central nervous system (GoogleLabs, 2011a). Highlighted are the cerebrum, the cerebellum, the pons
and medulla oblongata.
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WHO - Grade Properties Prognosis
Grade I benign, slow tumour growth very good healing chances
Grade II still benign
Survival rate: to 5 years
Grade III malignant
after operation radiation
or chemotherapy necessary
Survival rate: 2-3 years
Grade IV very malignant poor healing prognosis
high tumour growth
after operation
radiation or chemotherapy necessary
Survival rate: glioblastoma: up to one year
other types: up to 5 years
Table 3.1: Grading of brain tumours (Synowitz, 2008), Survival rates (Louis et al., 2007)
Contradictory to that, novel research identifies stem cells as the real source
for developing glioblastomas which are genetically disrupted. Furthermore, the
cell division seems to be disturbed and results in a heterogeneous speed of
growth (Synowitz, 2008).
Prastawa et al. (2003) denotes the basic characteristics of gliomas as
• Ragged boundaries
• Initially only in white matter, possibly later spreading outside white matter.
• Margins enhance with contrast agent, inside does not.
• Accompanied by oedema
• Infiltrating at first, possibly becoming space occupying when larger.
Therapy issues concerning gliomas
Referring to Synowitz (2008), effective therapies for gliomas are not easy to pur-
sue due to a lack of thorough knowledge of the development. Thereby, the high-
proliferation and the infiltration issue, raised by Prastawa et al. (2003) are crucial
points.
After an operative resection of the tumour, a consecutive chemo- and radio-
therapy or immunotherapy or gentherapy can be applied to lengthen the actu-
arial survival rate (Synowitz, 2008).
It has been reported that the average actuarial survival rate can be denoted
with 10 months. The maximum survival rate amounts to one year (Synowitz,
2008).
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Fig. 3.16: The pancreas, the aorta, the renal artery and the gallbladder (GoogleLabs, 2011b)
This proliferation rate can be seen as the main surrogate marker (Chenevert
et al., 2000, Higano et al., 2006, Moffat et al., 2004) (Section 3.1.7).
3.3.2 Pancreatic tumours
In Figure 3.16, the pancreas, the aorta, the renal artery and the gallbladder are
shown in a 3D projection.
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General characteristics of pancreatic tumours
Pancreatic cancer is a severe disease with a poor overall 5-year survival rate
of about 4% and the fourth most common cause of cancer both in the U.S.A.
and internationally (Ades et al., 2010). There is no proper screening-method at
present which turns out to be a clear research niche. However, mendelian risk-
prediction programmes, ultrasound and highly accurate blood markers can be
used for a preliminary screening (Vincent et al., 2011).
It is the most common pancreatic disease among other typical diseases like
autoimmunepancreatitis. Pancreatic tumours are divided into solid tumours
(exocrine and endocrine) and cystic neoplasias. The ductual adenocarcinoma
is the most common type of pancreatic cancer (75 % to 90 % of pancreatic carci-
nomas (Grünberg et al., 2011)).
In terms of pathophysiology, pancreatic ductal adenocarcinomas develop by
intraepithelial neoplasias, intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasms or muci-
nous cystic neoplasms (Vincent et al., 2011).
As a general marker, it can be stated that pancreatic carcinoma is lower per-
fused than healthy pancreatic tissue ((Grünberg et al., 2011, Lemke et al., 2009,
ECR) and Grünberg et al. (2011)) and pancreatitis, respectively (Klauss et al.,
2011).
Staging of pancreatic tumours
Clinical staging of pancreatic tumours is being performed while considering the
TNM classification (Table 3.2, Table 3.3, Table 3.4, Table 3.5) (Vincent et al., 2011).
Stage TNM
Stage 0 (Tis, N0, M0)
Stage IA (T1, N0, M0)
Stage IB (T2, N0, M0)
Stage IIA (T3, N0, M0)
Stage III (T4, any N, M0)
Stage IV (any T, any N, M1)
Table 3.2: Grading of pancreatic cancer (Vincent et al., 2011): TNM classification
Therapy of pancreatic tumours
Therapies include adjuvant and neoadjuvant treatment, radiation therapy, chemo-
therapy alone or a combined chemoradiotherapy (Vincent et al., 2011).
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Tumour Diagnosis
Tx primary cannot be assessed
T0 no evidence of primary tumour
Tis carcinoma in situ
T1 tumour restricted to the pancreas
≤ 2 cm greatest dimension
T2 tumour restricted to the pancreas
> 2 cm greatest dimension
T3 tumour extends beyond the pancreas
no involvement of coeliac axis or superior mesenteric artery (resectable)
T4 tumour affects the coeliac axis
or superior mesenteric artery (unresectable)
Table 3.3: Grading of pancreatic cancer (tumour) (Vincent et al., 2011)
Lymph node Diagnosis
Nx regional lymph nodes cannot be assessed
N0 no regional lymph-node metastasis
N1 regional lymph-node metastasis
Table 3.4: Grading of pancreatic cancer (nodes) (Vincent et al., 2011)
Metastasis Diagnosis
M0 no distant metastasis
M1 distant metastasis
Table 3.5: Grading of pancreatic cancer (metastasis) (Vincent et al., 2011)
An adjuvant therapy is being performed only for curative purpose in terms
of a surgical resection and a radiation therapy in addition is discussed contro-
versially and remains unproven.
The neoadjuvant treatment can be used for patients with a rapidly progress-
ing disease and can filter the patients who would not benefit from surgery.
Specifically and in contradiction to adjuvant therapy, patients with borderline
resectable disease are preferred for neoadjuvant therapy.
A typical radiotherapy is delivering 45-60 Gy over about 6 weeks.
30 % are being downstaged by chemotherapy and it is currently under research
if chemotherapy alone could be more efficient than a combined radiotherapy
Vincent et al. (2011).
Surrogate markers In (Grünberg et al., 2011, ECR), it has been reported that the
perfusion in the pancreas also changes under therapy (Section 3.1.7). Vincent
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et al. (2011) describes the standard RECIST (response evaluation criteria in solid
tumours) measured by CT as a marker and additionally explains mutant DNA
or changes in mutant DNA as probable surrogates.
4Material and methods
In this chapter, the material and methods concerning two basic studies are de-
picted, regarding the reproducible quantification of parameters while using dif-
fusion weighted imaging.
Firstly, the automated, objective and reproducible delineation and quan-
tification of high- and low-proliferating areas in heterogeneous high grade
gliomas, while using a statistical machine learning Expectation Maximization
(EM) (Bishop, 2006, Dempster et al., 1977, Hastie et al., 2009) algorithm.
Secondly, the application of the IVIM model and the reproducible determi-
nation of derived parameters such as ADC, f and D through rigid linear image
registration.
For both studies, the software development as the main task, is described
in the beginning in Section 4.1. In ’Preliminary experimental procedures’, the
principal workflow, used devices and sequences are described (Section 4.2).
This chapter finishes with a postprocessing section (Section 4.3) and encap-
sulates the application of the developed software.
Note: To emphasize the software development, it has been shifted to the first
place but with the disadvantage of forward references to the respective equa-
tions.
4.1 Software development
This section decribes the software development of the two basic studies. First, a
reproducible separation and quantification of high- and low-proliferative areas
(Section 4.1.1), and second, the IVIM model and reproducible parameters in
diffusion weighted images (Section 4.1.2).
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4.1.1 A reproducible separation and quantification of high- and
low-proliferative areas in gliomas
In this section, the software development of an automated, objective and repro-
ducible delineation and quantification of high- and low-proliferating areas in
high grade gliomas is illustrated.
This delineation is impeded by partial volume effects, signal inhomogeneities
and gliding borders due to the heterogeneous nature of high grade gliomas.
Here, we present an algorithm to objectively delineate and probabilistically
quantify areas of high- and low-proliferation in heterogeneous high grade
gliomas, resulting in a reproducible quantification in regions of tissue inhomo-
geneity.
Firstly, we used an Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm, applied on
a Gaussian mixture model, consisting of pure superpositions of Gaussian dis-
tributions and secondly, we used a model which additionally considers partial
volume effects to assign voxels to a high- and low-proliferating class, respec-
tively.
Both methods were tested in terms of reproducibility by initialization seeds
onto low-proliferating and high-proliferating samples. The pure Gaussian clus-
tering excelled the partial volume model concerning objectivity and could be
automatically initialized. This model has to be tested using more statistical data
in further studies. Thus, a new, rapid, reproducible and automatic method to
separate and quantify these regions in a nearly user independent manner has
been achieved.
The first section ’Illustration of the flow of information’ explains the prin-
cipal flow of information as an activity diagram. ’Module based description’
explains the software based on MeVisLab (Fraunhofer MEVIS, Bremen) mod-
ules. Finally, the realization of the sofware is given in ’Realization’ with help of
UML diagrams.
The application to include additional functional information such as rCBV is
described consecutively in the end of the section.
Illustration of the flow of information
The principal flow of information (Figure 4.1) is divided into ’Acquisition’ and
’Preprocessing’ (Section 4.2.1) and the postprocessing part consists of ’Cluster-
ing’ and ’Quantification’ (Section 4.3.1). The statistical evaluation is taking place
in Section 5.1.
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Fig. 4.1: The principal flow of information is shown as an activity diagram (taken from Simon et al. (2011))
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Module based description
This section entails a MeVisLab (Fraunhofer, MEVIS, Bremen, Germany) mod-
ule based description of the existing modules.
Firstly, the preprocessing modules are elucidated in ’Preprocessing’ and sec-
ondly, the clustering and quantification modules are depicted in ’Clustering and
Quantification’.
Preprocessing
The main part of the preprocessing has been performed independently in Neu-
roQLab (Fraunhofer MEVIS, Bremen, Germany). The spatially matched, B-
spline interpolated and resampled datasets were retrieved by this software.
The co-registration and trilinear interpolation (Section 3.2.5) between the multi-
modal datasets have been done by an automatic matching of the different world
coordinate systems, an integrated manual rigid pre registration, an automatic
linear registration module based on the downhill simplex optimizer using the
normalized mutual information metric to achieve an objective spatial realign-
ment independent from the user (Section 3.2.5). The ADC (Section 3.1.7) calcu-
lation or strength for the study is taking place within the already given module
DiffusionTensorAnalysis. The ADC can be calculated in a scaled and non
scaled way. The non scaled variant implements Equation 4.3. The scaled variant
has been used for display properties pertaining to the histogram and the fixed
bin size and is calculated by Equation 4.1.
(λ1 + λ2 + λ3) · (3 · 0.003 · 65535 = 21845000) (4.1)
In Figure 4.3, the preprocessing modules are shown. Here, the multimodal im-
ages are being orthogonally reformatted onto the calculated ADC map. Fur-
thermore, the extraction of necrotic areas and CSF is being performed. The
ScalingToUInt module scales the image to a fixed size of unsigned int.
The macro module GenerateROISForCluster is reponsible for the ROI gen-
eration. An external ROI can be loaded by LoadCSOGTV. The scaled con-
servative ROIs can be loaded by (loadLow, loadHigh) and the automatic
seed points are being generated in GenerateROILowMalignantTumour and
GenerateROIHighMalignantTumour, respectively. Both modules are inter-
connected so that the drawn ROI is available in both viewer modules. The
two non visible modules generateInitROIs and determineCOG within the
macro module GenerateROIHighMalignantTumour and GenerateROI-
LowMalignantTumour generate the ROIs in concentric circles around the cal-
culated center of gravity. Eventually, the ROIs are being concatenated.
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Fig. 4.2: A MeVisLab based description of the preprocessing modules
Clustering and quantification
Clustering The modulesm, which are responsible for the clustering and quantifi-
cation, are shown in Figure 4.4. The given module ParameterGeneration de-
termines an initial guess for a Gaussian mixture model given in Equation 4.21.
The generated initialization ROIs can be used to create the model. In Manual-
Parameters the parameters can be generated manually using the initializa-
tion procedure in Equation 4.19. The EM optimization process by itself is tak-
ing place in EMParameterOptimization and uses the upscaled histogram
of the GTV as input. The Expectation process is optimizing the parameters,
i.e. γk by Equation 4.24 and the Maximization procedure generates a Gaus-
sian mixture model until the Log-likelihood optimization is completed (Equa-
tion 4.28). The completed parameters are evaluated by determining the final γk
in PosteriorProbability. The module has been modified to generate also
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Fig. 4.3: A MeVisLab based description of the initialization modules
the direct posterior probability apart from the upscaled probability for visual-
ization purposes.
Quantification
The final probabilistic quantification given in (Equation 4.24, Equation 4.32,
Equation 4.33, Equation 4.34 and Equation 4.35) is taking place in the own de-
veloped module ProbabilisticADCQuantification and uses the original
ADC values as input and mask. The third input delivers the posterior probabil-
ity γk.
Important to note is that the original ADC can be replaced with every diffu-
sion weighted derived value, covering the same region following Stieltjes et al.
(2006). Furthermore, if the ADC is transformed to another representation within
the clustering via an ’one-way function’, the quantification can be always done
via the described module. Thus, this approach enables a novel probabilistic
quantification based on γk, an arbitrary quantity Q to calculate 4 moments and
to determine the probabilistic volume within the calculated clusters.
Visualization of the histograms The visualization of the histograms is displayed in
Figure 4.5. The 10 sample histograms can be loaded by the respective histo-
gram modules which have been saved previously by a MeVisLab specific XML
format. The macro module AverageHistograms consists of the own com-
bination of developed modules HistogramArithmetic and Histogram-
ArithmeticConst where arbitrary arithmetic functions on a transformed
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Fig. 4.4: A MeVisLab based description of the EM Clustering modules and probabilistic quantification
Curvelist can be performed by Equation 5.1. The module DWIGaussApp-
roximation is a multipurpose tool to fit an univariate Gaussian by appli-
cation of the toolkit root (root, CERN, Switzerland) and the max voxelsize
can be automatically detected by the image input, to visualize a Gaussian mix-
ture model (Equation 4.22) and especially in combination with the partial vol-
ume class (Equation 4.38). The module Merge10Histograms is displaying the
given Curvelists in combination with their µ in one diagram.
Realization
The realization of the software is explained by an UML description of the re-
quired modules in ’Implementation and UML description of required modules’.
The user interface is depicted in ’Implementation and user interface’.
Implementation and UML description of required modules
The following modules are described consecutively by an UML approach: The
’Preprocessing modules’ and the ’Quantification modules’.
Preprocessing modules For initialization, the center of gravity module DWIDe-
termineCOG is being used to determine the center of gravity of the ROI in
world and voxel coordinates by a three dimensional vector (Figure 4.6a). The
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Fig. 4.5: A MeVisLab based description of the histogram displaying and averaging
interconnected module DWICreateCSOList is determining the seed ROIS by
taking the center of gravity of the ROI by the parameter myCOGInWorld-
Coordinates (Figure 4.6b). The minimum and maximum can be adjusted by
_myMinInWorldCoordinates and _myMaxInWorldCoordinates.
Quantification modules In Figure 4.7, the UML diagram of the probabilistic quan-
tification is depicted. The main image processing operation calcOutSub-
Image(...) is operating on the three images simultanously (ADC as input
and mask plus posterior probability γk) .
Visualization of the histograms For the histogram combination, the modules Histo-
gramArithmetic (Figure 4.8b) and HistogramArithmeticConst (Figure 4.8a)
are used. In the first case two curve data objects _myCurveData and my-
CurveData2 are being arithmetically transformed to result in an outputlist
_myCurveData3. The const variant is transforming the curve data object
_myCurveData by a scalar value to _myCurveData2.
In DWIGaussApproximation (see Figure 4.9) an input histogram _histo
can be fitted by an univariate Gaussian. The range of the Gaussian fit can be
adjusted by DWIGaussApproximationB and DWIGaussApproximationE,
respectively. Furthermore, a complete Gaussian mixture model can be dis-
played with and without the partial volume class (by activating the switch
_myPartialVolumeSwitch).
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-_largestDiameterX : FloatField*
-_largestDiameterY : FloatField*
-_largestDiameterXInWorldCoordinate : FloatField*
-_largestDiameterYInWorldCoordinate : FloatField*
-_centerOfGravityInPixelsX : FloatField*
-_centerOfGravityInPixelsY : FloatField*
-_centerOfGravityInWorldCoordinatesX : FloatField*
-_centerOfGravityInWorldCoordinatesY : FloatField*
-_centerOfGravityInWorldCoordinatesZ : FloatField*
-_minX : FloatField*
-_minY : FloatField*
-_maxX : FloatField*
-_maxY : FloatField*
-_centerOfGravityVector : Vec3fField*
-_maxInWorldCoordinates : Vec3fField*
-_minInWorldCoordinates : Vec3fField*
-_button : NotifyField*
-_update : NotifyField*
-_fields : FieldContainer*
+DWI_DetermineCOG()
+virtual handleNotification(field : Field *) : void
+virtual calcOutImageProps(outIndex : int) : void
+virtual calcOutSubImage(outSubImg : SubImg *, outIndex : int, inSubImg) : void
+calcOutSubImage(outSubImg : TSubImg<T> *, outIndex : int, inSubImg1 : TSubImg<T> *) : void
+update() : void
+reset() : void
DWI_DetermineCOG
BaseOp
(a)
-_centerVector:std: : vector<vec3*>
-_outCSOListFld : BaseField*
-_numberOfGeneratedCSO : IntField*
-_myStepDegree : IntField*
-_myNumberOfGeneratedCSO : IntField*
-_myCSOList : CSOList
-_myCOGInWorldCoordinates : Vec3fField*
-_myMaxInWorldCoordinates : Vec3fField*
-_myMinInWorldCoordinates : Vec3fField*
-_myRadiusStep : FloatField*
-_myCOGEnlargement : Vec3fField*
-_myTriggerNext : NotifyField*
-_myTriggerReset : NotifyField*
-_myTriggerCreateAll : NotifyField*
-_CSOMax : IntField*
-_r2:std: : vector<vec3*>
-numberOfGeneratedCSO : int
+DWI_CreateCSOList()
+createSampleCSO(CSOList : CSOList *, center : vec3 &)
+createCircleCSO(center : vec3 &, stepDegree : int, radius : float)
+determineZ(center : vec3 &)
+adjustToSlice(const myWorldCoordinate : vec3 &, transformedWorldCoordinate : vec3 &, z : int)
DWI_CreateCSOList
BaseOp
(b)
Fig. 4.6: (a) UML description of DWIDetermineCOG and (b) DWICreateCSOList
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-_secondMoment : DoubleField*
-_fourthMoment : DoubleField*
-_probabilisticMaxValue : DoubleField*
-_probabilisticMinValue : DoubleField*
-_minValue : DoubleField*
-_probabilisticMeanValue : DoubleField*
-_probabilisticSecondMoment : DoubleField*
-_maxValue : DoubleField*
-_volumeML : DoubleField*
-_piK : DoubleField*
-_probabilisticThirdMoment : DoubleField*
-_probabilisticVolume : DoubleField*
-_probabilisticStandardDeviation : DoubleField*
-_update : NotifiyField*
-_numVoxels : unsigned int
-_reset : NotifiyField*
-_sumVoxelValues : double
-_sumOfSquaresDifference : double
-_sumOfKurtosisDifference : double
-_probabilisticSumOfSkewDifference : double
-_probabilisticSum : double
-_maxIVox : double
-_probabilisticQuantity : double
-_minProbabilisticVox : double
-_minIVox : double
-_sumOfSkewDifference : double
-_probabilisticSumOfKurtosisDifference : double
-_maxProbabilisticVox : double
-_probabilisticSumOfSquaresDifference : double
-_probabilisticVoxels : DoubleField*
-_probabilisticFourthMoment : DoubleField*
-_standardDeviation : DoubleField*
-_thirdMoment : DoubleField*
+ProbabilisticADCQuantification()
+virtual handleNotification(field : Field *) : void
+virtual calcOutImageProps(outIndex : int) : void
+virtual calcOutSubImage(outSubImg : SubImg *, outIndex : int, inSubImg) : void
+calcOutSubImage(outSubImg : TSubImg<T> *, outIndex : int, inSubImg : TSubImg<T> *, inSubImg0 : TSubImg<T> *, inSubImg1 : TSubImg<T> *, inSubImg2 : TSubImg<T> *) : void
+update() : void
+reset() : void
+calculateAverage(sumVoxelValues : double, numVoxels : double) : double
+calculateVolume(voxelInML : double, numVoxels : double) : double
+calculateMoment(moment : double, numVoxels : double) : double
+standardizeMoment(moment : double, numVoxels : double, variance : double, n : int) : double
+calculateStd(variance : double)
+update2() : void
+setMaxValues() : void
ProbabilisticADCQuantification
BaseOp
Fig. 4.7: UML description of ProbabilisticADCQuantification
-_floatFld : FloatField*
-_OperationFld : EnumField*
-_baseFld : BaseField*
-_baseFldOut : BaseFldOut*
-_myCurveData : CurveData*
-_myCurveData2 : CurveData*
-_inputCurve1 : CurveList
-_outputCurve : CurveList
+HistogramArithmeticConst()
+virtual handleNotification(field : Field *) : void
HistogramArithmeticConst
BaseOp
(a)
-_floatFld : FloatField*
-_OperationFld : EnumField*
-_baseFld : BaseField*
-_baseFldOut : BaseFldOut*
-_myCurveData : CurveData*
-_myCurveData2 : CurveData*
-_inputCurve1 : CurveList
-_outputCurve : CurveList
-_myCurveData3 : CurveData*
+HistogramArithmetic()
+virtual handleNotification(field : Field *) : void
HistogramArithmetic
BaseOp
(b)
Fig. 4.8: (a) UML diagrams of HistogramArithmeticConst and (b) HistogramArithmetic
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-_baseFld : BaseField*
-_baseFldOut : BaseField*
-_DWI_GaussApproximationB : FloatField*
-_DWI_GaussApproximationE : FloatFlied*
-_mean : FloatField*
-_mean2 : FloatField*
-_variance : FloatField*
-_variance2 : FloatField*
-_chiSquare : FloatField*
-_pi_k : FloatField*
-_numberOfBins : IntField*
-_numberOfGridPoints : IntField*
-_myTriggerField : NotifyField*
-_myExplicitTrigger : NotifyField*
-_objectToTransfer : CurveList
-_objectToTransferOut1 : CurveList
-_myCurveData2 : CurveData*
-_histo : TH1F*
-_myPartialVolumeSwitch : ToggleField*
-_myAllVolumeSwitch : ToggleField*
-const default_max : int
-const default_grid_size : int
-const default_bins : int
-_histoVector:std: : vector<TH1F*>
-_max : double
DWI_GaussApproximation
BaseOp
Fig. 4.9: UML description of DWIGaussApproximation
Implementation and user interface
Here, the user interface is decribed by a ’Clustering prototype’.
Clustering prototype A screenshot of the clustering prototype is shown in Fig-
ure 4.10. Three automatic quantification modes can be chosen:
1. Automatic initialization by concentric clustering seeds and an automatic
quantification per clustering seed using the standard Gaussian mixture model
(Equation 4.23).
2. Automatic initialization by concentric clustering seeds and an automatic
quantification per clustering seed using the partial volume model (Equa-
tion 4.37).
3. Using the initialization Equation given in Equation 4.19.
In all three procedures, the clustering result screenshot and the probabilistic
quantification (Equation 4.24, Equation 4.32, Equation 4.33, Equation 4.34) and
Equation 4.35 are saved into a special folder. Furthermore, a screenshot of the
clustered GTV in a high-proliferating and low-proliferating region is recorded
as well. A histogram sample of the posterior probability γk is also shown to
complete the probabilistic quantification.
The properties of the automatic initialization procedure can be adjusted in
(Radiushighmalignant, Radiuslowmalignant, Degreehighmalignant,
Degreelowmalignant). The iterations can be modified in numberofruns.
Underneath, the center of gravity and the surrounding bounding box can
be modified, accordingly.
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Fig. 4.10: UML description of clustering prototype
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The multimodal viewer is showing the GTV und structures can be loaded
via Load GrossTumorVolume or drawn directly onto the viewer. Apart from
the multimodal Synchroviewer which shows the functional ADC map in red
with overlaid T1 and T2-FLAIR, respectively, the morphologic images can be
also displayed in an exclusive independent viewer by pressing on the morpho-
logic viewer buttons.
Markers can be also added to measure the diameter of the GTV in an au-
tomatic and in a manual way by application of a ruler to encompass certain
regions within the GTV.
The CSOModification section establishes the possibility to move the drawn
GTV in x and y direction. Furthermore, the CSO can be copied to an arbitrary
number of slices in z direction.
An additional experimental initialization of the clustering can be performed
by choosing MarkerBasedClustering, where markers can be used to build
the Gaussian initialization set with gray value samples.
In the ROIClustering section, conservative ROIs as shown in Figure 4.1,
can be drawn manually to form the Gaussian mixture model.
Including functional imaging such as perfusion as additional information
In this section, the software development concerning the additional functional
imaging technique such as perfusion (rCBV) is given. Firstly, the flow of in-
formation is illustrated in ’Illustration of the flow of information’. A module
based description with help of MeVisLab (Fraunhofer MEVIS, Bremen) mod-
ules is elaborated and second the realization of the sofware is depicted by UML
diagrams in ’Realization’.
Illustration of the flow of information
The principal flow of information is divided into ’Acquisition’ and ’Preprocess-
ing’ Section 4.2.1 and ’Segmentation’ and ’Quantification’, respectively, which
belongs to the ’Postprocessing’ Section 4.3.1 (Section 4.11). The evaluation is
shown in Section 5.1.4.
Module based description
In Figure 4.12 the modules pertaining to the percentile thresholding are shown.
The delineated GTV is being firstly processed by an ImagePropertyConvert.
The module transforms the image to unsigned int. Afterwards, the interval-
Threshold clamps the image by θlow = min(GTV)+ 1 and θhigh = max(GTV)−
1. By the first clamping, all background values are switched to -1 so that the
background is excluded by performing the percentile thresholding and does not
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Fig. 4.11: The principal flow of information is shown as an activity diagram of the rCBV study
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Fig. 4.12: MeVisLab based module description of the percentile thresholding
count to the integral of the probability distribution. The second clamp opera-
tion is being used in the inverted case to exclude the zero values from the sta-
tistical information. The invertation is being done by activation of the module
invertImage.
Due to performance issues, the percentile thresholding can be locked by ac-
tivating and deactivating activateSegmentation. A complete locking of
the percentile thresholding is being performed by copying the subvolume in
CacheSegmented3DSubVolume to the cache in CachedSegmented3DSub-
Volume. In the last step, the quantification can be performed without recalcu-
lating the percentile.
The module PythonPTileThresholding performs the thresholding of the
GTV given by (Equation 4.39 Equation 4.40, Equation 4.40, Equation 4.41 and
Equation 4.42).
Realization
The realization consists of the implementation and UML description (’Imple-
mentation and UML description of required modules’) and of screenshots of
the user interface in ’Implementation and user interface’.
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#_ctx
#_mod
#_binEdges
+PythonPTileThresholding()
+performPTileThreshold(self)
+calculateOutputSubImage(self, outImage, outIndex, inImage0)
+calculateOutputImageProperties(index, outImage)
+calculateOutputSubImage(outImage, outIndex, inImage0)
PythonPTileThresholding
Fig. 4.13: UML description of PythonPTileThresholding
Implementation and UML description of required modules In Figure 4.13, the UML
diagram of the implemented module PythonPTileThresholding is shown.
In calculateOutputSubImage(self, outImage, outIndex, inIma-
ge0) the whole thresholding is being performed onto the whole delineated
GTV by setting a threshold value θ. The method performPTileThreshold-
(self) calculates the normalized cumulative probability histogram (Equa-
tion 4.40, and Equation 4.41). The threshold value θ is being determined by
Equation 4.42.
Implementation and user interface This section is subdivided into a segmentation
part (’Segmentation’) where the user interface of the segmentation is described
in further detail and a quantification part (’Quantification’) where the derived
quantification values can be found.
Segmentation An example of the user interface of the segmentation module can
be found in Figure 4.14. In the centre, the delineated glioblastoma is shown in a
Synchroviewer, displaying the rCBV map with underlaying T1 postCM (left).
On the right side, the ADC map is shown. Underneath, the pure ADC map, the
rCBV map and the T1 postCM is depicted. 30 % of the pixels of the lower bend
of the ADC map are shown on the left in the lower quantification viewer and
determine 30 % of the highest malignant area. 30 % of the pixels of the highest
malignant area of the rCBV map are shown in the right quantification viewer.
The rCBV map is inverted and thus is showing 30 % of the upper bend of the
pixels. Both segmentations are transferred to the cache so that the percentile
thresholding is deactivated.
In QuantificationControl, the connected multimodal viewers can be raised.
Furthermore, the quantification image can be chosen by switching Push -
background image. Invert the quantification image performs the
operation: max(GTV) − GTV(x). pushCSO copies the segmentation object to
the next modality shown in the right viewer. Moreover, the segmentation can be
activated and deactivated. The cache is being filled by pressing on transfer
segmentation to cache and a subvolume can be chosen by pressing on
Take subvolume.
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In the Overlay control tab, the different multimodal viewers can be activated
and deactivated.
The CSOModification tab enables the arbitrarily moving of the contour seg-
mentation object in x and y direction. Furthermore, contour segmentation ob-
jects can be copied arbitrarily into z dimension. Moreover, the contour segmen-
tation objects can be selected and deleted.
Quantification The first quantification on Figure 4.14 in the marker control box
can be used to determine the diameter in x, y and z. Furthermore, arbitrary
markers can be drawn as a ruler onto the SynchroViewer to perform certain
manual measurements.
The main quantification is depicted on Figure 4.14. The viewer shows the
ADC map in green, the rCBV map in blue and the intersection by red colour. The
quantification values depicted by (Equation 4.43) (Section 3.2.4), Equation 4.46,
Equation 4.47) and derived values are shown here.
4.1.2 The IVIM model and reproducible derived parameters in diffusion
weighted images
In this section, the software development of a reproducible determination of
parameters in diffusion weighted images by the application of the IVIM model
(Section 3.1.7) is shown. Three derived parameters are evaluated here in terms
of reproducibility: f, D and the ADC.
The principal flow of information is illustrated in ’Illustration of the flow of
information’.
A MeVisLab (Fraunhofer MEVIS, Bremen) module based description is de-
picted in ’Module based description’.
In the consecutive part, the realization by an UML approach and user inter-
face is depicted in ’Realization’.
Illustration of the flow of information
The principal flow of information is shown in Figure 4.16 and is devided into
’Acquisition’ and ’Preprocessing’ (Section 4.2.2) on the one hand and ’Registra-
tion’ and ’Quantification’ on the other hand as ’Postprocessing’ (Section 4.3.2).
The ’Evaluation’ is being done in Section 5.2.
Module based description
The module based description entails the ’Preprocessing’, elucidates the ’Regis-
tration’ and ’Quantification’ depicts the used quantification modules.
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Fig. 4.14: Sample of the multimodal percentile segmentation
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Fig. 4.15: Sample quantification. The ADC map is shown in green whereas the rCBV map is highlighted in blue. The
intersection is delineated by the red colour.
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Fig. 4.16: Flow of IVIM model and reproducible parameters in diffusion weighted images
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Preprocessing
The automatic preprocessing of the data and splitting is being done in an exclu-
sive macro module ’Breathholdsorter’. Here, the data sets are being copied into
their respective breathhold phase and b value.
Registration
The stack registration (Section 3.2.5) onto the unweighted images is being per-
formed by a given rigid registration module myLinearRegistrationGUI
(Figure 4.17). The obtained transformation matrices are saved and then be-
ing applied subsequently onto the weighted images in the pair of the acqui-
sition. The inputs are on demand automatically being filled by the fixedImage
(input0) (interconnected by input0 of PancreasRegistration, movingImage
(Subvolume) (input1) (interconnected by input1 of PancreasRegistration).
The third input contains the complete movingImage (delivered by input 2 of
PancreasRegistration). The linearly registerated images are saved in Image-
ComposerValued and ImageComposerNonValued, respectively, to perform
a quantification step onto the newly registerated image stacks.
In Figure 4.18, the transformation matrices Tu are being used to transform the
weighted images with image matrix Iw, obtained by module info. The opera-
tion Tu · Iw is then being performed, consecutively. ImagePropertyConvert
sets the matrix within the image. The Reformat performs a linear interpolation
and WriteTraceTag writes the information into the DICOM-Tag to be even-
tually saved with DicomTool using the b value vector
−→
b in bvalueList. This
saving capability is also available in myLinearRegistrationGUI to save the
unweighted images.
With CropByBoundingBox, a subvolume of the image can be used as a
moving subimage to perform a bounding box registration.
Quantification
The main quantification is taking place in Figure 4.19. Firstly, the signal is being
normalized in PancreasNormalizer (Equation 4.48). This module has two
inputs. The first input is being filled with the non weighted and weighted im-
age stack (Figure 4.34). The second input can contain an external vector of b
values. In this case, it is done internally by an extraction of the DICOM values.
The first output is delivering the normalized images plus an artifically normal-
ized zero valued image (i.e. SS0 = 1) and is directly interconnected with the
module IVIMCalculator. The second output contains the changed b value
vector plus the additional 0.
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Fig. 4.17: MeVisLab based module description of registration modules
Fig. 4.18: MeVisLab based module description of the registration modules part 2
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Fig. 4.19: MeVisLab based module description of the quantification modules
In IVIMCalculator, the IVIM (Equation 4.52) derived parameters, such
as f and D are being calculated by the Levenberg Marquardt approach (Equa-
tion 4.54, Equation 4.54) delivered by the first output as an f or D map. The b
values are delivered via the second b value output.
The ADC in two versions is derived by Equation 4.50 (fixed model) and
Equation 4.49 (non fixed model) and solved by Equation 4.51. This calculation
is taking place in module RegressionADC. The first output delivers the calcu-
lated ADC map in the two mentioned versions. The second output contains the
unchanged version of the b value vector and can be used in further operations.
Realization
The realization of the software is explained in this section. Firstly, the ’Imple-
mentation and UML description of required modules’ is elucidated. Secondly,
the ’Implementation and user interface’ is described.
Implementation and UML description of required modules
Preprocessing In Figure 4.20, the UML diagram of the processing unit of mod-
ule Breathholdsorter is shown. The b values are being extracted by get-
PrincipalBValues(self) and used to create unweighted and weighted
folders to perform a resorting dependant on the specific b value.
Registration The scripting modules concerning the registration are shown in
Figure 4.21. PancreasRegistration is the main class and steering the se-
rial registration in FullyAutomaticRegistration and subsequent quantifi-
cation of f, D and ADC. The mentioned ’Breaking down segmentation into 2D
slices’ is done via the function performQuantificationForSlice(self,x)
in FullyAutomaticQuantification. The IVIM calculation itself is being
executed via an object oriented scripting access onto the objects directly con-
nected to the IVIM macro module in doNewPFWICalculation(self).
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#_ctx
-__sequenceNameTag
-__bvalueList
-__imageStack
-__imagePath
-__principalBValues
-__sourcePath
-__targetPath
-__maxNumberOfFiles
-__myImageLoadMulti
-__myBValueExtractor
-__onePercent
+Sorter()
+setDICOMPath(self)
+startSorting(self)
+getPrincipalBValues(self)
+moveImageToUnweightedFolder(self, src, path)
+moveImageToWeightedFolder(self, src, path)
+moveImageToAppropriateFolder(self)
+createTargetPath(self, path)
+createWeightedAndUnweightedTarget(self)
+getAllFilesRecursively(self)
+init(self, ctx)
+getMacro(self)
+safe_int(self, obj)
Sorter
Fig. 4.20: An UML Diagram of the Python Sorter
Quantification Figure 4.22 explains the implementation of the quantification
modules given in Figure 4.19. INormalizer is an abstract interface, describing
operations pertaining to the internal extraction of the b value list (bValue-
ImportInternally(), external acquisition (bValueImportExternally)
and operations onto the b value list and finally the export (bValueOperation).
Normalizer implements these basic operations. The PancreasNormalizer
implements the normalization procedure given in Equation 4.2. The IVIM pa-
rameters such as f and D are calculated in RSquaredMapper. IVIMFunction
(Equation 4.52) encapsulates the function given in Equation 4.52 and the Jaco-
bian matrix (Equation 4.54). The b value extraction is encapsulated in BValue-
Class.
Implementation and user interface
The automatic bounding box registration is shown in Figure 4.23. In an orthog-
onally reformatted viewer (CropByBoundingBox), the encompassed pancreas
is shown in an axial, coronal and sagittal view. The fixed image is shown in the
upper viewer whereas the moving image is displayed in the lower part. The free
hand delineated pancreas on the ADC map is shown in the lower left corner.
Several options can be made in the lower right corner. Start Registra-
tion can be used to perform a manual sample registration. Reset Regis-
tration is resetting the registration to start a new automatic registration plus
quantification. Start Fully Automated Registration performs an au-
tomatic registration and the derived quantification maps are automatically be-
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Fig. 4.21: UML Diagram of the registration modules
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+INormalizer()
#virtual void handleNotification(field : Field *)
#virtual  calcOutImageProps(myImportedBValueVector : conststd::vector<int> &) : void
+virtual bValueOperation(bvalueVector : std::vector<int> &) : int
+virtual  bValueImportExternally(baseValue : Base *) : std::vector<int> &
+virtual  bValueImportInternally(baseValue : Base *) : std::vector<int> &
INormalizer
-_tExtent : int
-sequence_name_tag : std::string
-sequence_ge_name_tag : std::string
-_baseFld : BaseField*
-_myToggleField : ToggleField*
+Normalizer()
#virtual void handleNotification(field : Field *)
#virtual  calcOutImageProps(myImportedBValueVector : conststd::vector<int> &) : void
#virtual bValueOperation(bvalueVector : std::vector<int> &) : int
#virtual  bValueImportExternally(baseValue : Base *) : std::vector<int> &
#virtual  bValueImportInternally(baseValue : Base *) : std::vector<int> &
Normalizer
BaseOp
-_strValue : std::string
-sequence_name_tag : const std::string
-sequence_ge_name_tag : const std::string
-pat_orthogonal : const std::string
-pat_orthogonal_zero : const std::string
-pat_haste_orthogonal_zero : const std::string
-pat_tensor_zero : const std::string
-pat_three_scan_trace : const std::string
-pat_tensor : const std::string
-pat_haste_diagonal : const std::string
-pat_haste_othogonal : const std::string
-mevis_tag_series : const std::string
-_myBValueVector : std::vector<int>
-_sequence : __sequenceType
-_direction : __directionType
-_entrypointBValue : unsigned int
#_numberArray : std::string
+__sequenceType {traceWeighted, tensor, orthogonal, haste_orthogonal, haste_diagonal, general_zero} : enum
+__directionType {read, phase, slice} : enum
+BValueClass(void)
+~BValueClass()
+setStrValue(strValue : const std::string &)
+getSequenceName () : const std::string& {const}
+getDirectionName() const std::string& {const}
+setSequenceType(sequenceType : const __sequenceType)
+getDirectionType() : const std::string& {const}
+setDirectionType(directionType : const __directionType) : void
+getStrValue() : const std::string& {const}
+getIntValue() const int {const}
+getNumberArray() : const std::string {const} &
+calculateBValue() : bool
+calculateSequenceName() : bool
+calculateDirectionName() : bool
+getBValueFromTag(img : const * const MedicalImageProperties, bValue : int&, tagId : const DCMTree::TagId&) : bool
+getBValueFromTagMult(img const * const MedicalImageProperties, bValue : int &, tagId : DCMTree::TagId &) : bool
+getSequenceTypeFromTag(img const * const MedicalImageProperties, bValue : int &, tagId : DCMTree::TagId &) : bool
+getDirectionFromTag(img const * const MedicalImageProperties, directionType : __directionType &, tagId : const DCMTree::TagId &) : bool
+getMyBValueVector() : std::vector<int> &
+setMyBValueVector(myBValueVector : conststd::vector<int> &)
+intToString(num : const int)
-writeTagIntoBValueVector(tagPtr : DCMTree::Const_TagPtr &, tagId : DCMTree::TagId &)
-getEndIndexb() : const int
+operator=(other : const BValueClass &)
BValueClass
Base
-_valuedImages : int
+PancreasNormalizer()
+virtual void handleNotification(field : Field *)
+virtual  calcOutImageProps(outIndex : int) : void
+virtual calcInSubImageBox(inIndex : int, outSubImgBox : const SubImgBox&, outIndex : int) : SubImgBox
+virtual calcOutSubImage(outSubImg : SubImg *, outIndex : int, inSubImg : SubImg *) : void
+calcOutSubImage(outSubImg : TSubImg<T> *, outIndex : int, inSubImg0 : TSubImg<T> *)
+virtual writeBValueIntoVector() : void
+virtual bValueOperation(bvalueVector : std::vector<int> &) : int
PancreasNormalizer
-__IVIMMappingType : enum {f, D, DStar}
-__IVIMParamNumber : enum {jacobDStarFixed, jacobDStarParameter, notJacobDStarFixed, notJacobDStarParameter}
-_BValueIndexVector : std::vector<int>
-_myNotifyField : NotifyField*
-_bMatrix : vnl_matrix<float>*
-_vecLnSignalPt : vnl_vector<float>*
-f_start : const float
-d_start : const float
-d_star_start : const float
-max_clamp : const float
-max_gray_scale : const float
-b_value_inc : const float
-threshold : const float
-calc_type : const float
-max_bvalue_used_for_integration : const unsigned int
-_DEBUG_COUNT : int
-_calcTypeFld : IntField*
-_BValueIncFld : IntFld*
-_thresholdFld : FloatField*
-_maxClampFld : FloatField*
-_greyScaleFactorFld : FloatField*
-_calcType : int
-_BValueInc : int
-_threshold : float
-_maxClamp : float
-_greyScaleFactor
+RSquaredMapper()
+virtual void handleNotification(field : Field *)
+virtual  calcOutImageProps(outIndex : int) : void
+virtual calcInSubImageBox(inIndex : int, outSubImgBox : const SubImgBox &, outIndex : int) : SubImgBox
+virtual calcOutSubImage(outSubImg : SubImg *, outIndex : int, inSubImg : SubImg *) : void
+calcOutSubImage(outSubImg : TSubImg<T> *, outIndex : int, inSubImg0 : TSubImg<T> *)
+virtual writeBValueIntoVector() : void
+virtual bValueOperation(bvalueVector : std::vector<int> &) : int
+updateFieldValues() : void
+calculateIntegrationMatchIndex(regressionAlpha : float, regressionBeta : float) : float
+calculateTrapezoidIntegration() : float
+calculateRegressionIntegration(regressionAlpha : float, regressionBeta : float) : float
+calculateRSquared(regressionAlpha : float, regressionBeta : float) : float
+getBValueVector() : std::vector<int> &
+getSortedBValueVector() : std::vector<float>
+virtual int bValueOperation(bvalueVector : std::vector<int> &)
RSquaredMapper
vnl_least_squares_function
-_f : float
-_D : float
-_DStar : float
-_DStarFixed : bool
-d_star_default : const float
-_bValues : std::vector<int>
-_signals:std: : vector<float>
+IVIMFunction(DStarFixed : const bool, with_grad : const bool, p : const int, n : const int)
+virtual ~IVIMFunction(void)
+setSignalVector(signals : conststd::vector<float> &) : void
+setSignalVector(signals : constvnl_vector<float> &) : void
+setBValueVector(bValues : conststd::vector<int> &) : void
+virtual  f(x : constvnl_vector<double> &, y : constvnl_vector<double> &) : void
+setN(n : const int) : void
+setP(p : const int) : void
+getF() : const float {const}
+getD() const float {const}
+getDStar() const float {const}
+compute(bValue : const double, f : const double, D : const double, D* : const double) : double
#virtual gradf(x : constvnl_vector<double> &, J : vnl_matrix<double> &)
#compute_f(bValue : const double, f : const double, D : const double, DStar : const double) : double
#compute_D(bValue : const double, f : const double, D : const double, DStar : const double) : double
#compute_DStar(bValue : const double, f : const double, D : const double, DStar : const double) : double
IVIMFunction
-_myMatrix : vnl_matrix<float>*
-_myZeroMatrix : vnl_matrix<float>*
-_myModelToggle : ToggleField*
-_myAutoUpdate : ToggleField*
-_myVector : vnl_vector<float>*
+RegressionADCTrace()
+virtual void handleNotification(field : Field *)
+virtual  calcOutImageProps(outIndex : int) : void
+virtual calcInSubImageBox(inIndex : int, outSubImgBox : const SubImgBox &, outIndex : int) : SubImgBox
+virtual calcOutSubImage(outSubImg : SubImg *, outIndex : int, inSubImg : SubImg *) : void
+calcOutSubImage(outSubImg : TSubImg<T> *, outIndex : int, inSubImg0 : TSubImg<T> *)
+virtual writeBValueIntoVector() : void
+virtual bValueOperation(bvalueVector : std::vector<int> &) : int
RegressionADCTrace
virtual
Fig. 4.22: UML diagram of the quantification modules
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Fig. 4.23: Illustration of the automatic bounding box registration
ing calculated. The quantification can be done manually via Start Fully -
Automated Quantification in 3D unreg. A complete run with regis-
tration and consecutive automatic quantification can be done via Start -
Fully Automated Quantification in 3D new Regression model.
Here, the old and new regression model can be chosen (Equation 4.49 and Equa-
tion 4.50). The crop box can be displayed and adjusted via Crop Box and the
coordinates of the box can be copied to the clipboard via Copy bounding Box
world coordinates to paste board.
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Application of the IVIM approach onto several organs
The IVIM approach (Equation 4.52) has been successfully applied onto several
different organs.
In lung tumours (Koyama et al., 2011), the contribution of the perfusion fraction
f to the ADC and therewith the correlation between these derived parameters
has been elucidated.
It has been thorougly discussed in Hillengass et al. (2011) for multiple myeloma
as a useful technique, where the ADC unexpectedly decreased after therapy due
to a decrease of microvessel density in histology.
In Hauser et al. (2011), the therapy monitoring in head and neck tumours con-
sidering the IVIM model has been evaluated. The rise of f, D and ADC could be
found. This can be explained as a decrease in cellularity and an increase of the
blood volume under radiochemotherapy.
Most importantly, the application onto the pancreas should be further eval-
uated in this section. The significant differentiation between healthy pancreas
and pancreatic carcinoma as well as pancreatitis and pancreatic carcinoma
should be emphasized here (Klauss et al., 2011, Lemke et al., 2009, Re et al.,
2009). Moreover, the improvement through ducts and vessel segmentation is
explained, as well (Re et al., 2011).
Furthermore, the application, regarding the usage of combined chemoradiation,
is discussed in (Grünberg et al., 2011, ECR) (Section 3.3.2). Here, IVIM derived
parameters such as f were measured in patients with primary inoperable pan-
creatic carcinoma during a course of combined chemoradiation. The pure dif-
fusion parameter D and the combined ADC showed a significant increase com-
pared to the initial therapy and 4 weeks after the end of radiation. It could be
elaborated that f showed an increase. Nonetheless, the rise could not be signifi-
cantly proved.
This section starts with a MeVisLab ’Module based description’ and contin-
ues with a ’Realization’ to show the UML diagrams of the developed software.
Module based description
The module based description of MeVisLab modules (Fraunhofer MEVIS, Bre-
men) is depicted here. The section is subdivided into the ’Automatic prepro-
cessing’, ’Ducts and vessels segmentation’ and ’Plotting modules’.
Automatic preprocessing In Figure 4.24, the second normalization procedure is
carried out (Equation 4.13). In addition to Figure 4.19, the PFWINormalizer
can be connected automatically in the case of data without breath-hold blocks.
The several ADC calculations elucidated in Section 4.1.2 are switched appro-
priately in the macro module DWIMetaADCCalculation (Figure 4.25). The
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Fig. 4.24: MeVisLab module based description of additional quantification modules for IVIM
Fig. 4.25: MeVisLab module based description of the preprocessing modules
two inputs are automatically being filled with the unweighted and weighted
data.
The outputs deliver the calculated ADC map (first output) and the raw diffusion
weighted data. The last input contains the b value list.
All of the IVIM calculations are taking place in PFWIOverlayer. The first
two inputs consist of the unweighted and weighted data. The third input de-
livers the precalculated ADC map, the raw diffusion weighted data and the b
value list. The last two image inputs contain the morphological data and the
three rectangle inputs are being filled with ROIs coming from three different
viewers. The image inputs and rectangle inputs are needed for the plotting fa-
cility.
The first output contains the IVIM derived parameters, whereas the second out-
put delivers the ADC map. The last input consists of the raw diffusion weighted
data.
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Fig. 4.26: The ducts and vessels segmentation modules
Ducts and vessels segmentation The module based description of the ducts and
vessels segmentation is depicted in Figure 4.26. The logical circuit described
in the state chart diagram in Figure 4.35 is shown here. The functional val-
ues relating to D and f are calculated in the own modules fCalculator and
DCalculator. A maximum LUT is being calculated by MinMaxScanF and
MinMaxScanD. Afterwards, the threshold range is being determined by the re-
spective threshold modules. The logical function is carried out by the two
And modules.
Plotting modules The main plotting routine is taking place in Figure 4.27. The
two inputs consist of the normalized signals, either using normalization proce-
dure of Equation 4.48 or Equation 4.13 (first input) and the b value vector
−→
b
(second input). The first output delivers the raw signal plotted against the b
value. The second output consists of the linear regression using Equation 4.49
or Equation 4.50. The residuals are given by the third output. The fourth output
can perform a normalization using Equation 4.13, if the signal has not been nor-
malized before. The last output delivers the Levenberg Marquardt fitted signal.
Realization
The realization part covers the ’Implementation and UML description of re-
quired modules’, the ’Implementation of the plotting module’ and the ’Imple-
mentation and user interface’ of the software for the IVIM calculation.
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Fig. 4.27: The plotting module
Implementation and UML description of required modules
Automatic preprocessing The second normalization procedure combined with the
whole quantification is depicted in Figure 4.28. The normalization in Equa-
tion 4.13 is taking place in PFWINormalizer. The other calculations are done
via graphical programming and scripting, concealed in module DWIMeta-
ADCCalculation (Figure 4.25).
Implementation of the plotting module
The whole plotting facility is shown in Figure 4.29.
Implementation and user interface
Automatic preprocessing In Figure 4.30, an automatically generated f map pan-
creas quantification is shown. Shown are the multimodal viewers with T1 post
plus contrastmedium (left) and T2 (right). The quantification f map is shown
as the red overlay in the upper synchroViewer and separately in the lower
functional quantification viewer. The ROI can be delineated synchronously in
the multimodal way. In the middle lower viewer, the zoomed pancreatic adeno-
carcinoma slice is depicted.
The viewer has the same functionality as described in Section 4.1.1. Further-
more, the control tab enables the functionality to load and save ROIs.
Moreover, we have the possibility to combine three viewers in total as shown in
Figure 4.30 to establish a combined quantification. This is especially of value, if
necrosis has to be subtracted from the tumour mass. The contoured regions are
displayed synchronously in all open viewers by different colours.
A screenshot of the ducts and vessels segmentation in a multimodal context
is shown in Figure 4.31. The gallbladder (GB), the renal artery (RA), the tumour
(T) and the aorta (A) are shown in the T1 weighted image (A), the T2 weighted
image (B), the f map (C) and the segmented f map, showing vessels in red and
highlighting ducts in green. A 3D image of this scence is given in Figure 3.16.
The plotting facility is depicted in Figure 4.32. It shows the fitting routines
pertaining to the 3D tumour VOI. In (A), the linear regression using model
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Fig. 4.28: IVIM quantification UML with additional normalizer
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-_baseFld : BaseField*
-_baseFldOut : BaseField*
-_baseFldOut2 : BaseField*
-_baseFldOut3 : BaseField*
-_baseFldIn2 : BaseField*
-_baseFldOut4 : BaseField*
-_baseFldOut5 : BaseField*
-_myStringField : StringField*
-_residualField : StringField*
-_fxStringField : StringField*
-_normalizedStringField : StringField*
-_IVIMStringField : StringField*
-_CyField : DoubleField*
-_CrField : DoubleField*
-_rSquared : DoubleField*
-_fValue : DoubleField*
-_DValue : DoubleField*
-_myMatrix : vnl_matrix<float>*
-_myZeroMatrix : vnl_matrix<float>*
-_myVector : vnl_vector<float>*
-_myOrigVector : vnl_vector<float>*
-_objectToTransfer : CurveList
-_objectToTransferOut1 : CurveList
-_objectToTransferOut2 : CurveList
-_objectToTransferOut3 : CurveList
-_objectToTransferOut4 : CurveList
-_objectToTransferOut5 : CurveList
-_mySortedCurveData : CurveData*
-_myCurveData2 : CurveData*
-_myCurveData3 : CurveData*
-_myCurveData4 : CurveData*
-_myCurveData5 : CurveData*
-_resultString : std::string
-_residualString : std::string
-_fxString : std::string
-_normalizedString : std::string
-_IVIMString:: std::string
-_buttonStringField : NotifyField*
-_buttonResidualField : NotifyField*
-_buttonFxStringField : NotifyField*
-_buttonNormalizedStringField : NotifyField*
-_buttonLVField : NotifyField*
-_myModelToggle : ToggleField*
-f_start : const float
-d_start : const float
-d_star_start : const float
-_BValueIndexVector : std::vector<int>
-_sortedBValueVector : std::vector<int>
-d_star_default : const float
+Contourlistchanger(void)
+virtual ~Contourlistchanger(void)()
+virtual handleNotification(field : Field *)
+createBValueIndexVector(bValueVector : conststd::vector<int> &, sortedBValueVector : std::vector<int> &) : void
+createSortedSignalVector(myCurveData : CurveData *, mySortedCurveData : CurveData *)
+getBValueIndexVector() : std::vector<int> &
+calculateFx(alpha : float, beta : float, x : float)
Contourlistchanger
BaseOp
BValueClass
Fig. 4.29: The plotting facility UML
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Fig. 4.30: The automatic preprocessing: Contouring
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Fig. 4.31: The automatic preprocessing: Ducts and vessels segmentation. The gallbladder (GB), the renal artery (RA),
the tumour (T) and the aorta (A) are shown in the T1 weighted image (A), the T2 weighted image (B), the f map (C) and
the segmented f map showing vessels in red and highlighting ducts in green.
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(Equation 4.49) is shown. In (B), the Levenberg Marquardt algorithm (Equa-
tion 4.54) concerning to the IVIM fit is depicted. (C) shows the normalized sig-
nal ln
(
S
S0
)
versus b. In (D), the residuals of the signal are visualized.
4.2 Preliminary experimental procedures
The design and theoretical workflow for both studies is depicted here. This sec-
tion additionally entails the used devices, sequences and patients. Firstly, the
reproducible separation and quantification of high- and low-proliferative areas
(Section 4.2.1) and secondly, for the IVIM model and reproducible parameters
in diffusion weighted images (Section 4.2.2).
4.2.1 Design and theoretical workflow for a reproducible separation and
quantification of high- and low-proliferative areas in gliomas
In this section, the design and theoretical workflow of the study is elaborated
(Figure 4.1).
The application design approach, including an activity diagram is depicted
in ’Application design approach’.
A module based description of MeVisLab modules (Fraunhofer MEVIS, Bre-
men) is given in ’Module based description’.
Principal flow of information
In Figure 4.1, the principal flow of information is shown.
Acquisition of MR data
Three multispectral datasets of ten patients with biopsy proven glioblastoma
have been acquired on a 1.5 T whole-body clinical MRI scanner equipped with
a quadrature head coil (Magnetom Symphony, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen,
Germany). The extent of the gross tumour volume (GTV) with biopsy proven
glioblastoma was delineated manually by an experienced clinical radiologist on
a FLAIR (Fluid attenuated inversion recovery) sequence.
1. T2-FLAIR weighted images (parameters: 24 axial slices, TR/TE: 9000/114;
voxel size: 0.469x0.469x6.5mm3; resolution 448x512;
field of view: 210.11x210.11mm2).
2. T1 contrast enhanced images (parameters: 24 axial slices, TR/TE: 700/18;
voxel size: 0.469x0.469x5.500mm3; resolution 512x512;
field of view: 240.13x240.13mm2).
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Fig. 4.32: The automatic preprocessing: Plotting of a 3D pancreatic lesion. (A): Linearly fitted signal decay by linear
least squares (Elpelt and Hartung, 1992) using Equation 4.49. (B): Signal fitted by non linear least squares (C): Raw
points of the signal decay. (D): Residuals of the fitting by linear least squares.
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3. Diffusion weighted images: 50 axial slices were acquired using 6 gradient
directions and two b-values (0 and 1000 secmm2 TR/TE: 8400/108; voxel size
2.5x2.5x2.5; resolution 96x96; field of view 240x240mm2); 10 averages.
ADC calculation
The mean ADC < ADC >, which is denoted as the mean diffusivity MD <
ADC >≈ MD, was calculated by using a log linear model. The normalized
signals were calculated by Equation 4.2.
−→s norm = ln
(−→
S
S0
)
(4.2)
and tensor components were estimated by linear least squares calculation (Elpelt
and Hartung, 1992) (Equation 4.3).
−→
D = (XT · X)−1XT · −1
b
· ln
(−→
S
S0
)
(4.3)
where the matrix X comprises the gradient directions. The diagonalization re-
sults in an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors and eigenvalues e1, e2, e3,λ1,λ2,λ3.
The mean ADC < ADC > is determined by (Equation 4.4).
< ADC >≈ MD = λ1 + λ2 + λ3
3
(4.4)
In the following, the mean ADC < ADC > is referred to as ADC.
Preprocessing
In order to improve the SNR (Section 3.1.5) of the diffusion data, we combined
10 DTI datasets and matched them spatially with a linear registration model
and used normalized cross correlation as a similarity measure and performed a
trilinear interpolation. To further improve the matching, we resampled the data
to a finer grid of an isotropic voxel size of 1.25 mm using a cubic B-spline for
the interpolation. Then, we registered the axial T1 contrast enhanced weighted
image onto the ADC map using normalized mutual information due to differ-
ent image modalities (Section 3.2.5). Afterwards, a trilinear interpolation was
performed.
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Fig. 4.33: Applied binary mask onto ADC map (taken from Simon et al. (2009))
Application of T2-FLAIR mask We used a binary T2-FLAIR mask to resolve the
potential overlapping intensities of low proliferating tumour with cerebrospinal
fluid (Simon et al., 2011, 2009). Therefore, we used the registered T2-FLAIR im-
age where cerebrospinal fluid appeared hypointense. After a binarization of the
image, where a threshol θ = 17450 denotes the threshold cut off, was applied to
the scaled T2-FLAIR image to a fixed index; values below this threshold were
set to 1 so that only cerebrospinal fluid was visible. Thus, cerebrospinal fluid
could be cut off by applying this binary mask to the ADC map (Figure 4.33).
Necrosis cut off The ADC in necrotic areas may overlap with that of low-pro-
liferating tumour areas (Simon et al., 2011, 2009). However, the necrosis ADC
exceeds that of the low-proliferating areas and thus a cut off value can be used to
separate the two. The cut off value was empirically determined by a physician
and set to θ = 0.001 mm
2
sec .
Including functional imaging such as perfusion as additional information
In this section, an additional functional imaging technique is evaluated to de-
scribe the part of high-malignancy in high-grade gliomas.
Firstly, the preliminary assumptions and a principal flow of information is
described in ’Design’. Secondly, the ’Realization’ depicts the UML description
and the user interface.
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Design
The workflow given in Figure 4.11 has been developed using a software plat-
form based on MeVisLab (Fraunhofer MEVIS, Bremen, Germany) (Radbruch
et al., 2011).
Acquisition of MR data Three multispectral datasets have been acquired of twenty
patients with newly diagnosed and histologically proven glioblastoma before
surgery on a 3 Tesla MR system (Magnetom Tim Trio, Siemens Healthcare, Er-
langen, Germany).
1. T1 contrast enhanced images (parameters: 147 axial slices, TR/TE: 1710/4.04;
voxel size: 0.5x0.5x1.1mm3; resolution 512x512; field of view: 256x256mm2).
2. Dynamic susceptibility contrast enhanced images (DSC imaging) (Giesel
et al., 2005) (parameters: 25 axial slices, TR/TE: 5.44/2.47;
voxel size: 1.797x1.797x5.5mm3; resolution 128x128; field of view: 230x230mm2).
3. Diffusion weighted images (parameters: 20 axial slices TR/TE: 4700/109;
voxel size: 1.769x1.769x5.5mm3; resolution 130x130; field of view: 230x180mm2
6 gradient directions and two b-values (0 and 1200 secmm2 ).
Preprocessing rCBV and ADC maps have been previously calculated using Siemens
Syngo-Software and were available as pre calculated functional maps. We per-
formed a global linear rigid registration between the morphologic T1 weighted
image+CA (reference image) and the functional images (moving images) be-
cause of an expectation of a higher intensity similarity between these two dif-
ferent sets. A normalized mutual information (NMI) (Section 3.2.5) was used
as a similarity measure and a downhill simplex optimization algorithm deter-
mined the transformation between the images. Afterwards, a trilinear interpola-
tion was being executed to upscale the functional images to the finer voxelsize.
4.2.2 Design and theoretical workflow for the IVIM model and reproducible
parameters in diffusion weighted images
This section consists of the ’Principal flow of information’ of the main study and
additionally entails the ’Application of the IVIM approach onto several organs’
as an expand of the IVIM approach onto other organs.
Principal flow of information
The workflow given in Figure 4.16 has been developed using a software plat-
form based on MeVisLab (Fraunhofer MEVIS, Bremen, Germany) ’DWIQuant-
Classic’ (Simon et al., 2009). The registration study itself is given in Graf et al.
(2010) and implemented in ’DWIQuantExperimental’.
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Fig. 4.34: The original sequence
Acquisition of MR data
Three consecutive measurements of ten healthy volunteers have been acquired
on a 1.5 T scanner (Magnetom Avanto, Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen,
Germany). Axial DWI was performed using a single-shot echo-planar imaging
TR/TE: 1300/60; voxel size 3.5x3.5x5.25mm3; resolution 100x78 and 4 averages.
The acquisition was separated into 10 blocks consisting of one unweighted and
one weighted image (b0, b25), (b0, b50) . . . (b0, b800). This was performed in a sin-
gle breathhold to avoid motion artifacts. However, residual organic motion be-
tween these blocks may be still present.
Preprocessing
The weighted and unweighted stack is being created automatically by splitting
up the sequence (Figure 4.34) (taken from Graf et al. (2010)) into a weighted and
unweighted part belonging to their respective breath hold phase and b value to
directly perform the calculation in MeVisLab.
The pancreas was delineated manually in 3D by an experienced physician
and physicist. This was performed onto the unweighted image in the breath-
hold pair due to higher and more equalized signal to noise ratio. Afterwards,
this segmentation was being applied onto the corresponding weighted image in
the set. In total, three manual sample segmentations of the pancreas have been
performed (Figure 4.37) (taken from Graf et al. (2010)).
To reduce the potentially high σ of the quantification parameters, we splitted
the 3D VOIs into 2D ROIs and performed the quantification onto these ROIs.
Application of the IVIM approach onto several organs
In ’Consistent calculation scheme and automatic preprocessing’, the design of
an automatic preprocessing of diffusion weighted images is described and con-
tinues with a break down of the Siemens diffusion sequences given in Table 4.1.
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Afterwards, the ducts and vessel segmentation is being described in ’Design
of an automatic ducts and vessels segmentation’ and the description of the de-
sign of a plotting facility is given in ’Design of a plotting facility’.
Consistent calculation scheme and automatic preprocessing
As described in (Simon et al., 2009, SPIE) and Simon et al. (2009), an automatic
preprocessing has been designed and implemented to distinguish between dif-
ferent diffusion weighted magnetic resonance sequences. The Advanced Prepro-
cessing has been implemented into the software platform RONDO (Woetzel
et al., 2010) to foster an automatic and user independent calculation scheme
to support several organs and sequences (Table 4.1) (Table 3.1.4).
Sequence Type Diffusion Sequence
ECHO PLANAR IMAGING DIFFMODE ORTHOGONAL
DIFFMODE SLICE
DIFFMODE READ
DIFFMODE PHASE
DIFFMODE THREE SCAN TRACE
DIFFMODE TENSOR
HASTE DIFFMODE DIAGONAL
DIFFMODE ORTHOGONAL
DIFFMODE SLICE
DIFFMODE READ
DIFFMODE PHASE
Table 4.1: Siemens MR sequences ((Simon et al., 2009, SPIE), (Simon et al., 2009))
Orthogonal ADC
The orthogonal ADC map < ADC > is being calculated by Equation 4.5.
< ADC >=
ADCx + ADCy + ADCz
3
(4.5)
where, ADC =
−1
b
· ln
(
S
S0
)
.⇔ (4.6)
< ADC >=
1
3
· −1
b
·
(
ln
(
Sx
S0
)
+ ln
(
Sy
S0
)
+ ln
(
Sz
S0
))
. (4.7)
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Trace ADC
The trace-image can be derived from Equation 4.5. The trace calculation itself is
shown in Equation 4.8.
< ADC >=
−1
3
·
ln
(
Sx
S0
)
+ ln
(
Sy
S0
)
+ ln
(
Sz
S0
)
b
⇔ (4.8)
< ADC >=
−1
3
· ln
(
Sx · Sy · Sz
)− 3 · ln (S0)
b
⇔ (4.9)
< ADC >= − ln
(
Sx · Sy · Sz
) 1
3 − ln(S0)
b
(4.10)
where, S = (Sx · Sy · Sz) 13 denotes the trace (4.11)
hence,< ADC >= −
ln
(
S
S0
)
b
. (4.12)
Tensor ADC calculation
The tensor ADC calculation is described in Equation 4.3.
Series of diffusion weighted images and IVIM support
Beyond of the two ADC calculation schemes described in Equation 4.49 and
Equation 4.50 for an array of diffusion weighted images using the normalization
procedure elucidated in Equation 4.48, a new normalization routine has been
taken into account.
In this case, no b value blocks have been used to avoid motion artifacts. In-
stead, only one b0 waited image is avaible in the stack among all valued images,
designated at index position ξ (Equation 4.13).
ln(sn
i
) =
ln(si)
ln
(
s0
ξ
) (4.13)
In Section 4.2.2, the IVIM approach has been only used in a fixed variant due
to low SNR. The developed software additionally offers a non fixed solution
where three degrees of freedom are used for f , D and D∗.
Eventually, an array of GE weighted trace sequences is supported, as well.
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Design of an automatic ducts and vessels segmentation
In (Re et al., 2011), the ducts and vessels segmentation is thorougly described.
The developed technique has been implemented into the software tool to more
accurately differentiate between pancreatic carcinoma and healthy pancreatic
tissue.
Bile and pancreatic ducts appear hypointense in f maps and are impeding
the delineation between the adjacent pancreatic lesions and lead to errors dur-
ing quantification. The bile, pancreatic ducts and vessels can be colour coded
including the IVIM derived parameters f and D resulting in a bi-parametric
value f , D.
The derived values of D and f were determined by the cut-off values of a
ROC analysis including 42 patients with histologically confirmed adenocarci-
noma of the pancreas. The values of the ducts and vessels were determined by
an analysis of sample ROIs in the tumour, the gallbladder or major bile duct,
the aorta, renal artery or vertebral artery (Re et al., 2011).
In Figure 4.35, the logical circuit concerning the ducts and vessels segmenta-
tion is shown. The fuse symbol can be seen as a logical AND. It can be clearly
seen that vessels appear hyperintense in the f map and hypointense in the D
map. In contradiction to that, as already said, the gallbladder and the pancre-
atic ducts show up as hypointense regions in the f map and hyperintense in
D.
Design of a plotting facility
A plotting facility plus additional value extraction has been designed to have
a more detailed inspection into the decaying signal. This can be used to bet-
ter evaluate the quality of the data and especially in the case of the sequence
consisting of the b value pairs used in the pancreas studies (Klauss et al., 2011,
Lemke et al., 2009), the lung study (Koyama et al., 2011) and the head and neck
cancer study (Hauser et al., 2011).
The IVIM experimental values for the differentiation between pancreatitis
and pancreatic carcinoma
In this section, the results of the differentiation between pancreatitis and pan-
creatic carcinoma are shown. These results are related to the study by (Klauss
et al., 2011), where the IVIM model and the ADC have been used. In this study,
it has been elucidated that f was the most sensitive parameter (80 % sensitivity)
for this delineation compared to ADC measurements with b values of 200, 600
and 800.
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Ducts and vessels segmentation
Perform vessel
segmentation
Calculate perfusion
fraction f
Calculate pure
Diffusion D
Perform duct
segmentation
Calculate pure
Diffusion D
Calculate perfusion
fraction f
Duct  circuit
Vessel circuit
when(0.0 < D < 1.0 [µm^2/ms])
when(0.72 < f < 1.0 [p/100])
when(0.0 < f < 0.2 [p/100])
when(D > 1.85 [µm^2/ms])
Fig. 4.35: Ducts and vessels segmentation
In the here depicted analysis, the R2 (Equation 4.16) and integral parameter
(Equation 4.17) have been used to perform this delineation.
The R2 parameter is an index of linearity, normalized between 0 and 1. Large
values indicate a strong linearity and can be used as an indicator for a mono ex-
ponential signal decay. This leads to a hypoperfused assumption. Clinical data
derived from Klauss et al. (2011) indicate that the perfusion of pancreatic carci-
noma is lower compared to pancreatitis and thus, the R2 values for pancreatic
carcinoma are supposed to be higher.
The integral parameter determines the numerical approximation of the in-
tegral of the signal decay within the perfusion weighted compartment. We as-
sumed that the low perfusion affected compartment is determined by b values
below 200 (Le Bihan et al., 1988, 2008, Luciani et al., 2008).
On 10 patients, the diagnostic strength by means of receiver operating char-
acteristic curve analysis of the two parameters has been elucidated using Med-
Calc (MedCalc Software, Mariakerke, Belgium).
Cy =
1
n
n
∑
i=1
(yi − y)2 (4.14)
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CR =
1
n
n
∑
i=1
(yi − yˆi)2 (4.15)
R2 = 1− cR
cy
(4.16)
∫ 200
0
ln
(
S
S0
)
db (4.17)
4.3 Postprocessing
The postprocessing section describes the application of the developed software
of the two studies. Firstly, the glioma study with the reproducible separation
and quantification (Section 4.3.1) and secondly, the application of the IVIM
model and reproducible derived parameters in diffusion weighted images (Sec-
tion 4.3.2).
4.3.1 Application of the software for a reproducible separation and
quantification of high- and low-proliferative areas in gliomas
In this section, the postprocessing consisting of ’Clustering’ and ’Quantification’
(Figure 4.1) is described.
Clustering
This section entails the objectivity test and the initialization procedure in ’Test
for the objectivity of tumour clustering and initialization procedure’.
Test for the objectivity of tumour clustering and initialization procedure
Initialization test In Figure 4.36 the automated placement of clustering initi-
ation seed points is illustrated. We used a maximum of 10 automatically
drawn sample seeds starting from the center of gravity of the conservative
ROIs for each tissue drawn by the physician in advance. We covered both
conservative ROI in a broad way using the same manner.
Automatic initialization The fully automated initialization is given in Noe and
Gee. (2001) and has been successfully tested. (Equation 4.18, Equation 4.19,
Equation 4.20), where GTV describes the gross tumour volume, K the num-
ber of clusters, µk the mean, σk the variance and pik the fraction of cluster k
belonging to the whole Gaussian mixture model (Equation 4.21).
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Fig. 4.36: Seed points in concentric circles, drawn around the center of gravity. Here the 10 sample seeds in the low-
proliferating part (a) and in the high-proliferating part (b) for the first patient are shown
µk =
1
K + 1
· [max(GTV)−min(GTV)] + min(GTV) (4.18)
σk = [max(GTV)−min(GTV)]2 (4.19)
pik =
1
K
(4.20)
p(x) =
K
∑
k=1
pikN (x|µk, σk) (4.21)
Classification algorithm
For the classification algorithm, we used an Expectation Maximization algo-
rithm (Bishop, 2006, Dempster et al., 1977, Hastie et al., 2009) applied to the
normalized histogram of the GTV and used a Gaussian mixture model for clas-
sification. We used two variations of the EM clustering:
1. The Gaussian mixture model.
2. The Gaussian mixture model with additional partial volume class.
We used a superposition of two Gaussians, represented as a Gaussian mixture
model, which is explained by the marginal or total probability p(x) given in
Equation 4.22
p(x) =
K
∑
k=1
p(k)p(x|k) (4.22)
More explicitly, if we are aiming to separate a high-proliferating cluster from
a low-proliferating one, we can define the explicit marginal probability as de-
noted in Equation 4.23.
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p(x) = pih · p(x|h) + pil · p(x|l) (4.23)
pik is denoted as the mixing coefficient and because of the normalizations of
the Gaussian components, Equation 4.22 yields for pik, also known as the prior
probability. To quantify the probabilistic ADC, we need the responsibilities or
the posterior probability, determined by Equation 4.24. The general approach is
described in Equation 3.43 and Equation 3.44 in Section 3.2.2.
γk(x) ≡ p(k|x) = p(k) · p(x|k)K
∑
k=1
p(k) · p(x|k)
=
pik · N (x|µk, σk)
K
∑
k=1
pik · N (x|µk, σk)
(4.24)
The calculation of the posterior probability γk is also know as the Expectation
step, where the members are being assigned to the cluster. The Maximization-
Step uses the posterior probability to recalculate the model parameters (pik, σk, µk)
(Equation 4.25, Equation 4.26, Equation 4.27).
µnewk =
1
Nk
N
∑
n=1
γk(x)xn (4.25)
σnewk =
1
Nk
N
∑
n=1
γk(x)(xn − µnewk )2 (4.26)
pinewk =
Nk
N
(4.27)
Now, we do have the following Log-likelihood Equation to maximize:
ln(p(X|µ, σ,pi)) =
N
∑
n=1
ln
{
K
∑
k=1
pikN (x|µk, σk)
}
. (4.28)
Nk is determined in Equation 4.30 and explains the number of probabilistic
pixels inside one cluster. N denotes the number of pixels of the whole GTV.
pik =
Nk
N
(4.29)
Nk =
N
∑
n=1
γk(x) (4.30)
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Probabilistic quantification
The probabilistic quantification is preliminary discussed in Section 3.2.3, includ-
ing (Equation 3.55, Equation 3.56, Equation 3.57, Equation 3.58) This quantifi-
cation can be particularly also used for arbitrary quantities (e.g. the fractional
anisotropy), replacing the ADC with this arbitrary quantification value, follow-
ing (Stieltjes et al., 2006).
Then, we could determine the probabilistic mean ADC of the cluster ADCprob
by
ADCprob ≈ MDprob = 1Nk ·
N
∑
n=1
γk(xn) · ADC(xn) (4.31)
Moreover, we determined the statistical errors for the mean values caused by
image noise by calculating probabilistic second moments (Equation 4.32). Fur-
thermore, we calculated the standardized probabilistic third (Equation 4.33) and
fourth moments (Equation 4.34) to get additional information of the output
probability distribution. The probabilistic volume (Equation 4.35) was calcu-
lated to get more information about the cluster size itself.
µ 2
prob
=
1
Nk
·
N
∑
n=1
(xn − ADCprob)2 · γ(xn) (4.32)
µ 3
prob
=
1
Nk
·
N
∑
n=1
(xn − ADCprob)3 · γ(xn)
σ3prob
(4.33)
µ 4
prob
=
1
Nk
·
N
∑
n=1
(xn − ADCprob)4 · γ(xn)
σ4prob
(4.34)
volumeprob = Nk · voxelsize3 (4.35)
The Gaussian mixture model with additional partial volume class was intro-
duced in Noe and Gee. (2001). The complete model is described by three prior
probabilities or mixing coefficients denoted for high-proliferating tumour, for
low-proliferating tumour and for the mixture class to describe the partial vol-
ume effect class. Because of the normalization of the mixture class, the sum of
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the prior probabilities or mixture parameters is 1. The signal of the mixture class
is denoted as
Sm = (1− ρ) · Sl + ρ · Sh (4.36)
Equation 4.36 can be understood as a relative fraction of each tissue represented
within the image voxels (Noe and Gee., 2001). In this case, S represents the
< ADC >. Now, we do not have a superposition of only Gaussians any more.
Instead we define the explicit marginal probability p(x) by Equation 4.37.
p(x) = pih · p(x|h) + pil · p(x|l) + pim · p(x|m) (4.37)
p(x|h) and p(x|l) are modelled by Gaussian distributions, and P(x|m) is mod-
elled with the assumption that the mixture parameter ρ is uniformly distributed
(Noe and Gee., 2001) as given in Equation 4.38.
p(x|m) = 1√
2pi
∫ 1
0
1√
ρ2σ2l + (1− ρ)2σ2h
e−0.5
(
[x− [(1− ρ) · µh + ρ · µl]]2
[(1− ρ)2 · σ2h + ρ2 · σ2l ]
)
dρ
(4.38)
The probabilistic quantification can be performed by (Equation 4.24, Equa-
tion 4.32, Equation 4.33, Equation 4.34 and Equation 4.35).
Application of the functional imaging technique such as perfusion as
additional information
This section explains the ’Segmentation’ and ’Quantification’ concerning the ad-
ditional functional imaging technique.
Segmentation
A region of interest was manually delineated by two experienced neuroradi-
ologists to cover the enhancing lesion with approximately 1 cm of distance. A
percentile thresholding algorithm was being applied on the integral of the prob-
ability density of the histogram to determine the upper bend and lower bend of
the intensity to calculate the highest malignant fraction of the image f (Equa-
tion 4.39).
f =
(
1
p
)
(4.39)
The normalized probability density is determined by Equation 4.40 where ng
denotes the number of pixels having grayscale intersity g and n determines the
total number of pixels.
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p(g) =
(ng
n
)
(4.40)
The cumulative normalized sum is calculated by Equation 4.41.
c(g) =
∫ g
0
p(g) (4.41)
To set the lower percentile bend of ADC, the threshold of the segmentation is
set by Equation 4.42.
c(T) =
1
p
(4.42)
In the case of rCBV, we used the inverted image and performed the same per-
centile thresholding as in the ADC case to determine the upper bend of the his-
togram. Due to performance issues considering the fine trilinear interpolated
voxelsize, we had to restrict the percentile thresholding and the quantification
onto the given GTV slice and no thresholding or quantification on a large VOI
was possible.
Exemplarily, we chose 30 % of the highest malignant regions in the two func-
tional acquisitions.
Quantification
The quantification consists of the calculation of the following similarity indices
onto the binarization of all of the resulting images.
• The Jaccard index: Equation 4.43 (Jaccard, 1912) where I is determined by
Equation 4.44 and U denoted by Equation 4.45 (Equation 3.60).
• The probability of the intersection pertaining to the full GTV segmentation
of ADC and rCBV, is denoted by prCBV and pADC, respectively.
• The probability of the intersection pertaining to the mean of the full GTV seg-
mentation of ADC and rCBV, respectively, is described by 〈prCBVADC〉 =
|I|
(ADC+rCBV)
2• The quantification of the ADC and rCBV, which means, number of voxels,
min value, max value, σ and µ, are calculated onto the full GTV, on |I| pro-
jected on the ADC and rCBV and |U| projected on ADC and rCBV.
J(ADC, rCBV) =
|I|
|U| (4.43)
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I = ADC ∩ rCBV (4.44)
U = ADC ∪ rCBV (4.45)
prCBV =
|I|
rCBV
(4.46)
pADC =
|I|
ADC
(4.47)
4.3.2 Application of the IVIM model and reproducible derived parameters
in diffusion weighted images
The postprocessing of the IVIM model and the reproducible derived parameters
is depicted in this section. Firstly, in ’Registration’, the registration process is
elucidated in further detail and ’Quantification’ depicts the quantification pro-
cedure.
Registration
We used an automatic serial linear rigid registration approach using normalized
mutual information (Section 3.2.5) and a downhill simplex algorithm as an op-
timizer (Maes et al., 1997, Viola and Wells III, 1997). It has been applied onto the
unweighted imagevector −→u u2 · · · u10 onto u1 in the set due to a higher signal
to noise ratio. The transformation matrices Tu can be applied interchangeably
onto the weighted images due to an acquisition within the same breathhold and
b value prototype.
In the second approach, we limited the area used by the similarity measure
by applying a 3D bounding box as a clipping region. This can be described as
the local serial linear rigid registration approach.
Quantification
The following IVIM derived parameters have been determined: The mean ADC,
calculated by using the following approaches:
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1. Calculating the mean ADC by application of a linear least squares method
(Elpelt and Hartung, 1992) (Equation 4.49) and a QR decomposition (Bishop,
2006, Hastie et al., 2009) for numerical stability using the following model,
where the image vector−→y consists of the normalized signals (Equation 4.48)
in their respective breath hold phase. In a bi-exponential behavior of the
signal decay, we use no restriction of the regression through (0,0), since the
signal is approximated better in the non restricted model.
2. Calculating the mean ADC by using a (0,0) restriction using the fixed model
(Equation 4.50). This model is being used if the signal is strongly linearly.
From a physical point of view, the 0 value is artificially determined by nor-
malization and has no standard deviation, so that it has to be preferred.
The minimization is being performed in both cases by applying Equation 4.51.
ln(sn
i
) =
ln(si)
ln(s0
i
)
(4.48)
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0
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 (4.50)
θˆ = ((XT · X)−1) · XT · −→y ⇔ θˆ = X+ · −→y (4.51)
The derived perfusion fraction f and the pure diffusion constant D have
been determined by using a non-linear least squares approach by means of Lev-
enberg Marquardt minimization of the residuals of the IVIM Equation (Equa-
tion 4.52) (Marquardt, 1963). The Jacobian Matrix J is denoted by Equation 4.53
and has been used as an analytically determined descent using the partial
derivatives in Equation 4.54. The minimization has been performed onto the
normalized signals given in Equation 4.48.
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Fig. 4.37: Pancreas delineation in 2D on 3 sample ROIs b100, b300, b800. b25 has been chosen as a reference ROI
S
S0
= (1− f ) · e−b·D + f · e−b·(D+D∗) (4.52)
JIVIM( f , D, D∗) =

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∂D∗
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(4.53)

∂
∂ f
= −e(−b·D) + e(−b·(D+D∗))
∂
∂D
= −(1− f ) · e(−b·D)b− f · e(−b·(D+D∗))D · b · (D + D∗)
∂
∂D∗
= − f · e(−b(D+D∗)) · D · b · (D + D∗)
 (4.54)
The initialization values for the Levenberg Marquardt algorithm were deter-
mined as fstart = 0.1, for dstart = 0.001 and for D∗start = 0.01. In the process,
we used the following technique to derive the parameters: The perfusion frac-
tion f and the pure diffusion coefficient D were free parameters, whereas the
pseudo diffusion coefficient D∗ was fixed to 20µm
2
ms , inferred from preliminary
experiments of five healthy volunteers where all parameters were fitted.
The quantification values onto the specific VOI consist of number of voxels,
min value, max value, µ and σ.
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Evaluation
The significance of the reproducibility of f and the other IVIM derived parame-
ters were proved by a Wilcoxon signed-rank test (Elpelt and Hartung, 1992).
Moreover, the spatial alignment and therewith the plausibility of the image
stack has been tested equivalently by this test. For this purpose, an overlap
probability of the volume for the 4 images has been determined before and after
the registration by Equation 4.58. This method has been applied externally by a
foreign software and the test has been performed by Graf et al. (2010).
Let P be a m× n× o matrix. (4.55)
and Xi the matrix o f image i. (4.56)
pijk =
X 1
ijk
+ X 2
ijk
+ X 3
ijk
+ X 4
ijk
4
(4.57)
Overlap =
m
∑
i=1
n
∑
j=1
o
∑
k=1
pijk
m · n · o (4.58)
5Results
The results concerning the two basic studies are described here. Firstly, the eval-
uation of the glioma study is reported in ’A reproducible separation and quan-
tification of high- and low-proliferative areas in gliomas’ (Section 5.1). Secondly,
The IVIM study evaluation is explained in ’The IVIM model and reproducible
derived parameters’ (Section 5.2).
5.1 A reproducible separation and quantification of high- and
low-proliferative areas in gliomas
Firstly, this section entails the statistical test concerning the conservative ROIs
and the ADC distribution analysis to prove the Gaussianity of the different clus-
ters, given in Section 5.1.1 and is further separated into a qualitative (1) (Sec-
tion 5.1.2) and a quantitative evaluation (2) (Section 5.1.3).
5.1.1 Indication of conservative ROIS and ADC distribution analysis
The conservative ROIs to delineate high-proliferative and low-proliferative ar-
eas have been drawn by an experienced radiologist to indicate samples for these
areas and to get an idea about the probability distribution in the different areas.
In Figure 5.1, the ADC distribution of conservative ROIs, averaged over 10 pa-
tients including high- and low-proliferating areas, is depicted. The averaging
of the histograms is given in Equation 5.1. Two properties can be derived from
the two histograms. First, it can be seen that the two ADC distributions have
distinct separable peaks. Second, through the application of a full range Gaus-
sian fitting onto the single tumour entities and a χ2-test, the ADC distribution
can be approximated properly by a Gaussian distribution. The full frequency
is being used to achieve enough content in the different voxel value bins so
that the χ2-test can be applied. This justifies the later use of a Gaussian mixture
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Fig. 5.1: Illustration of the ADC distribution in low- and high-proliferating areas. The red curve shows the ADC dis-
tribution in the high-proliferating area, the green curve represents the distribution in the low-proliferating area. Full
range Gaussian fits are shown as dashed lines.
model for automated clustering of the two regions. The following values were
found (µ denotes the mean value and σ specifies the standard deviation): High-
proliferating tissue µ = 4.13 · 10−4 mm2s ; σ = 9.1 · 10−5 mm
2
s , Low-proliferating
tissue µ = 7.26 · 10−4 mm2s ; σ = 9.9 · 10−5. The χ2-test yields the following pa-
rameters: High-proliferating tissue χ2 (0.95; 100− 3 = 97) = 121 > 89.1961);
Low-proliferating tissue (0.95; 100− 3 = 97) = 121 > 85.9265). The histograms
with an equidistant discretization of 100 (bin size) H were averaged and fitted
with a Gaussian distribution using the toolkit root (root, CERN, Switzerland).
The χ2-test was used to prove Gaussian distributions in the different areas using
root (root, CERN, Switzerland).
< H > = 1
10
·
10
∑
i=1
Hi (5.1)
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5.1.2 Qualitative evaluation
The qualitative evaluation is explained in this section. Firstly, it covers ’The GTV
histogram model’. Here, a theoretical histogram model is being evaluated in
terms of plausibility. Secondly, the ’Histogram clustering results’ are analyzed
qualitatively.
The GTV histogram model
Firstly, we constructed a theoretical Gaussian mixture model (Equation 4.21)
and tried to elucidate a correlation between the theoretical model (Figure 5.2a)
and the averaged GTV retrieved from the 10 patients (Figure 5.2b). The aver-
aged GTV has been calculated by
< GT V > = 1
10
·
10
∑
i=1
GT V i (5.2)
µk and σk have been retrieved and approximated by the Gaussian fitting of
the averaged histograms given in Figure 5.1. Empirically, we chose the fol-
lowing parameters for the partial components of the Gaussian mixture model
pik:pihigh = 0.4, pilow = 0.3, pinecrosis = 0.15, pics f = 0.15. Qualitatively, we can
say that the theoretical histogram (Figure 5.2a) consisting of the Gaussian mix-
ture model fits well to the averaged GTV (Figure 5.2b). Thus, we have a further
justification of the application of a Gaussian mixture model and the distribution
of the components.
Histogram clustering results
In this section, the histogram clustering results are depicted. Firstly, we fill in on
the background of the ’Clustering results using the standard Gaussian model’
and secondly, the ’Clustering results using the Gaussian model plus partial vol-
ume class’.
Clustering results using the standard Gaussian model
The clustering results of three sample patients are illustrated here in consecutive
order. The ’First sample patient’, the ’Second sample patient’ and the ’Third
sample patient’.
First sample patient In Figure 5.3, the heterogeneous glioma of the first patient
is shown. In (d), it can be clearly recognized that the low-proliferating region
is overlapping the cerebrospinalfluid (light blue arrow). In (e), the posterior
probability γk clustered high-proliferating (red colour) and low-proliferating
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 5.2: (a) Theoretical histogram (taken from Simon et al. (2011)): Red determines the high-proliferating area, green
the low-proliferating region, brown the necrosis area and blue the cerebrospinal fluid. The empirically determined
fractions of the Gaussian mixture model are: pihigh = 0.4, pilow = 0.3, pinecrosis = 0.15, pics f = 0.15. The means are µhigh =
4.6 · 10−4 mm2sec , µlow = 6.8 · 10−4 mm
2
sec , µcs f = 9.2
mm2
sec , µnecrosis = 13.7
mm2
sec . The standarddeviations: σhigh = 9.1 · 10−5,
σlow = 9.1 · 10−5, σcs f = 2.3 · 10−4 (b) Original histogram of GTV: Consists of the averaged GTVs of the 10 patients
.
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part (green colour) using a Gaussian mixture model and an application of the
T2-FLAIR mask in combination with the necrosis threshold is shown (Equa-
tion 4.21). The regions are properly separated due to this suppression technique
(see yellow arrows). Thanks to the T2-FLAIR mask, the cerebrospinal fluid can-
not impede the clustering event within the GTV (see yellow arrows). The µ of
the probability density (g) corresponds well to the conservative histogram in (f).
However, the σ of the low-proliferating Gaussian seems to be higher than the
conservative ROI and indicates that the found low-proliferating region exceeds
the conservative ROI. In (h), it can be clearly identified that the probability den-
sity of the whole GTV fits well to the approximated sum of the Gaussians.
Second sample patient In Figure 5.4, we show a patient with a heterogeneous
glioblastoma and the applied Gaussian clustering with applied FLAIR mask
and necrosis threshold. In the centre of the high-proliferating part, necrosis is in-
dicated by the light blue arrow and the surrounding orange circles. Figure 5.4e
shows the clustering result after application of the necrosis threshold. A part of
the necrotic areas shows up in the clustering as low-proliferating tumour (green
colour). The necrosis threshold could only suppress them, partly. Additional
expansion of the necrosis threshold would further reduce this erroneously clus-
tered area but would also cancel out the low-proliferating area due to over-
lap in the ADC distribution of necrosis and low-proliferating tissue. Overall,
the necrosis threshold improves the clustering result but is imperfect. (f) shows
the conservative high-proliferating ROI and an automatically generated spike
in the small apparent low-proliferating region due to a not ascertainable large
enough visible conservative ROI. Therefore, the clustering could not be initial-
ized by different seed points. In (g), the µ of the high-proliferating Gaussian
(red curve) fits well to the conservative ROI. However, σ of the supposed to
be high-proliferating region exceeds the conservative sample. The found low-
proliferating µ and σ seem to be completely different compared to the automatic
generated spike and indicate a high σ and a lower µ leading to an assumption
of a partial volume effect. This assumption is further fortified by a strong sim-
ilarity to a folded equally distributed partial volume class. The sum in (h) is
indicating a proper fit to the histogram probability density.
Third sample patient In Figure 5.5, another heterogeneous glioma is depicted.
Due to overlaps in the histogram of high-proliferating tissue and normal tis-
sue (Figure 5.5d (blue arrows)), normal tissue is falsely classified as high-
proliferating tumour (Figure 5.5e, yellow arrows). The µ and σ shown in (g)
fit well to the conservative ROIs in (f). However, the σ of the high-proliferating
curve in (g) exceeds the conservative ROI. In (h), we can see a good approxima-
tion of the histogram of the GTV.
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Fig. 5.3: Gauss clustering of
first sample patient. (a) Axial
ADC map with highlighted LUT
within the tumour. The GTV is
indicated by the green arrow,
(b) Axial contrast enhanced T1-
weighted image showing the
high-proliferating part of the
tumour (indicated by the red
arrow). (c) Axial T2-FLAIR im-
age showing the gross tumour
volume (indicated by the dark
blue arrow). (d) Outlined GTV
in ADC map and overlapping
cerebrospinalfluid with low-
proliferating area of the tumour
(see light blue arrow). (e) The
ADC map with the clustering re-
sult showing the posterior prob-
ability using T2-FLAIR mask and
necrosis threshold, resulting in
a proper delineation (see yellow
arrows). The low-proliferating
part is indicated by green-colour
and the high-proliferating part
shows up in red. (f) Probability
density histogram showing the
conservative ROIs of the physi-
cian. The high-proliferating area
is indicated by the red curve. The
low-proliferating ROI in green.
(g) The clustering result using
the standard Gaussian mixture
model (Equation 4.23). The high-
proliferating area is indicated
by the red Gaussian curve and
the low-proliferating area by
the green curve. The mean is
highlighted by the vertical lines
(µhigh = 2.6 · 10−4 mm2s , µlow =
4.0 · 10−4 mm2s σhigh = 3.2 · 10−5,
σlow = 9.2 · 10−5) The fractions of
the mixture model are described
as pihigh = 0.26, pilow = 0.74.
The corresponding histogram of
the original GTV is shown as the
black dashed probability density
function. Both µ fit well to the
conservative ROI but sigma of
the low-proliferative Gaussians
exceeds the ROI shown in (f).
(h) The whole added Gaussian
mixture model (Equation 4.21)
(magenta) fits well to histogram
of the original GTV, the negative
Log-likelihood (Equation 4.28)
is denoted as -9.38. (taken from
Simon et al. (2011))
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Fig. 5.4: Gauss clustering of
second sample patient. (a) Ax-
ial ADC map showing the GTV,
indicated by the green arrow,
(b) Axial contrast enhanced T1-
weighted image showing the
high-proliferating part of the
tumour (indicated by the red
arrow). (c) Axial T2-FLAIR image
showing the gross tumour vol-
ume (indicated by the dark blue
arrow). (d) Outlined GTV in ADC
map. Necrosis areas are indicated
by the light blue arrow, sur-
rounded by the orange circles. (e)
The ADC map with the clustering
result using model, described by
Equation 4.23, with applied T2-
FLAIR mask and necrosis thresh-
old, resulting in an improved
but imperfect necrosis suppres-
sion. The falsely clustered region
is indicated by the blue arrow
(necrosis is falsely clustered as
low-proliferating tissue) (see yel-
low arrow) (f) Probability density
histogram showing the conser-
vative ROIs of the physician. The
high-proliferating area is showed
by the red curve. The physician
could not indicate a proper large
enough low-proliferating conser-
vative area. Therefore, we used
an automatic initialization (green
spike). (g) The clustering result
using the standard Gaussian
mixture model (Equation 4.23).
The high-proliferating area is
indicated by the red Gaussian
curve and the low-proliferating
area by the green curve. µ is
highlighted by the vertical
lines (µhigh = 5.1 · 10−4 mm2sec ,
µlow = 7.0 · 10−4 mm2sec σhigh =
5.1 · 10−5, σlow = 1.3 · 10−4 ).
The fractions are determined as
pihigh = 0.68, pilow = 0.32. The
green Gaussian curve is partly
consisting of necrosis. µ of the
high-proliferating Gaussian fits
well to the conservative ROI.
However, µ and σ of the low-
proliferating Gaussian seem to
be completely different. (h) The
whole added Gaussian mixture
model (Equation 4.21) (magenta)
fits with histogram of the original
GTV, the negative Log-likelihood
(Equation 4.28) is denoted as
-9.28 (taken from Simon et al.
(2011))
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.
Fig. 5.5: Gauss clustering of
third sample patient. (a) Axial
ADC map indicating the GTV
(green arrow). (b) Axial contrast
enhanced T1-weighted image
showing the high-proliferating
part of the tumour (red ar-
row). (c) Corresponding axial
T2-FLAIR image showing the
gross tumour volume (dark
blue arrow). (d) Outlined GTV
in ADC map. Overlapping
high-proliferating tumour with
normal tissue is highlighted by
the light blue arrows. (e) ADC
map with the clustering result
as overlay. High-proliferating
tumour is clustered in red and
low-proliferating tumour is
clustered in green. The falsely
clustered region is indicated by
yellow arrows. (f) Probability
density histogram showing the
conservative ROIs of the physi-
cian. The high-proliferating
area is showed by the red
curve. The low-proliferating
one by the green curve. (g)
The clustering result using the
standard Gaussian mixture
model (Equation 4.23). The
high-proliferating area is in-
dicated by the red Gaussian
curve and the low-proliferating
area by the green curve. The
mean is highlighted by the ver-
tical lines. µ of both Gaussian
curves fit well to the conser-
vative ROIs, but σof the high-
proliferating clustered Gaussian
exceeds the conservative sam-
ple (µhigh = 4.4 · 10−4 mm2sec ,
µlow = 6.8 · 10−4 mm2sec σhigh =
1.2 · 10−4, σlow = 4.4 · 10−5).
The fractions are determined
as pihigh = 0.62, pilow = 0.38
(h) The whole added Gaussian
mixture model (Equation 4.21)
(magenta) shows a very good
approximation of the GTV, the
negative Log-likelihood (Equa-
tion 4.28) is denoted as -9.68
(taken from Simon et al. (2011))
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Clustering results using the Gaussian model plus partial volume class
This section elucidates the three sample patients with Gaussian model plus par-
tial volume class, consecutively. The ’First sample patient’, the ’Second sample
patient’ and finally, the ’Third sample patient’ are being depicted.
First sample patient In Figure 5.6, the partial volume approach is used (Equa-
tion 4.37). In (e), we can see the posterior probability γk of this model appli-
cation. The low-proliferating area is indicated by green colour and the partial
volume class by the blue colour. The high-proliferating area, depicted by red
colour, is suppressed strongly by partial volume and hardly visible. The µ of
the probability densities of the Gaussian curves still fit well to the histograms
in (f). However, µ of the high-proliferating region is shifted to lower ADC val-
ues. Moreover, σ of the low-proliferating curve is still higher than that of the
Figure 5.3 and σ of the high-proliferating Gaussian is strongly reduced by the
partial volume function. In (h), the sum of the mixture model is shown and
still fits well to the histogram. Nonetheless, the spike, resulting from the high-
proliferating part, seems to exceed the histogram. Overall, it can be clearly seen
that the histogram sum clustering in Figure 5.3 fits better to the original his-
togram GTV indicated by the black dashed lines.
Second sample patient Figure 5.7 illustrates that the overlap between necrosis and
low tumour can potentially be addressed by using the partial volume approach.
The remaining falsely classified low-proliferating areas within the necrosis, can
be reduced (Figure 5.7e, yellow arrow). On the other hand, other apparent low-
proliferating areas are now also classified as partial volume (Figure 5.7e, ma-
genta arrow). In (g), the µ of the high-proliferating Gaussian (red curve) fits well
to the conservative ROI. The low-proliferating Gaussian curve is completely
suppressed by the blue partial volume mixture and is not visible in the his-
togram, any more. The approximation in (h) seems to have the same fit to the
original GTV histogram compared to Figure 5.4.
Third sample patient In Figure 5.8, the challenges in separation for ’high-proli-
ferating tumour versus normal tissue’ (Simon et al., 2009) are depicted and ad-
dressed by application of partial volume clustering. Due to overlaps in the his-
togram of high-proliferating tissue and normal tissue, normal tissue is falsely
classified as high-proliferating tumour (Figure 5.5c, yellow arrows). To over-
come this problem, we used the partial volume clustering (Noe and Gee., 2001)
assuming that the main part of the falsely clustered region can be understood
as a partial volume effect between normal tissue and high-proliferating tissue.
After application of this approach, the erroneous regions are reduced; however,
there is still a small overlapping region between high-proliferating tumour and
normal tissue. Interestingly, in the posterior part there seems to be a mixture
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Fig. 5.6: Partial volume cluster-
ing of the first patient. (a) Axial
ADC map indicating the GTV
(green arrow). (b) T1-weighted
image plus CA showing the
high-proliferating part of the
tumour (red arrow). (c) T2-FLAIR
image showing the GTV (dark
blue arrow). (d) Outlined GTV
in ADC map. Overlapping low-
proliferating tumour with CSF
is highlighted by the light blue
arrows. (e) ADC map with clus-
tering result as overlay using
the partial volume model. High-
proliferating tumour is clustered
in red and low-proliferating
tumour in green. The partial vol-
ume class is indicated by the blue
area and suppresses the high-
proliferating tumour. The CSF
cut off through T2-FLAIR mask
is indicated by the yellow arrow.
The magenta arrow indicates
the rest of the high malignant
tumour. (f) Histogram showing
the conservative ROIs of the
physician. The high-proliferating
area is showed by the red curve.
The low-proliferating by the
green curve. (g) The clustering
result using the partial volume
mixture model (Equation 4.37).
The high-proliferating area is
indicated by the red curve and
the low-proliferating by the green
curve. The partial volume class
is indicated by the blue function.
µ is highlighted by the vertical
lines. µ and σ of both Gaussian
curves fit well to the conser-
vative ROIs, but σ of the high-
proliferating clustered Gaussian
exceeds the convervative sam-
ple (µhigh = 2.1 · 10−4 mm2sec ,
µlow = 4.1 · 10−4 mm2sec σhigh =
1.5 · 10−6, σlow = 9.6 · 10−5).
The fractions are denoted as fol-
lows: pihigh = 0.01, pilow = 0.4,
piPV = 0.51. Furthermore, the
range of the high-proliferating
area is strongly reduced due to
the partial volume class, so that
σ does not fit any more to the
high-proliferating sample in (g).
(h) The whole Gaussian mixture
model (Equation 4.21) (magenta)
shows a good approximation
of the GTV. The negative Log-
likelihood (Equation 4.28): -9.36.
However, the spike of the high-
proliferating Gaussian exceeds
the histogram.
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Fig. 5.7: Partial volume clus-
tering of the second patient. (a)
Axial ADC map image showing
the GTV of the tumour (green ar-
row) (b) Axial contrast enhanced
T1-weighted image showing
the high-proliferating part of
the tumour (red arrow).(c) Cor-
responding axial T2-FLAIR
image showing the gross tu-
mour volume (dark blue arrow)
(d) Outlined GTV in ADC map.
Necrosis areas are indicated by
the light blue arrow, surrounded
by the orange circles. (e) ADC
map, applied PV clustering using
uniformly distributed parame-
ter to fold mixture class p(a|m).
High-proliferating tumour is
clustered in red, partial volume
leads to a clustered blue region.
Surprisingly, no low proliferat-
ing tissue can be found (Equa-
tion 4.37). (f) Probability density
histogram showing the conser-
vative ROIs of the physician. The
high-proliferating area is showed
by the red curve. The physician
could not indicate a proper large
enough low-proliferating con-
servative area. Therefore, we
used an automatic initialization
(green spike). (g) The cluster-
ing result using the PV mixture
model (Equation 4.23). The high-
proliferating area is indicated
by the red Gaussian curve and
the low-proliferating area by the
green curve. The PV clustering
is shown by the blue curve. µ is
highlighted by the vertical lines
(µhigh = 5.2 · 10−4 mm2sec , µlow =
9.9 · 10−4 mm2sec σhigh = 5.7 · 10−5,
σlow = 5.2 · 10−6 ). The fractions
are determined as pihigh = 0.74,
pilow = 3.4 · 10−5, piPV = 0.26.
µ of the high-proliferating Gaus-
sian fits well to the conservative
ROI. Through the strong partial
volume suppression, µ and σ of
the low-proliferating Gaussian is
not visible any more. The partial
volume curve in blue seems to
cover the whole remaining area.
(h) The whole added Gaussian
mixture model (Equation 4.21)
(magenta) fits with histogram of
the original GTV, the negative
Log-likelihood (Equation 4.28) is
denoted as -9.28
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between high-proliferating tumour and low-proliferating tumour, resulting in
a relative fractional content in these voxels. The µ and σ shown in (g) still fit well
to the conservative ROIs in (f). However, the σ of the high-proliferating curve in
(g) still exceeds the conservative ROIs. The low-proliferating curve is strongly
reduced by the partial volume assumption. In (h), we can see a good approx-
imation of the histogram of the GTV, similar to Figure 5.5 but with a reduced
low-proliferating characteristic.
5.1.3 Quantitative evaluation
The qualitative assumptions in the last chapter are further supported by a quan-
titative analysis pertaining to ’The GTV histogram model’ and the ’Histogram
clustering results’. Furthermore, a statistical test is elaborated in ’Statistical anal-
ysis of clustering results’. Eventually, the result of an automatic inititalization
approach (Noe and Gee., 2001) is described in ’Result of automatic initializa-
tion approach’.
The GTV histogram model
In Section 5.1.2, we elucidated the qualitative correlation between the theoreti-
cal Gaussian mixture model (Figure 5.2a) and the averaged original histogram
of the GTV (Figure 5.2b). In this step, we tried to scrutinize if these histograms
have plausible µ and fit well to values derived from literature. In Higano et al.
(2006), the range of minimum ADC values in glioblastomas is depicted. The
minimum range of the ADC is denoted as 6.2 − 11 · 10−4 mm2sec and fits to the
histograms. An example of necrosis could be found in Asao et al. (2005). The
minimum value of the ADC necrosis group is determined as 10.4 · 10−4 mm2sec . The
µ value of the cerebrospinal fluid matches well to Raffin et al. (2001). The range
of the ADC is determined as 11.2− 35.0 · 10−4 mm2sec .
Histogram clustering results
In this section, the clustering results concerning the ’standard Gaussian model’
and the ’Clustering results using the Gaussian model plus partial volume class’
are being elaborated.
Clustering results using the standard Gaussian model
Here, the clustering results of the three sample patients using the standard
Gaussian model are being depicted in consecutive order. The ’First sample pa-
tient’, the ’Second sample patient’ and the ’Third sample patient’.
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Fig. 5.8: (a) Axial ADC map
showing the GTV of the tu-
mour (green arrow). (b) Cor-
responding contrast enhanced
T1-weighted image showing
the high-proliferating part of
the tumour (red arrow). (c) Ax-
ial T2-FLAIR image showing
the gross tumour volume (dark
blue arrow). (d) Outlined GTV
in ADC map. Overlapping high-
proliferating tumour with normal
tissue is highlighted by the light
blue arrows. (e) ADC map with
the clustering result as overlay.
Here, PV clustering was applied
using uniformly distributed pa-
rameter ρ to fold mixture class
p(a|m). High-proliferating tu-
mour is clustered in red, partial
volume in blue and green depicts
the low-proliferating part. The
red arrow depicts the remaining
but strongly reduced areas with
a clustering error at the interface
of low-proliferating tumour and
healthy tissue. (f) Probability
density histogram showing the
conservative ROIs of the physi-
cian. The high-proliferating area
is showed by the red curve. The
low-proliferating one by the
green curve. (g) The clustering
result using the partial volume
mixture model (Equation 4.37).
The high-proliferating area is
indicated by the red Gaussian
curve and the low-proliferating
area by the green curve. Par-
tial volume is indicated by the
blue curve. The mean is high-
lighted by the vertical lines. µ
of both Gaussian curves still fit
well to the conservative ROIs
compared to Figure 5.5, but σ
of the high-proliferating clus-
tered Gaussian still exceeds the
conservative sample. The partial
volume curve suppresses a part
of the low malignant tumour part
(µhigh = 4.1 · 10−4 mm2sec , µlow =
7.2 · 10−4 mm2sec σhigh = 1.2 · 10−4,
σlow = 1.9 · 10−5). The fractions
are determined as pihigh = 0.62,
pilow = 0.38, piPV = 0.50. (h) The
whole added Gaussian mixture
model (Equation 4.21) (magenta)
shows still a very good approx-
imation of the GTV and similar
to Figure 5.5, the negative Log-
likelihood (Equation 4.28) is
denoted as -9.68.
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First sample patient The qualitative assumptions for Figure 5.3 are further for-
tified by the quantitative parameters µ and σ. µhigh = 2.5 · 10−4 mm2sec and
µlow = 4.0 · 10−4 mm2sec fit to the ranges given by the conservative ROIs. µhigh
seems to have a complete match with the µ derived from the conservative ROI.
σlow = 3.2 · 10−5 exceeds the conservative ROI sample but important is that it is
not smaller than the given sample.
Second sample patient The hypotheses made in Figure 5.4 are further supported
by the parameters of µ and σ. µhigh of 5.1 · 10−4 mm2sec fits in the range of the high-
proliferating conservative ROI. µlow of 7.0 · 10−4 mm2sec is strongly shifted to the
right compared to the conservative low-proliferating ROI. σhigh = 5.1 · 10−5
exeeds the conservative ROI. σlow = 1.3 · 10−4 mm2sec is a very high standard devi-
ation and no real peak can be found in the histogram of the GTV.
Third sample patient The quantitative evaluation of Figure 5.5 supports the qual-
itative evaluation. µhigh = 4.4 · 10−4 mm2sec and µlow = 6.8 mm
2
sec fit perfectly well to
the µ of the conservative ROIs in (f). The high σhigh = 1.2 · 10−4 exceeds the con-
servative ROI and σlow = 4.4 · 10−5 matches perfectly well to the given sample.
Clustering results using the Gaussian model plus partial volume class
The quantitative measurements of the three sample patients are being depicted
in this section in ascending order. The ’First sample patient’, the ’Second sample
patient’ and the ’Third sample patient’.
First sample patient The qualitative analysis of Figure 5.6 is further fostered by a
quantitative evaluation. The difference between µ of the two areas is denoted as
5.0 · 10−5 mm2sec . The low-proliferating shift of µ results in 1.0 · 10−5 mm
2
sec . The strong
suppression of the high-proliferating part is denoted by σ of approximately 95
%. σ low
PVclustering
= 9.6 · 10−5 has changed slightly by 4.0 · 10−6. The assumption
that Figure 5.3 fits better to the original histogram GTV is further fortified by an
improvement of the Log-likelihood of 0.02.
Second sample patient A further continuation of the qualitative analysis for Fig-
ure 5.7 is made here quantitatively. The complete suppression of the low-
proliferating area can be seen by a very high µ low
PVclustering
= 9.9 · 10−4 mm2sec , a very
low σ low
PVclustering
= 5.2 · 10−6 mm2sec and an extremely suppressed pi low
PVclustering
=
3.4 · 10−5. The high-proliferating curve is shifted by 0.01 · 10−4 mm2sec and σ is in-
creased by approximately 10 %.
The accuracy of the GTV has not changed. This is proved by an equal nega-
tive Log-likelihood of -9.28.
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Third sample patient The quantitative evaluation of Figure 5.8 supports before
made qualitative hypotheses. µ is reduced by 0.3 · 10−4 mm2sec and σ high
PVclustering
=
1.2 · 10−4 did not change at all and still exceeds the conservate ROI. The low-
proliferating curve is strongly reduced and shifted to the right. The values quan-
titatively support this: µ increased by 0.4 · 10−4 mm2sec and σ is reduced by approx-
imately 60%.
The Log-likelihood by the partial volume approach is the same compared to
the pure Gaussian approach and denoted as -9.68.
Statistical analysis of clustering results
In Figure 5.9 dotplots of the clustering test illustrated in Figure 4.36 using Gaus-
sian clustering (Equation 4.23) and partial volume clustering (Equation 4.37) are
shown (StataCorp. (2009). Stata: Release 11. Statistical Software. College Station,
TX: StataCorp LP.). The conservative ROIs of the physician have been used as
a security margin to cut off totally implausible values. Specifically, the mean
value of the minimum values −σ and the maximum values +σ have been used
to define the criterion for the runaway values.
Gauss clustering
In Figure 5.9(a), the pure Gaussian clustering test applied onto the high--
proliferating ROI is shown. We can see a strong spatially dot plot clustering
of the clustering results per patient. 2 patients could be partly included. This
justifies an objectivity of the clustering approach. The intraclass coefficient (Sec-
tion 3.2.4) of further fortifies the reproducibility.
In Figure 5.9(b), the low-proliferating Gaussian clustering test is depicted.
There is no patient who completely exceeds the security margin and 2 fractional
outliers can be found. The dot plot clustering can be seen, as well. This justifies
an objectivity assumption which is further supported by the ICC of 0.996.
Partial volume clustering
In Figure 5.9(c), the partial volume clustering test applied onto the high--
proliferating ROI is illustrated. A fractional spatial clustering of the dotplots
can be seen. However, there were 4 complete outliers and 4 fractional outliers.
The ICC is denoted as 0.621 and we cannot speak of an objective clustering any
more.
Figure 5.9(d) illustrates the partial volume clustering test applied onto the
low-proliferating ROI. No dot plot clustering can be seen any more. We had 6
complete outliers and 4 fractional outliers. The ICC is denoted as 0.686 and the
objectivity assumption of the clustering has to be rejected, completely.
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Fig. 5.9: Dotplots of the clustering results using conservative ROIs as a security margin. (a) The seedpoint test has
been applied onto the high-proliferating region (Equation 4.23). No complete outlier. Fractional outliers: BM 4/10, JA
1/10. The ICC is denoted as 0.92 The results of the automatic clustering approach are denoted as grey crosses. (b) The
seedpoint test has been applied onto the low-proliferating region. No complete outlier. Fractional outliers: BM 4/10,
WF 1/10 The ICC is denoted as 0.996 (taken from Simon et al. (2011)). (c) The seedpoint test has been applied onto the
high-proliferating region using the partial volume clustering (Equation 4.37). 4 complete outliers can be denoted: BM,
HD, WFR, WH. Fractional outliers: JA 7/10, SHE 1/10, SK 4/10, WF 3/10. The ICC is denoted as 0.621. (d) Partial
volume clustering test applied onto the low-proliferating tumour part. 6 complete outliers can be seen: BM, FB, HD,
WFR, WF, WH. Fractional outliers: JA 9/10, SH 1/10, SHE 1/10., SK 9/10The ICC is denoted as 0.686.
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Result of automatic initialization approach
Since the clustering applied with a pure Gaussian mixture model (Equation 4.23)
leads to an objective clustering, regarding the dotplots in Figure 5.9 and the
ICCs, an automatic initialization is justified concerning the usage of this model.
We tried the automatic initialization given in Equation 4.19 leading to results
which can be compared to the spatial clustering of the dotplots in Figure 5.9(a)
and Figure 5.9(b).
Altogether, the automatic clustering was successful in 10 of 10 cases of the
pure Gaussan mixture model and fits perfectly to the spatial clustering of the
dot-plots which justifies an objectivity assumption of the Gaussian clustering
5.1.4 Including functional imaging such as perfusion as additional
information
The qualitative and quantitative evaluation while adding a functional imaging
technique such as perfusion is entailed in this section. Firstly, the ’Qualitative
evaluation’ and secondly the ’Quantitative evaluation’.
Qualitative evaluation
In Figure 5.10, the qualitative evaluation is shown. In (a), the delineated glioblas-
toma encompassing the enhancing lesion including a 1 cm margin is shown. (b)
depicts the set including the maxCBV values in black and minADC values in
white. The intersection of both highest malignant areas is highlighted in grey.
Qualitatively, it can be denoted that maxCBV values were located mostly within
the enhancing region. The minADC was located in the surrounding area. This
was the case in 14 of 20 patients. In six patients, these typical localizations could
not be identified (Radbruch et al., 2011).
Quantitative evaluation
Quantitatively, it can be stated that the intersection showed an average overlap
of 34.7± 10.9% (Radbruch et al., 2011).
5.2 The IVIM model and reproducible derived parameters
This section covers the results of the application of the IVIM model and the
determination of reproducible parameters. Firstly, the evaluation of the intra-
individual reproducibility is depicted in Section 5.2.1.
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Fig. 5.10: Qualitative evaluation of the intersection concerning the rCBV study (taken from Radbruch et al. (2011))
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     Fig. 5.11: The intra-individual reproducibility of f
The second part consists of the evaluation of the plausibility with help of an
overlap probability (Section 5.2.2).
The third part elucidates the application of the IVIM approach onto more
organs (Section 5.2.3) and this section finishes with the results of experimental
derived values of the IVIM model (Section 5.2.4).
5.2.1 Evaluation of the intra-individual reproducibility
The intra-individual reproducibility of the derived parameters has been tested
by evaluation of the three consecutive measurements comparing the parame-
ters f, D and ADC. For calculating the ADC, we used the unrestricted model
following Equation 4.49 due to an observed bi-exponential behavior of the sig-
nal decay in healthy pancreas. As described in Figure 4.16, we tested three ap-
proaches: the unregistered approach (1.), the global registration approach (2.) and the
local registration approach (3.).
The results showed an improvement of the reproducibility in terms of a
decrease in the standard deviation σ in all three parameters. Remarkably, σf
showed a drop of over 3 % (Figure 5.11). Thus, we can state that rigid registra-
tion improves the reproducibility of f (Graf et al., 2010).
Applying a Wilcoxon signed-rank test (Elpelt and Hartung, 1992), all three
parameters reach significance concerning σ of the three consecutive measure-
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Fig. 5.12: 3D overlapprobability per subject
ments. 72 2D samples out of the 140 of the 3D segmentation have been chosen
for the significance proof. Thus, every derived observed parameter is more ro-
bust considering both registration approaches.
5.2.2 Evaluation of the plausibility
Figure 5.12 (taken from Graf et al. (2010)) shows the overlap probability using
Equation 3.62 before and after applying the two mentioned registration algo-
rithms. Averagely, the overlapping probability could be increased by more than
4 %, applying the global registration approach (Table 5.1) (taken from Graf et al.
(2010)).
Unexpectedly, the local registration approach decreased the overlap probability
of about 19 %.
Using a Wilcoxon rank sum test, we could prove the significance of the over-
lap increase.
5.2.3 Application of the IVIM approach onto several organs
This section covers the application of the IVIM approach onto several organs
and is subdivided into a section which is describing the results of an additional
mono-exponential fitting routine (’Adding an additional mono-exponential fit-
ting routine and comparison to the IVIM fit’).
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Sample Unregistered Globally registered Locally registered
1. subject 0.55 0.61 0.36
2. subject 0.62 0.66 0.57
3. subject 0.65 0.69 0.40
4. subject 0.66 0.70 0.50
5. subject 0.67 0.72 0.56
6. subject 0.65 0.67 0.45
7. subject 0.62 0.67 0.39
8. subject 0.77 0.76 0.43
9. subject 0.59 0.64 0.40
10. subject 0.59 0.65 0.41
Table 5.1: Overlap probability of applied registration approaches
Adding an additional mono-exponential fitting routine and comparison to
the IVIM fit
This section shows results of the mono-exponential fitting routines described in
Equation 4.49 and Equation 4.50 compared to the used Levenberg Marquardt fit
of the IVIM equation (Equation 4.52).
Normalized signal decay in a pancreatic tumour
In this section the normalized signal decay in a pancreatic tumour is being eval-
uated by firstly ’Comparing signal decay against regression model’ and sec-
ondly by ’Comparing signal decay against Levenberg Marquardt fit’.
Comparing signal decay against regression model In Figure 5.13, the normalized
signal decay in a pancreatic tumour is tested against both used regression mod-
els. It can be clearly seen that the non fixed model (Equation 4.49) outperforms
in terms of accuracy, regarding the residual variance: CR = 0.00098 < 0.0034.
Nonetheless, there is no standard deviation at (0,0) because of the normalization
procedure.
Comparing signal decay against Levenberg Marquardt fit The signal decay against
the Levenberg Marquardt fit in a pancreatic tumour is shown in Figure 5.14. It
can be clearly seen that the Levenberg Marquardt algorithm starts at (0,0) and
fits perfectly well to the algorithm approach of the restricted regression model.
Normalized signal decay in healthy pancreas
Comparing signal decay against regression model The normalized signal decay in
healthy pancreas is compared against both regression models. In the healthy
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Fig. 5.13: Normalized signal decay in a pancreatic tumour: (A) Showing the normalized signal decay (blue dots) and
the restricted regression using model (Equation 4.50) (ADC=0.0012 > D=0.00095 mm
2
sec , CR = 0.0034) (B) Here, the non
restricted model is shown (Equation 4.49) (ADC=0.0011 > D=0.00095 mm
2
sec , CR = 0.00098)
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Fig. 5.14: Normalized signal decay in a pancreatic tumour: (C) The Levenberg Marquardt fit and the restricted model
(Equation 4.50) (D) The Levenberg Marquardt fit and the non restricted model (Equation 4.49)
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case, the difference is much stronger due to the prominent perfusion drop, hap-
pening at low b values. Therefore, the residual variance difference is higher and
expressed in CR = 0.015 in the non fixed case compared to CR = 0.20 in the fixed
case (Figure 5.15, Figure 5.16 ).
Interestingly, the ADC value seems to be lower than the derived D. This is
impossible from a physical point of view and happens due to the application of
different model assumptions for the estimation of the ADC and D.
5.2.4 The IVIM experimental values for the differentiation between
pancreatitis and pancreatic carcinoma
In this section the ’Qualitative evaluation’ and ’Quantitative evaluation’ of the
two experimental derived parameters R2 (Equation 4.16) and integral I (Equa-
tion 4.49)is depicted.
Qualitative evaluation
The qualitative evaluation of the experimental values is depicted in this section.
Firstly, ’The R2 map and secondly, ’The integral map’.
The R2 map
As predicted, the R2 value is higher in pancreatic cancer than in pancreatitis.
The pancreatic lesion can be delineated by a bright region (Figure 5.17a).
The integral map
The integral map for pancreatic carcinoma is shown in Figure 5.17b. In contra-
diction to the R2 map, the carcinoma is shown as a dark area.
Quantitative evaluation
The R2 map
Quantitatively, the R2 parameter for pancreatic cancer is denoted as µ = 0.86
±0.096 compared to µ = 0.79 ±0.098 but without significance applying a
Wilcoxon rank sum test. The receiver operator characteristic curve analysis, de-
picted in Figure 5.18a, shows a sensitivity of 80 % and a specificity of 100 %.
The integral map
The integral parameter for pancreatic cancer is denoted by a value of µ = 0.32
±0.10 compared to µ = 0.36 ±0.06. The Wilcoxon rank sum test did not
show any significance. The receiver operator characteristic curve analysis (Fig-
ure 5.18b) shows a sensitivity of 60 % and a specificity of 100 %.
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Fig. 5.15: Normalized signal decay in healthy pancreas: (A) Showing the normalized signal decay (blue dots) and the
restricted regression using model (Equation 4.50) (ADC=0.0019>D=0.0012 mm
2
sec , CR = 0.20) (B) Here, the non restricted
model is shown (Equation 4.49) (ADC=0.0011 < D=0.0012 mm
2
sec !, CR = 0.015)
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Fig. 5.16: Normalized signal decay in healthy pancreas: (A) The Levenberg Marquardt fit and the restricted model
(Equation 4.50) (B) The Levenberg Marquardt fit and the non restricted model (Equation 4.49)
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 5.17: (a) Pancreatic lesion (highlighted by the green arrow) in the R2 map and (b) is depicting the integral map
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 5.18: (a) Receiver operator characteristic curve analysis concerning the R2 parameter and (b) is depicting the
integral map
6Discussion
In this chapter, the discussion concerning the separation and quantification of
high- and low-proliferative areas (Section 6.1) and the reproducible evaluation
of derived parameters of the IVIM model (Section 6.2) in diffusion weighted
images, is depicted.
6.1 Separation and quantification of high- and low-proliferative
areas in glioblastomas
This section fills in on the background of the separation and quantification of
high- and low-proliferative areas in gliomas and discusses the results.
Firstly, the main activity is restated and the results with its limitations are
described (Section 6.1.1).
Next, improvements of the used technique are succinctly explained (Sec-
tion 6.1.2). Here, the application of additional contextual contraints are taken
into account.
Section 6.1.3 elucidates future research concerning this topic and gives some
practical applications. E.g. an application in the field of radiotherapy is ex-
plained.
Section 6.1.4 sums up the whole study and gives a slight and succinct con-
clusion of the achievement of a reproducible separation and quantification of
high- and low-proliferative areas in glioblastomas.
6.1.1 Interpretation of the results and limitations
This section entails a restatement of the research results and interpretes them
in a wider context (’Restatement of main activity and interpretation’). Secondly,
the limitations of the study are described in ’Limitations’.
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Restatement of main activity and interpretation
This section is subdivided into the clustering procedure only taking the ADC
into account (’Clustering on ADC only’) and adding a functional imaging tech-
nique such as perfusion (’Adding a multimodal technique such as perfusion’).
Clustering on ADC only In this work, we show that low- and high-proliferating
parts in high grade gliomas in diffusion weighted images can be successfully
objectively delineated and probabilistically quantified by an Expectation Max-
imization algorithm and a superposition of two Gaussian distributions which
are separable by their means. We validated this approach empirically on a sam-
ple of 10 patients. We propose an automatic and rapid approach which consid-
ers the heterogeneous nature of high grade gliomas.
The application of a Gaussian mixture model is validated firstly by a χ2 test
of the averaged high-proliferating and low-proliferating ROIs, yielding Gaus-
sian distributions in the different areas (Figure 5.1).
Secondly, a theoretical Gaussian mixture model with empirically determined
partial components compared qualitatively with the averaged GTV underlines
the application of this mixture model. Quantitatively, we proved that the de-
rived mean values of this theoretical model are plausible.
Through the application of a statistical algorithm with a Gaussian mix-
ture model, we are able to probabilistically quantify areas of low- and high-
proliferation in high grade gliomas. This unsupervised algorithm is plausi-
ble (justified by the qualitative evaluation (Section 5.1.2), provides a high re-
producibility and objectivity, proven through the quantitative analysis (Sec-
tion 5.1.3), a minimal human interaction, provided by an automatic initializa-
tion (Equation 4.18, Equation 4.19, Equation 4.20) and rapidness. Thus, it is well
suited for the specific problem task to segment areas with gliding borders be-
tween high- and low-proliferating areas, normal tissue, necrotic areas and cere-
brospinal fluid within heterogeneous high grade gliomas.
The posterior probability, which can be seen as a quality measurement of the
complete approach, ensures a probabilistic quantification which allows for a
reproducible quantification in the separated areas. The objectivity could be fur-
ther validated by an application of an objectivity test with various initialization
seeds within the low and high grade areas (see Figure 4.36). Furthermore, the
reproducibility has been validated by the application of the spatial clustering of
the dotplots (see Figure 4.36).
By application of a binary FLAIR mask, cerebrospinal fluid could be ex-
cluded and thus is not impeding the delineation and quantification procedure
(Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.6). In this step, registration plays an important role,
since the spatially matching of the morphologic FLAIR image and the func-
tional diffusion weighted image is of great importance.
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Besides of low- and high-proliferating parts, the heterogeneous tumour mass
also includes necrotic areas. These necrotic areas could be suppressed by appli-
cation of a histogram cut-off. However, the necrosis threshold is not completely
satisfactory since it cannot suppress necrosis totally without additionally cut-
ting off apparent low-proliferating tumour tissue (see Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.7).
By adding an equally folded distributed partial volume class (Section 3.1.6)
to the superposition of Gaussians, we could improve the delineation between
high-proliferating regions and normal tissue. Although a part of the erroneous
classified high-proliferating tissue can be classified as a partial volume effect,
some of the thus found partial volume regions may be falsely assigned (see Fig-
ure 5.7 and Figure 5.8). An explanation for the falsely assignment in Figure 5.7
could be that the statistical amount of information is too low to find the low-
proliferating class.
As recent studies show, manual ROI placement is impeded by the heteroge-
neous nature of high grade gliomas and additionally by partial volume effects
e.g. (Higano et al., 2006, Sadeghi et al., 2004). Other methods similar to the Ex-
pectation Maximization statistical segmentation approach, like Support Vector
Machines (SVMs) (Hongmin et al., 2007, Lee et al., 2005, Zhang et al., 2005), can
also be used in an unsupervised fashion (Zhang et al., 2005). SVMs belong to so
called discriminative decision task solutions, with a binary decision function,
in contrast to our generative solution. In the case of SVMs, normally no poste-
rior probability is being produced. This posterior probability can be seen as the
quality measurement of the whole approach and thus, the lack of this posterior
probability in SVMs obscures the qualitative evaluation of a given clustering re-
sult (Bishop, 2006). Discriminative algorithms excluding the SVMs, generate the
posterior probability directly. Generative algorithms, like the presented Expec-
tation Maximization algorithm with Gaussian mixture model, generate the joint
probability p(x) · p(x|k) and the posterior probability is determined by normal-
ization through the marginal probability p(x). In our case, the crucial key issues
of our specific problem task can be denoted as
1. finding gliding borders
2. performing an objective probabilistic quantification, while considering par-
tial volume effects
3. human interaction
Concerning (1), usually, SVMs can only be used to separate sharp borders, also
named linearly separable data, by finding a maximum margin between two
classes. But by application of the called ’kernel trick’ that data can be projected
to a multidimensional space, called feature space (Bishop, 2006) and thus, also
gliding borders can be found using SVMs.
Due to the discriminative fashion with a binary separation function, an objective
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probabilistic quantification cannot be performed by a SVM alone. This can be
seen as the main disadvantage of using SVMs as mentioned above. However,
the probability can be approximated by fitting a sigmoid function (Platt, 1999).
With the used generative Expectation Maximization clustering applied on
the probability distribution, we are able to perform an objective probabilis-
tic quantification. Using this approach, new data points with low probability
can be detected easily. This is known as outlier or novelty detection (Bishop,
2006). It is of special value in glioblastomas where gliding borders consisting
of voxels with an extremely low probability are present. In the case of our ad-
ditionally folded equally distributed probability class, we are also modelling
the marginal probability in a special way and add a non Gaussian distribution
to the superposition of Gaussians (Figure 5.6, Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8). Con-
cerning three, a one class SVM is also unsupervised, however if more than one
class is expected, a supervised SVM approach is needed. For these supervised
SVMs, time-consuming human interactions are necessary to label representa-
tive data samples for high and low-proliferative areas. Thus, given that at least
three classed are present (high- and low-proliferative and partial volume), the
EM approach is advantageous in terms of reduction of human interaction.
A prominent example for discriminative statistical algorithms without bi-
nary decision function, are perceptrons. In this case, the artificial neuronal net-
works can find gliding borders (1) due to solving the linear separation problem
by application of multiple layers. As in the case of SVMs, they are also not ap-
plied on the histogram directly. Instead, the training data is based on derived
bitmap features and the position information of the voxels (Dickson et al., 1997).
A probabilistic quantification can be performed by using the posterior probabil-
ity directly. The posterior probability is being determined by an application of
multiple logistic regression on non linear data (Bishop, 2006).
Contrary to single class SVMs and our Expectation Maximization approach,
multilayer perceptrons cannot be used in an unsupervised fashion. Instead, they
perform a so called reinforcement learning to generate the appropriate output.
Thus, concerning (3), they are disadvantageous.
Adding a multimodal technique such as perfusion By adding an additional multi-
modal imaging technique such as perfusion (Section 4.2.1), we could identify
that the highest malignant areas, identified by ADC and rCBV, do not neces-
sarily overlap spatially. An average overlap of only 34.7± 10.9% quantitatively
supports this. The multispectral information provides additional information
about the tumour biology. The location of min ADC in the surrounding tissue
and max rCBV values in the enhancing areas could be that low ADC values
produce neoangiogenic factors which is leading to a ’trailing behind’ of the
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vascular-rich tumour border. This border is represented by high CBV values
(Radbruch et al., 2011).
Limitations
The largest limitation of our algorithm is that the issue ’of overlapping intensi-
ties of normal tissue with high-proliferating areas’ (Prastawa et al., 2003) (Sec-
tion 3.3.1) is still not completely solved . Even if we assume an additional partial
volume class, the overlapping still remains partially (Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8).
A further limitation of the applied algorithm is that it only clusters globally
on a GTV drawn on a 2 dimensional slice. An expand onto a 3 dimensional
volume was successful. However, future research should extend this onto the
whole brain, resulting in a 3d whole brain fully automated clustering algorithm
which includes and defines contextual three dimensional constraints. This is
further explained in Section 3.2.2.
The Gaussian mixture approximation is a result of the occurring Rician noise
onto the pure MR signal (Section 5.8). Here, Rician assumptions onto the log
signal, as well as direct Rician assumptions onto the derived values are valid
(Fillard et al., 2007). However, more exact would be an application of a log Ri-
cian or at least a log Gaussian model in our case of a high SNR (Section 3.1.5)
through averaging of 10 DTI datasets. This should be evaluated in further re-
search.
6.1.2 Improvements of the used technique
Future research has to address the still occurring overlapping between necrosis
versus low-proliferating and high-proliferating tissue and normal tissue. This
may be addressed by algorithms that include prior knowledge and the addi-
tion of spatial and anatomical constraints (van Leemput, 2001) or in the tumour
segmentation case (Lee et al., 2005), where a discriminative variant of the usu-
ally generative Markov Random Fields in combination with a SVM is used (Si-
mon et al., 2011). The crucial problem pertaining to the overlapping issue is
based on the independence assumption given in van Leemput (2001). It says
that the tissue type of each voxel is independant from the tissue type of all of
the other voxels which means that the ADC distribution of a voxel does not de-
pend on the ADC probability distribution of any other voxel. Thus, there is no
context in which the labels reside. This can be measured by the posterior prob-
ability to reflect the information of the Gaussian mixture model γk(x) ≡ p(k|x).
Hence, each voxel is classified independantly based only on the ADC proba-
bility density. If the ADC probability density between the different tissue types
has an overlap, the intensity based classification will probably fail. By includ-
ing contextual constraints, a Markov Random Field can provide a solution for
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misclassified regions, particularly the misclassification of normal tissue as high-
proliferating tissue.
The assumption of a generative Markov Random Field is roughly that each
variable only directly depends on a few other neighbours (Perez et al., 1998)
(Section 3.2.2). More specifically, we can say that a voxel which belongs to a
specific area of proliferation, depends only on the proliferation rate in a special
region, called a Markov blanket (Bishop, 2006). Thus, the prior probability pik of
a voxel belonging to the high- or low-proliferation area is not the same as in the
intensity based independant case, it now depends on the classification of the
surrounding voxels (van Leemput et al., 1999).
By application of the Markov Random Field and by changing the prior proba-
bility pik in the way that configurations are preferred where neighbours for the
same tumour-proliferating entity occur (van Leemput, 2001, van Leemput et al.,
1999), the spatial context or the spatial clustering of the voxels is taken into
account. Thus, the clustering is based on the intensity and the spatial context.
In this way, outliers can be removed and the issue rose in Figure 5.3 and Fig-
ure 5.6 pertaining to the overlapping intensities of low-proliferating and high-
proliferating tumour can be reduced.
Furthermore, by defining contextual contraints (van Leemput et al., 1999),
the clustering can be additionally restricted and unlikely clustering results can
be prevented such as:
• high tumour surrounded by low tumour or normal tissue
• normal tissue around high tumour
• high tumour around low tumour
A classification is needed that considers the single-site potentials ssp(k|x) ≡
γk(x) ≡ p(k|x), reflecting the ADC probability distribution in terms of consid-
ering the Gaussian mixture model and additionally the pair potential, which is
responsible for the spatial coupling, and can be denoted as pp(ki, k j|X), where
X represents all of the remaining variables in the image where we consider a 4
neighbourhood system (Li et al., 1995). A further approach would be to include
a special labelling procedure, where the spatial couplings could be used to im-
prove the clustering result in terms of accuracy (Lee et al., 2009a,b). More specif-
ically, the cluster initialization procedure could be applied to perform such an
initial labelling and thus results in a semi-supervised approach.
6.1.3 Future research and practical applications
The probabilistic ADC measurement in gliomas, as proposed here, can be used
for the planning of resections and biopsies. Moreover, it can be applied in the
context of modern radiotherapy techniques where intensity modulation is used
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which can be used to adapt the local dose to the biological activity in heteroge-
neous tumour parts (Boyer et al., 2000, Ling et al., 2000).
The identified low-proliferating and high-proliferating parts might also be of
use in a tumour growth model as described in Konukoglu et al. (2010) to more
precisely estimate the proliferation rate in different tumour areas.
6.1.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, we presented a novel method for the objective delineation of
high- and low-proliferating areas in high grade gliomas (Section 3.3.1, Sec-
tion 3.2.1). We could show that this approach is rapid, reproducible and leads
to an objective delineation with automatic initialization (Section 5.1.3), regard-
ing heterogeneity, while accommodating for signal inhomogeneities and glid-
ing borders of high grade gliomas. The partial volume recognizing method has
been tested. However, the objectivity could not yet be proved (Section 5.1.3).
The further evaluation pertaining to this subject has to be proven in future
studies. Furthermore, the pure Gaussian automatic probabilistic quantification
allows for an objective and reproducible extraction of the ADC values in the
different clusters (Section 5.1.3).
The additional multimodal information in terms of perfusion, provides more
information about tumour biology taking the vascular contribution into account
(Radbruch et al., 2011). The highest malignant areas identified by rCBV and
ADC do not necessarily overlap spatially. Thus, it can be denoted that areas of
high-malignancy can be interpreted from a different point of view, regarding
the used imaging technique and tumour specific property. To conclude, it can
be said that the derived objective and reproducible ADC delivers just one im-
portant characteristic trait of the tumour.
These objective values, reflecting high-proliferating and low-proliferating re-
gions in glioblastomas, have clinical relevance concerning therapy assessment
and post-therapy follow up in terms of therapy modification.
6.2 The IVIM model and reproducible derived parameters in
diffusion weighted images
This section discusses the main activity concerning the application of the IVIM
model and the reproducible extraction of the derived parameters.
The interpretation of the results and its limitations are discussed consecu-
tively which leads to a development of a non-invasive screening tool for the
pancreas. (Section 6.2.1).
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Furthermore, improvements of the technique are elucidated which expands
the usage onto other organs (Section 6.2.2).
Section 6.2.3 sums up the whole study to conclude the approach towards a
non-invasive screening tool while using diffusion weighted imaging.
6.2.1 Interpretation of the results and limitations
The interpretation of the results is divided into the determination of the derived
IVIM parameters concerning the serial registration (’Determining reproducible
derived parameters and serial registration’) the ducts and vessels segmentation
(’The ducts and vessels segmentation’), the IVIM fit (’IVIM fit’), the additional
experimental fitting routine (’Adding an additional mono-exponential fitting
routine’) and finishes with the determination of experimental derived param-
eters such as R2 (Equation 4.16) and integral I (Equation 4.17) (’The IVIM ex-
perimental values for the differentiation between pancreatitis and pancreatic
carcinoma’).
Determining reproducible derived parameters and serial registration
The section is subdivided into the ’Interpretation of the results’ and ’Limita-
tions’.
Interpretation of the results
In the IVIM study (Section 5.2), we prove that serial linear rigid registration of
the b values stack, leads to a significant increase in the IVIM derived parame-
ters such as f (Figure 5.11), D and the ADC (Graf et al., 2010).
The second important result indicates that the plausibility, determined by an
overlap probability, could also reach a significant improvement (Figure 5.11,
and Table 5.12). Unexpectedly, the local registration approach could not suc-
ceed, since normalized mutual information is solely based on intensity values.
A high similarity can occur in the metric, even if there is no anatomical overlap
correlation.
Limitations
A limitation of the registration study is clearly that we did not include non
rigid registration. That elastic organ motion has to be present, can be derived
by the fact that the maximum overlap probability increased only from 72% to
77% (Figure 5.1) (Graf et al., 2010).
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The ducts and vessels segmentation
As indicated in Re et al. (2011), it could be identified that the ducts and ves-
sels segmentation improves the delineation of pancreatic lesions, regarding the
elimination of adjacent ducts and vessels.
Moreover, Re et al. (2011) states that f is significantly higher in post segmen-
tation (Switching from 0.16 to 0.17). This can be explained by the zero valued
eliminated ducts.
Concerning the vessels, Re et al. (2011) could find out that the trend in Lemke
et al. (2009), saying that D should be higher in tumour than in healthy tissue
(tumour: 1.25 µm
2
ms compared to healthy tissue: 1.13
µm2
ms ), was absent after elimi-
nation of the vessels (tumour: 1.16 µm
2
ms compared to healthy tissue: 1.13
µm2
ms ).
The IVIM fit
This section, concerning the IVIM fit, is subdivided into ’Interpretation of the
results’ and ’Limitations’.
Interpretation of the results
As described in Section 4.1.2, we fixed D∗ to 20 µm
2
ms due to low SNR (Sec-
tion 3.1.5). This restriction is further analyzed by Lemke et al. (2011), where
an optimal distribution of b values is discussed. In this work, Monte Carlo sim-
ulations were used and the error of the fit was used as an optimization criterion.
σ∗D, depicting the relative error in the Monte Carlo simulation, showed the high-
est error.
This result could be confirmed by in vivo conditions, measured in three healthy
subjects (Lemke et al., 2011).
In Klauss et al. (2011), a direct histopathological comparison between the true
diffusion constant D in 24 pancreatic carcinoma patients considering fibrosis
was found which further fortifies the plausibility of the true diffusion constant
D.
Limitations
Since D∗ has been fixed due to the mentioned instability of the parameter, this
fixation is limiting the quality of the derived parameters and results in a shift
of f rather than an alteration of the found contrasts (Re et al., 2011). However,
the automatic tumour delineation leads to a good automatic segmentation of
the tumour, confirmed by radiologists. Moreover, the D∗ parameter of 20 µm
2
ms
in the pancreas, is comparable and reproducible (Re et al., 2011). This value is
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comparable to other organs obtained from literature: brain: D∗ = 10µm
2
ms , kidney:
D∗ = 15µm
2
ms and liver: D
∗ = 60µm
2
ms Lemke et al. (2011).
Another limitation concerning the IVIM fit is the applied SNR (Section 3.1.5).
Lemke et al. (2011) investigates an optimal b value distribution dependant on
the applied SNR. Three classes have been created here: blow, bmedium and bhigh.
Furthermore, the SNR could be so low that a plausible three parameter fit is not
feasible (Lemke et al., 2011).
Adding an additional mono-exponential fitting routine
In Section 4.1.2, we explain the application of the IVIM approach onto sev-
eral organs and use two mono-exponential fitting routines for the ADC (Equa-
tion 4.50, Equation 4.49). As indicated in Section 4.1.2, the normalization proce-
dure (Equation 4.48) of the IVIM equation leads to a strong (0,0) value, so that
this value has to be fixed, since this value has no standard deviation. Moreover,
the Levenberg Marquardt approach (Equation 4.54) used to determine the IVIM
derived parameters, fixes the (0,0) value in the same way and is a second argu-
ment to use the the fixed model, defined in Equation 4.50. In the experiment in
Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15, we can clearly see that the fixed model, to determine
the ADC, fits better to the IVIM parameters D and f.
However, in cases of a strong bi-exponential signal decay (e.g. in healthy
pancreas: (Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16)), the signal approximation seems to be
better in the non-restricted model (Equation 4.49), regarding the residual vari-
ance Cr. In this case, D can be higher than ADC, which is impossible from a
physical point of view.
Even in the tumour case (Figure 5.13, Figure 5.14), the non-fixed model is more
exact.
The IVIM experimental values for the differentiation between pancreatitis
and pancreatic carcinoma
Interpretation of the results
In Section 5.2.4, the experimental value R2 (Equation 4.16) and I (Equation 4.17)
are evaluated and R2 turned out to be the superior experimental parameter for
the differentation of mass forming pancreatitis and pancreatic carcinoma and is
showing the same sensitivity than the perfusion fraction f reported in Klauss
et al. (2011).
Limitations
Due to the small sample size, an evaluation of the significance of the differenta-
tion and the expressiveness of the diagnostic performance is limited.
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6.2.2 Improvements of results and future research
The improvements of the results and future research is divided into the follow-
ing topics:
1. ’Determining reproducible derived parameters and serial registration’
2. ’The ducts and vessels segmentation’
3. ’The IVIM fit’
4. ’The IVIM experimental values for the differentation between pancreatitis
and pancreatic carcinoma’
5. ’Therapy issues concerning different organs’
Determining reproducible derived parameters and serial registration
The still recognizable organ motion leads to a warrantable use of elastic regis-
tration approaches. Future research should consider these advanced techniques
for a more stable measurement of the parameters (Graf et al., 2010).
The reduction of the standard deviation in the pancreatic diseases, has to
be confirmed in future studies in the course of a clinical study to evaluate the
benefit of registration onto homogeneous ROIs reflecting pancreatic tumours
and pancreatitis, respectively.
Since we are using images with a resolution of 100x78x14 and the normal-
ized mutual information metric (Maes et al., 1997, Viola and Wells III, 1997)
(Section 3.2.5) needs a minimum set of statistical information, we recommend
an increase of the used entropy, in terms of increasing the applied resolution
(Graf et al., 2010).
The ducts and vessels segmentation
The ducts and vessels segmentation can be also performed by using an Ex-
pectation Maximization approach with multivariate Gaussian mixture model
(Bishop, 2006, Dempster et al., 1977, Hastie et al., 2009) similar to the used ma-
chine learning algorithm in Section 5.1 but with multivariate Gaussians, reflect-
ing D and f, respectively (Equation 3.39). This could be an appropriate technique
if the biparametric f , D characteristic yields a multivariate Gaussian mixture
(Re et al., 2011).
Furthermore, this segmentation approach could be extended on further or-
gans.
The IVIM fit
To extend the IVIM approach onto more organs, we should consider to adjust
the D∗ parameter to appropriately fix the pseudo-diffusion to the respective
organ.
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Moreover, the technique elucidated in Lemke et al. (2011) should be taken
into account. The SNR Section 3.1.5 should be measured and taken into account
to derive optimum b values. Most importantly, a cut-off value for a critical SNR
is warranted.
The IVIM experimental values for the differentiation between pancreatitis
and pancreatic carcinoma
Future research, according to the experimental values R2 (Equation 4.16) and
the integral parameter I (Equation 4.17), has to consider more patients for the
differentation to strenghten the informative value of the receiver operator char-
acteristic curve analysis and to reach a significant difference between pancreatic
carcinoma and pancreatitis, respectively.
Therapy issues concerning different organs
There were several studies which evaluated the IVIM derived parameters un-
der therapy (Section 4.1.2). Future research should take a histology comparison
into account to better estimate the real correspondent of the values regarding
healthy tissue and tumourous tissue.
6.2.3 Conclusion
To conclude, we presented an approach for a robust and reproducible parameter
quantification of IVIM derived parameters through linear rigid image registra-
tion (Section 5.2.1). Furthermore, this estimation could be further improved by
an automatic ducts and vessels segmentation to exclude erroneous ducts and
vessels (Section 4.1.2).
The IVIM fit procedure could be adjusted so that several organs are supported
by two normalization procedures and the different ADC calculation schemes
foster two different aspects of approximating the bi-exponential signal decay.
Moreover, the quality of the data can be checked by a visualization of the signal
decay and fits.
However, elastic organ motion (Schnabel and Rueckert, 2009) is not consid-
ered and will be a task for future developments. Moreover, the constant pseudo
diffusion constant D∗ is deviating among other organs so that this parameter
has to be changeable by an adjustable parametrization of the software. Further-
more, the SNR (Section 3.1.5) should be a marker to define the optimum b value
distribution and to define a minimum criterion for the feasibility of the IVIM
derived parameters. Due to the automatic detection of the data and the b value
extraction, arbitrary b value distributions are supported by the software.
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This leads to a development of a non-invasive screening tool (Section 3.3.2)
to robustly characterize pancreatic diseases and other organs in the future.
7Summary
7.1 Quantitative parameters derived from diffusion weighted
imaging
First, in the glioma case, reproducible ADC measurements could be achieved.
The developed software prototype could prove that this algorithm establishes
objective measurements without user dependency (Section 4.1.1). Regarding the
pure Gaussian mixture model (Equation 4.23), the objectivity assumption holds
but the ICCs of the partial volume including model (Equation 4.38) do not jus-
tify this assumption.
Future research should also take this partial volume model into account to
end up into a reproducible and partial volume recognizing method.
However, it has to be recognized that a combination of different parameters
is important while deriving intrinsic parameters of gliomas. As described in the
results in Section 5.1.4, the vascular contribution (rCBV) does not necessarily
overlap spatially with the cellularity contribution designated as ADC.
Hence, future research should extend the objective determination of parameters
in gliomas in direction of a multimodal or multispectral interpretation of the
data. This could be feasible regarding a multi modal software platform such as
RONDO (Woetzel et al., 2010).
In the IVIM study, we could show that the application of linear image reg-
istration improves the reproduciblity and the plausibility of all IVIM derived
parameters (Section 5.2.1 and Section 5.2.2). In the process, it has to be said that
the crucial bottom line concerning the quantitative parameters can be denoted
as indicated in Section 6.2.1. High reproducibility of the parameters does not neces-
sarily mean that these derived values are plausible, since the used metric for the regis-
tration is solely based on intensity values and does not include any spatial properties
pertaining to the anatomical overlap.
Concerning to the tumour ROI, the implemented ducts and vessels segmen-
tation (Section 5.2.3) reduces the error-proneness of all parameters. As discussed
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in Section 6.2.2, this technique could be further improved by machine learning
algorithms.
However, as already described in Section 6.2.3, residual motion may be still
present so that the reproducibility and plausibility could be still improved due
to elastic deformations. Furthermore, D∗, concerning the used different organs
and the b value distribution pertaining to the SNR, could be adapted to further
improve the derived values.
7.2 Reproducibility
The reproducibility of the ADC values in gliomas has been tested and validated
while applying the pure Gaussian mixture model. The automatic seed point
generation in combination with an ICC (Section 5.1.3) can be seen as a marker
of reproducibility. The ICC in the high-proliferating and low-proliferating areas
are approximately equal to recommendations by Tofts (2003) where an ICC of
0.9 is seen as a typical good value.
However, the ICC has a main drawback, concerning Tofts (2003): ’The ICC
is group dependant and can be completely different regarding other groups’.
Furthermore, Tofts (2003) suggests to use the ’within-subject variance’ in addi-
tion, calculated by σµ as a measurement of ’within-subject reproducibility’ or the
’confidence limits on a single measurement’.
A further drawback concerning the whole study is that the patient collective
is quite small, so that the reproducibility message has to be seen with limita-
tions.
So, future work could also incorporate the reproducibility regarding the value
called CV and include more patients into the study.
The intra-individual reproducibility concerning the IVIM derived values has
been evaluated by three consecutive measurements and could be significantly
improved regarding their σ after a global linear registration (Section 5.2.1).
However, since the ROIs are user dependant and deviating like in the illus-
trated glioma cases (Section 3.2.1), the reproducibility could be improved while
using automatic segmentation approaches to encompass the whole tumour ROI
(Section 3.2.2) .
A development of such a routine for automatically delineating the pancreatic
tumour ROI could be investigated in further research.
7.3 Importance of this work for clinical applications
First and foremost, as indicated in Section 6.1.3, clinical applications of the
reproducible measurements, are especially important for resections, biopsies
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and radiation (Section 3.1.7), considering the highest proliferating areas. More
specifically, IMRT can strongly improve of the herein represented separation or
can be used to foster a derived tumour growth model.
As described in Section 6.2.3, the reproducible measurements have to be fur-
ther proved in a clinical setting, which means concerning the tumour or pan-
creatitis, to evaluate the direct clinical impact. In further studies, the impact of
these improvements onto the diagnostic performance (Section 3.2.4) of the dif-
ferentiation between the pancreatic diseases has to be derived.
All these developments lead to a final non-invasive clinical screening tool
based on diffusion weighted imaging (Section 3.3.2).
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AAppendix
Listing A.1: The partial volume class
1
2 double DWIGaussApproximation : : mixMean ( const double mu1,
3 const double mu2, const double rho )
4 {
5 return ( 1 . 0 − rho ) ∗ mu1 + rho ∗ mu2 ;
6 } // mixing the mu
7
8 double DWIGaussApproximation : : mixVariance ( const double covariance1 ,
9 const double covariance2 , const double rho )
10 {
11 return ( 1 . 0 − rho ) ∗ ( 1 . 0 − rho ) ∗ covar iance1 + rho ∗ rho ∗ covar iance2 ;
12 } // always take the covar iance or var iance ( mixing the covar iance )
13
14
15 double DWIGaussApproximation : : foldedMixtureClass ( const double x ,
16 const double p1 , const double mu1,
17 const double mu2, const double covariance1 , const double covar iance2 )
18 {
19 double dProbVal = 0 . 0 ;
20 double mixed_mean=mu1 ;
21 double mixed_variance=covar iance1 ;
22 double l e f t = 0 . 0 ; // the i n t e g r a l i s defined by 0 to 1
23 double r i g h t = 1 . 0 ; // compute new width
24 double width = r i g h t − l e f t ; // the width of the i n t e g r a l , in t h i s case 1
25 i n t numberOfGridPoints= this−>_numberOfGridPoints−>get IntValue ( ) ;
26 double deltaRho = width / ( double ) ( numberOfGridPoints −1);
27 double rho = l e f t ; // number of gr i dpoin ts
28 double segmentArea = 0 . 0 ; // sum of indiv idua l t rapezoids
29 double fXiMinusOne = 0 . 0 ;
30 double f X i = 0 . 0 ;
31 double xiMinusOne = 0 . 0 ;
32 double x i = 0 . 0 ;
33 i f ( _myAllVolumeSwitch−>get IntValue ( ) ! = 0 )
34 // All Volume switch has been turned on ( Adding the f i r s t Gaussian )
35 dProbVal= this−>gaussianFunction ( x , mu1, covar iance1 ) ;
36 //rho i s zero , using the f i r s t mu
37 for ( i n t k =0; k < numberOfGridPoints−2; k++) // gr id poin ts
38 { // using the trapezoid r u l e :
39 xiMinusOne=rho ;
40 fXiMinusOne= this−>gaussianFunction ( x , mixed_mean , mixed_variance ) ;
41 rho+=deltaRho ;
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42 mixed_mean= this−>mixMean (mu1, mu2, rho ) ; //mixing mu with appropriate rho
43 mixed_variance= this−>mixVariance ( covariance1 , covariance2 , rho ) ;
44 //mixing covar iance with appropriate rho
45 f X i= this−>gaussianFunction ( x , mixed_mean , mixed_variance ) ;
46 x i =rho ;
47 segmentArea= ( xi−xiMinusOne )∗ ( fXiMinusOne+f X i ) ;
48 segmentArea ∗= 0 . 5 ;
49 dProbVal+= segmentArea ;
50 }
51 i f ( _myAllVolumeSwitch−>get IntValue ( ) ! = 0 )
52 // All Volume switch has been turned on ( Adding the second Gaussian )
53 dProbVal+= this−>gaussianFunction ( x , mu2, covar iance2 ) ;
54 dProbVal∗=p1 ;
55 return dProbVal ; //perform m u l t i p l i c a t i o n with pi_1
56 }
57
58 double DWIGaussApproximation : : gaussianFunction ( const double x ,
59 const double p1 , const double p2 , const double p3 ) // a Gaussian ( root s t y l e )
60 {
61 return p1∗TMath : : Exp(−0.5∗TMath : : Power ( ( ( x−p2)/TMath : : Sqr t ( p3 ) ) , 2 ) ) ;
62 }
63
64 double DWIGaussApproximation : : gaussianFunction ( const double x ,
65 const double mu, const double covar iance )
66 {
67 return ( ( 1 / TMath : : Sqr t (2∗ML_M_PI) )∗ ( 1 / TMath : : Sqr t ( covar iance ) )∗
68 TMath : : Exp(−0.5∗TMath : : Power ( ( ( x−mu)/TMath : : Sqr t ( covar iance ) ) , 2 ) ) ) ;
69 // a Gaussian ( gener ic s t y l e )
70 }
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